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.CEAPTERI
MEANIING AI\rO rV.PNS OF.NESEARCH

Ever!'rDanisinterestedio"t 
"*iog**.irrra-o*dtlout,tliethingshappqdngaroundhirn The need for developing knowledge is alwaln present. Research is a slrchfor knowledge.

One.of the methods of giving knowledge is researph. Man has a ttrinking min4 and he is not
satisfied with the availabie ioowledge. He is intere.sted and curious to IJow *or", *d *o*.
When he cames acnoss a news idea orproduct or a new phenome,non he asks many questions like
why, how, and when? This attitu& is never ending and it has become a part of hinnan **.

Man faces manyproblerns in his social,'econqnicat, cqnrnercial, scientific and cultrral
aspects of tife. He rvants to know the methods of solving such proUlem; The desire leads to
researeh. Oni;rbecause ofresearch, rnarr is able to improve in all spheres oflife. Knowledge
enables a num to understan4 erylore; contnol and p,rodict and so.-hebs to face any siUration.

Meanlngof Research

3.*rre word 'rtsearch' is derived fiom the Frenoh word 'reclrcrcher' which meur* .searph

t ack'. Research is the process of a sptematic and i" - d.pth studv-Rmear.ch L a";"a r"r rt
finding solution to problern. Research is based on ,*p".i*" -d ,rrid"o.". Research io *y
particutltopic shoutd be backed by collectio* *ryii""b" p*.;rrd;;;il"dd#f
relevant data" The art of scientifrc iuvestigation could Ue tenrrea as research. eccoraing to Ad-
vesrod Leamers Dctionary the word research meanf i{ careful investigption or *quiry rpo
cially through search for new face in any branch of.knowledge". Reseaph-uteans a splmatizen
effortto gainnewknowledge. Research is anoriginal contibiitiontothe existingstockofknowl-
Cge making for its advancemenl

DEFINTITON OF RESEARCJT

The following are some of the definitions from reknown authos.

Fred l(erHnger

'Research is an organrsed enquiry designed and carried out to prwide information for
solving aproblem'. .

Francis Rummel

"Research is carefut inquiry or examination to discover new inforrnation or relationship
and CI expand and tn veriff existing knowledge',.

RoberRoss

'Resea'ch is essentially as investigation, a remrding and an anallcis of evide,nce for fire
prtrpose of gaining knowledge,'.

3
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D. Selsinger and M. Stephenson in the Enc;rclopaedia of Social Scienc€s define research,

"as &e manipulation of things, colqepts or symbols'for tre purpce of ge,ne,talising to extend

correct or vcriff knowledge, whetber that knowledge aids in constnrction of theo:y or in tlre

p,ractice of an arf'.

According to John W. Best

"Rss@rch-maybe,defmed as the spte,rnatic and objective analysis andrecording Qf9op,-

fiolled obsenmtion ttrat may lad to the &velo,pment of gene,ralisations, principles, or theorio'

resulting in rduction andpoqsiblyultirnate conbol of events".

Functions ofResearch

One of the most important functionsofall researeh is ttre discovery of the tuth of facts.

Research is:undertaken to discover answ€ffi'to certain questions by @lyrng &e . Research

helps tp ansrwer dre problons or issues confronted in a particular area. For example,,Research

ties toanswermuiybroadguestions likelrorr liberalisationoflicencehelps forthe develcpment

of a county or how science can bring changes in the material life of human beings without

affecting its cultural background or what r€asons are there for increased rate of industrial si9la

ness and what step can be take,lr to rernove the increased rate gf industial sickness an-C sirnilar

areas of macro miclo in nature. The following mayh the qpwific firncdons orobjectives:

1. To find new techniques c genemalizations with old data.

2, To,add to existing conclusions or ge,lrgralizations to new data.

3. To attempt arriving at more eonclusiors &om the same set of data.

. . _, 4. To put forward an original or new theory or idea to discover the unexplored

. horizonof knowledge

5. To resolve the contadictions contadictions existing inthe area of sfirdy.

Motivation for Research

The imporhnt motivations for wdertakifrg ressrc,tr activities are as follows:

l. To gel research degree which may help raising the social status of the person

and to get promotions in theirjob.
2. To face the challenges in solving the unsolvedproblerns in 1ife.

3. To get intellectual satisfaction by entering into creative research area.

4. Todo service to the nation and to the humanity at large.

5. Tlgpin status amidst intellechral prodigies.

Atthough all the above desires maybe motivating forces in all cases, in certain types of
researctq any one desfue uay dominate over others. It is to be noted ttrat ttre actual motivation for

unde,ttaking any researctr activity will determine to some extent the nafire, quallry, de th and

duratio,n of researctr"
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Sigriftcance of Research

All progrcs is born of inquiry. Doubt is often better than overconfideirce, for it leads to

inquiry and inqriiry leads to invention. Inoreased amormts of research makes progress

possible. Research inculcates scientific and inductive thinking and it promotes the devel-

opment of logical of thinking and organisation.

Tho role of research in several fields of applied economics, whether related to busi-

ness or to the economy as a whole, has greatly increased in modern times. The increasingly

complex nature of business and government has focused attention on the tlse of research.

Research, is an aid to economic policy, bottr to government and business.

Research provides the basic information for nearly all government policies in our

economic system. Decision - making may not be a part of reseuctr, but research certainly

facilitates the decisions of the policy - maker. Goverlment has also to chalk out programmes

fordealing with all facts of the country's existence and most of these will be related direotly
or indirectly to economic conditions. The plight of cultivators, the problems of big and

small business and industry, working conditions, tade union activitie, the problems of
distribution, even the size and nature of defence services are matters requiring researotn

Thus, research is considered necessary with regard to the allocation of nation's feSources;

Research has its special significance in solving various operational and planning
problerns of business and industry. Market research is the investigation ofthe stnrcture and

development of a market for the purpose of fornrulating effrcient policies for purchasing,
production and sales. Operations research refers to the application of mathematical, logical
and analytical techniques to the solution of business problems of cost minimisation or of
profit maximisation or what can be termed as orptimisation problems. Motivational research

of determining why people behave as they do is mainly concerneci with market charaeteris-
tics. It is concerned with the determination ofmotivations underlyrng the consumer behaviour.

Research is equally important for social scientists in studying the relationships and

in seeking answers to various social problems. It provides the intellectual satisfaction of
kno,,ving a few things just for the sake of knowledge. The significance of research can
also be understood keeping in view the following points:

a. To those students who are to write amaster's or Ph.D, thesis, research may mean a
career or a way to attain a high position in the social structure.

b. To professionals in research methodolsgy, research may mean a source of liveli-
hood.

c. To philosophers and thinkers, research may meao the outlet for new ideas and in-
sights.

5
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d. To literarymen and women, research'may mean the development of new styles antl
creative work.

e. To analysts and intellectuals; research rnay mean the generalisation of new theories.
Thus,, research.is the fountirin'of knowledge and an important and source.,of,

providing guidelines for solving different business, govemmental and social problems.,It,is,
a sort of formal training which enables one to,understand the new developments in'one's
field in a better way,

Social Research

Like physical, biological and technological research, social r.esearch is one cf the
major fields of research. Social research includes research in social seiences, humanities
and languages.

Social science such as econotnics and sociology regard man not as an isolated indi.
vidual, but as a member'of a group.'This involves the observation of the behaviour of indi-
vidual in groups and proceeding further to new area.

Social research studies the value, beliefs, traditions, events etc. It also finds out new
facts and verifies the old facts on the basis of the touch stone or tests apptied *" 

"fa 
A"*;it

is in fact the scientific method for the study of the social life in scientific *unor.-i, ;Iil
studies the dynamics of social relationship and ro"iut prr"ro;;;. 

-. -

Therefore a social research deals scientific investigations undertakrn in the field of
social sciences and also rn behavioural sciences. However, it must b" *"***b;i -fr:;r t
social research i-s 

-a 
very broad area within which there are many sub - classes. According to

P.V. Young, social research is "the systematic method of discovering new facts or veriffing
old facts, their sequences, their inter-relationships, casual explanations and the natural lavrs
which govern them". "According to Herring?', l'scientific research is a cumulative process;
it is also a repetitive process; especially in the social sciences, the understanding .an bq
advanced not only by gains in knowledge but also by discovering outwom assumptions".
Slessinger and Stevenson has considered that sociai research is a systematie method of
exploring, analping and conceptualizing soclal litb in order to extend correct or verifu
icnowledge whether that knowledge aids in the construction of a theory or in the practice of'
*r ort. Thus social research involves the applicatiirrr ,."ientiflc methods for ihe under-'
standing, studyrng and analysing of social life in ortlsr ro rnodr ' correct or verifu the exist-
ing knowledge as a system. However, the.social research has some distinctive characteris-
tics as it deals with the human behaviourand social problems. But soeial seience research
can not be as precise as research in physical sciences owing to greater heterogeneity of
social data.

6
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PURPOSE g1i' 5O"[AL. RESEARCH.

The following are the main practical utility of social research.

1. Social controf

Knowledge is power. Social research quips one wittr detailed and sufficient knowl-
edge about the working and organisation of society and its institutions. The growth of lead-

ership is thus facilitated by social research.

2. Social planning

"To have a good planning systamatic knowledge of the resources and problems is

necessary. Sociai research gives us the detailed picture of the complicated aspects of soeial

planning. So a rational and optimal social plan can be formulated-

3. Social understanding

Social research pinpoints the need for interdependence among different social
groups. It helps to promote goodwill and understanding. Social research brings out unity
among diversities and helps to strengthen sooial cohesion.

4. Social growth

Social research points out to the society a right way of development by pinpointing
the evil efforts of wrong course of action. The direction for social growth can be given by
social research by the study of social organisation, institutions, values, motivations and so

on.

5. Social prediction

Social research gives a souhd basis for prediction in a large number of cases. On the
basis of the reasonable value of prediction, better social control and planning carL be at-
tempted through social research.

6. Social welfare

Social research helps to identiff the causes of social evils, and thus helps to take

necessary steps for eradication of social evils. Social research can be grven sound guide-

lines for appropriate measures of social reforns and social welfare.

Business Researeh

Research is an ingredient in all the functional area of c,orrmerce and economics. The

success of personnei management largely' depends upon a systamatio research. Business

nmmgers spent mostof their tirne in decision makingprocess. Research hetps them to take
good decisions. By adopting research findings in the behavioural science to business situa-
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tl-oB*bqlircs can be managed easily. Research iri business areas c-overs a widc range of
subject area,

In receirt yeals considerable research has hn done on smali scale industries, agriculhrre,
cooperative enterprises and banks. Business research is relatively young and onli rr""utly
methodology of science has been applied to business research.

The following are some of the area$ in business research:

A. Financial Management Research
1'. Capital stnrcture of companies
2. Valuation of companies

3. Acquisition and merger of companies
4. Sources of funds uid cost of cafrtiil'
5. Management of assets.

B. Prgducti.gn Research
1. Capial budgeting
2. Product innovation research

3. Cost reduction research

4. Product design analysis

5. Quahly control studies, l

C. Research in.Marketing Function
1. Madseling policy,of a @uct
2. Pricing policy of a product

3. Adyertising policy of a p,roduct

4- .Channels of distibutim
5. Buye,rmotivation

D. Personnel Research:
1. Job and manpower rcquircmq*
2. Job evaluation

3. Training and developme,nt of enployees
4 Enployesmmle,
5- Labourrelations

E. Goperation
1. Cooperation ard plmod qoql-uny
2 Overdues in co-qeratirae soci*ies
3. Co-operatives uid weaker section
4- Managerne,lrt of co.qoratives
5- Factors cmftUrtng b ilCcess of oo+peratives
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Eugrirements of a Good Research

\ilhatever rnay be,the types of researc,h'works aud shrdies, one thing that is irnportant is
tM fuy, all,meet on the common ground of scientific rnethod employed by thern One expects
scientific research to satisfy the following criter.ia:

l. Tlre purpose of the research slrould pe clearly.defined and common cogrcepb be used.
2. Ttre research procedure used should be described in zufficient details to permit another

roeu*no to reeeat theiresearch fd adVanc€md u*ri"; a" *rr:*rirv;i;;;;
has already been attained.

3. ftre proceArat design of the research should be carefully planned to yield results that are
as objective as possible.

4. The rcsegrcher should rqpon wi& conplete franknesq flaws in proce&ral design and
'estimate'tlrir effects opoti the'ftdingsr:

5. The analpis of data stiould be suffiLently dequate to reveal its significance and the
-mefirods of analpis used should be app@ate.'The validity *a ,"tf,iiltfi/;i,h; da1.
should be checked carefulty.

6. Cmclusions should be confined to those justifid by,the data 9f the rpsearch and limited
to flrose for which the data prwide an adequate basis.

7 . futsr confidence in researlch is'warranted if the rcs trer is experience4 has a good
reputation in research and is a persou of integrity.

In other words, we can state the qualities of a good research as under.

l. Good Research is Systematic:

It means that research is structured with specified steps to be taken in a specified
sequence in accordance with the well defined set of rules. Systematic characteristtc of the
yffh..l*s;not 

1ul.e 
out creative.thinking bgr it certaidy ioes,eieci,rt";; J;.,;;;

an<I intuition in arriving at conclusions.

2. Good Research ;;";";;-----::-'
This implies that research is guided by the rules of logical reasoning and the logical

p-rocess of induction and deduction are of g4eat value in carrying out research. Induction is
the process of reasoning from a part to the whole whereas deduction is the prrocess ofreasoning
firom sone premise to a conclusion which follows from that ,rrry pr"rrise. In f;, ;gr.;;
rtasoning makes research more meaningful in the context of decision making.

3. Gd rcsearch is empirieall

It irrylies tharresearch is'related basicaily'to me'or more aspecb of a real sihration and
&ls wi& concrete data that iifovided abasii forrxtemal validity to rere*"t ffi.

9
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{. Good research is rePlicable:

This characteristic allows,research results to bc verified by re,plicating the,strdy and

ihereby building a sound basis for decisions.

A GOOD RESEARCI{T',RQUALITIES OF' HI'-'R

A researcher in one who knows-more andmors about less and less. This shows that

a good researcher must have a specialised area of interest. It is almost impossibll to rndille

the actual qualities of a good researcher. However, sorne broad qualities of a good researcher

may be indicated in the following general way:

1. Seientific mind

d' He should not be influenced andA researcher must have a scientific frame of mind. He should not bt

guided by pride aqd prejudice, and the superficial fuT:H.l mus:_grve uP 
,qe.rsonal 

likes and

dislikes. The enquiry must be performed along scientifig lines. He must Ue boid enough to

discover new things and to discard superstitions and taboos.

2. Seeker of truth and knowledge

A researcher must be a seeker after truth. Therefore, he himself must U9 tnrtfrlf anO

sincere. Hemust have the desire forknowledge.,The lure of discovering the unk4own fact i1

the starting point of the research. A researcherhas to be prepared to make any tlpe 'of

sacrifice in terms of time, money and energy to find out the real tnrth'

3, Alertness, insight and imagination

A scientific mind must always be alert to appreciate minute changes in situationl'

This habit has to be patiently cultivated and practised. The utind must bE prepared to wort

uqder all circumstances. A researcher should be accurate in observatiol qYl"k * r:t:f
tion and must have precision of statement. His rnind must be thoroughly disciplined- He

inust have a high degree of imaginative power and be able to catch the clues by probing

deep into the matter.

4. Quick power of understanding

A research worker should have the ability to grasp things quiekly so that he is in a

position to make the best of his research.

5. Trained and educated

A researcher must have intimate krrowledge of his area of research. The concepts,

symbols and the implications of his project must be very cle"ar to him. He must have suffi-

cient experience and training to understanq analyse and tackle the problem. A researcher

- -rd-

I

I

I
I
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must have an analytical mind: Simple description of a problern is no researci. The results
must be found out by rigorous method. Therefore, a researcher must be acquainted with the
sophisticated and latest technique of research. He must be very clear about the merhodology
he is following.

6. Patienee and perseverance

Research is a curious mixture of success and failure. It is an intellectual exercise
requiring endurance and patience. A researoher must not irrf Jri"rra 

", "rV 
r"r. H. r"-

quires supreme courage of conviction. It may require many years to complete a research
projec! and the researcher must not glve up hope.

7. Objectivity

A researcher must be objective in his approach. A scientist must hy to avoid senfi,
mental and emotional interpretation ofhis result. He must have an open mind. He must also
by very cautious in his approach.

8. Knowtedge of scope and limitations

A researcher must clearlyknow as to what he is going to show and how he can prove
his case. He must have the capacity to clearly distinguish. But he must not be too arrrbitious.
He must know his limitations and consfiaints. A good researcher must be able to answer
who, what, when, why, how and so on, in relation to his own topic of research. He must
know where to begin and where to end.

TYPES OF RESEARCH

Different authors have classified research in different ways. It is very difficult to
classifu research into some universally accepted categories. There is no clearcut distinctions
among different types of research. The classification of research helps to formulate
appropriate research design. The following are the different types of research:

1. Pure research

It is also called as fundamental or basic researeh. Pure research is undertaken to
satisfy the researeher's thirst for knowledge. In pure research, knowledge is gathered for the
sake of knowledge and it is not concerned with solving any particular problems. pure
research is concerned with generalisations and formulations of a theory Pure Research is
directed towards finding information that has a broad base of application and thus adds to
the already existing organised body of scientific knowledge.

Joan Robinson's 'Imperfect cornpetition' and Chamberling's 'Monopolistic compe-
tition' are termed as pure researches. Similarlyresearch studies concerned human behaviour

11
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carried on trith a view to make,generalisationsabout,,human behaviour oan,also be termed,

as.pufe researeh;

J.M. Keynes in his booh *Geneil'Theory Employment Interest and Money'' pobi
lished in 1936 explained the ways and means to attain the goal of full employment through-

out the operation of the Central Bank. He has established that by a steady increase,in the

tota[ spcndings of the economy, the egor.romy can {tain thq goal of fulI er4ployment. His

theory is apfticable to developgf eoonomics and noJ relevant to the developing econgqrc-$,,

The findingq of the gco"o*ist have enabled'the emericans to revive the economy from thd
great depression of 1930's.

Fure research is largely limited to,the academic world, where educational, govem-

mental and foundatim fina$siry erablc, it to srrvive.

2. Applied research

It is also called as action researoh. Applied research aims at finding a solution for an

immediate problem facing a society o,r an industrid orgenisation or a society or an ind.ustria!

organisation orabusinessnnn. So appliedresearchhas practical value. Practicallyall social

science researchpndertaken in India are of'this't);pe. Appliedresearchhelps fornnrlation of
policy. Applied research is concerned with actual life: It discovers what, how and why of
actual life.

For example, a businessman wants to study the effectiveness of different sales pre
rnotion lneasures. For this purpose he selects different areas and introduces different meth-

ods of sales promotion say free grft in Tirunelveli distric! extra quantity in V.O.C, distrie!
price offin (.anniyalumaridistrict. After a month he compares the sales in different areas

and can decide aboutlan effectiye sales promotion mea$mes. This is an applied researcb,in

the field of business.

"i. Historical research

It aims at developing a solution with human intelligence to unsolved social problems

on the basis of past events, past trends, facts and attitudes. So a great deal of social insight

:nd historical orientation is necessary for the purpose. It is necessary to take both an4lytical

and synthetic view of the facts. The historical research is always conducted with the help of
information and data collected from old records, documents orby studying the events of the

past in books and journals.

This method has certain limitations. Firstly it is diffrcult to get reliable and adequate

data. The second limitatipn relatgs to,the rnethod of keeping the record. The third is the

dispersal of documents,and the needed,dwuments matrrnot be available in one place. Fourthly

t2
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the data and inferences cannot be verifid, Calculations and measurement aS in statistical
me&ods are 

13t 
possible.

For example a stu{y of,factors influerrgingthe gr,gwth of l.ocation of textile mills in
Tarnil Nadu is an historical research. The factors to,be iden{fied by theresearcher would
be technioal, financial, marketing, persoll!.el, political aod social,factors. All these factors
are of historical value. The development of,suqh,rcsearch is made by taking into account

the source document and the interpretation of the hpo.thesis.

The main sources of historical dataincludes books, documents, newspapers, maga-

zine, diaries, memories, confessions, 4utotiogp4phi6,,$ocred archived, suppr€ssed inven-

tions, personal letters, personal agreemerrts, witness, in{olna3ion from person who observed,

diplotratic agreements, artistical materials, historical pa.intings, portrarg,,ch4{q, maps, in-
scriptions,monuments, time capsuls, canrings and the like.

4. Descriptive research

Descriptive research includes surveys and factfinding enquiries of differentkinds. A
descriptive research may be simple br'crimplex. Itdetermines,who, wha! when, Where and

how of a topic. The major purpose of deScriptive tcsearch is dericription of the state of
affairs as it exists at present. In social research and business research we use the term ex-
post factor research for descriptive research. The main characteristic of this method is that
the researcher has no contol over the variables, He can only report what had happened, or
what is happening. It is concerned with describing the characteristics (eg. the extent to
which libraries are used by people), estimating the proportion of the people in a specified
population hold certain attitudes, (eg. Howmany people favour'ttre policy prohibition of
liquor?) and discovering or testing whether cer-tain,v.ariables are-associated (eg; people who
spend a lot oftime for reading and watohing*elevision),,

5. Analytical research

In analytical research, the available information or data arc analysed and critical
evaluation are also made to soive the problems. In this connection, both quantitative as well
as qualitative data or information are statistically treated for the purpose.

6. Experimt +al research

The labor atory experiment is the basic tilol of analysis in natural and physical ,sci-

ences. T+ ie hs'!:G;l to l:now the cause and effect relationshlps under controlled experiments.
But . soctal sciences experimenkl research has only a limited application as to test a hy-
pothesis having a relationehip among various variabtres. The.experimental research is car-

ried out in two different stages, such as the trial and error approach throughout the con-

13
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holled experiments by preciso definition of terms, concepts, etc.

There are three tlpes of experiments :

a. The natural oruiicontrolled experiments through observations.
b. The laboratory experimental research in physrcal and natural sciences

through variations in the conditions anC +bservations.
c. The experiments ln the field for sccirl scienees through the conciusi*ns

T. Exproratary ;:::1".:1tv 
changes in the variables'

lVhen thepurpose of research ig to,gain familiarity with a phenomenon or to achieve
new insights into it in order to formtrlate a more precise problem or to develop hlpotheses,
the exploratory studies are generally rBade. As the theory is too general or roo'rp"oific,
hypothesis cannot be formulated. Therefore exploratory re"rarctr is necessary to obtain
experience that will be helpful in formulating relevant hypothesis for more definite
investigation.

For example a researcher in the freld of transport is interested to study the
contribution of commuters (daily travellers or season ticket holders) to the revenue of
railways. The researcher is not in a position to formulate any precise hypothesis. In such
cases exploratory research will be of more useful.

Besides, this study may, however, have other firnctions as follows:

a. Clari$ing concepts

b. Increasing investigatqr,s familiarity with the phenomenon they wish to investigate
c. Establishing priorities for furthdr research
d. Providing a census of problems regarded as urgent by people working in a given

field of social relations.
;{" Comparative research

It is common thing to discuss the financial position, profitability, customer's attitude
of a coneern, comparing with otfrer similar institutions. Comparative method does not
'onsist mainly in drawing comparisons, but in explanation by means nf comparison.

Comparative method is thus a scientifib rnethod in which comparative data is collected with
a specific purpose and analysed and specific conclusions are derived firm its results.

Before conducting comparative res€arch the following precautions maybe followed:

1. It should also be kept in mind that urmecessary facts are not collected.
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2. The existing and non.existing factors pertaining to the suljeCtof comparative study

should be noted down. It should not be that onlyex,isting factors ar-s taken note of
andthe non-existing factors are ignored.

3. Due care should be taken in drawing conclusions. Ifthe comparison is fautty, there is

every chance of arriving at faulty conclusions.

4. [t is necessary] to prepare a rqport of .the,compqrntive study. This will enable, the

reader to know the exact nature of the compar4tive siudy-

fire'eomparative method appears to be'an eagy-methed af studybut,aotually is very

difficult. No conclusioncan be draw-n vgypa$Ily from the dam aqd deAils collected by this

method. Varied conclusions aan be drawn in a sfirdy of one and the same groupi community

and circumstances and if the grcups or comrrunities are different the results are bound to

differ.

9. Theory constructioil research

There are manytheories in zutjgcts like Econornics, Sociology and Psyclrology. There

are different schools of thought. The'vir*r of scholan diverge. A critical evaluation of
these visws in.tsms of empirical justification and internal,validity ig, a useful piece of
research.

For example two resemchers have involved in evolving a rnodel for fair rate of return

in two enginerrt"t units. The two *od"l, *" very specific in their application. A researcher

,* *rrrf*, the models and assumption which underline the model and suggest which

model is better.

The theories to explain the relationship betrveen captal structure, cost of capital

stnrcture, oost of capital and value of the firnr are ;,

l.Net income approach

2.Net operating income aPProach

3. Modigliani-Miller (MM) approach and

4. Traditional approach

10. Quantitative and qualitative rerearch

Quantitative research is based on the measurement of quantity or amount. It is
applicablo t" phenomena that can be expressed in terms of quantity. Qualitative
phenomenon, i.e., phenomena relating to or involving quality or kind. For instance, when

we are interested in investigating the reasons for human behaviour, qualitative research is

speci*iiy rmportanr ,,: the behavioural qciences where the aim is to discover the underlying

motives of human behaviour. Through such research we can analyse the various factors

which motivate people to behave in a particular marmer or which make people like or
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dislike a particular thing. It rmy be state4 howwer, that to apply qualitative researeh is
relatively a diflicult job an{ therefore; whi.k dting sueh irsearoh, one should,seek guid-
ance from experirnental psychologtsts.

11. Library research

Library research is'conducted rvith the writtcn,nraterialr:whiether,pubtished other-
wise mostly located in large libraries:,This r€search ts cosrcEi.ued with ,the evolutiq:n of
theories, stud5r:illvslvingcause'and effect relationship ud seeking out siguificant f*,cts fid
interpretatisti'&om the past data whish:are foufid in joumals, reportsand directcries.

12. Other classifications

a- One time research and longinrdinal research. One time research is confined to a
single time perio4 whereas longitudinal reseqreh is carri€d ofl oyer several time
period.

b. Conclusion oriented and decision oriented research.

Whiledoing conclusion - oriented researe*r aresearcher is ftee to pickup a problenqr
redesign the enqurry as he proceeds and is prepared to conce,pfi,ralizc as he wished. Decision
' orieirted resgryh is alwap for the need of adecision rnaker and the researcner in this case
is not free to embark upon research acrcording to his own desires. Operations research is
example ofdecision oriented tesrrrch sinceitis a scientific method of providing e*"cutire
deparfrrents with a quantitative basis for decisions regarding operations under thlir control.

c. lndividual and group reqgrrch

The research undertakeNr by an individusl'is called indivjdual research. The bulk of
research acfivities in universities, and colleges is made by an individual. This individuat
research is on the basis of his ou4 j.udgemen! int€rest and capacity.

d- Gtoup rEsoarch is'undertaksi by severfl'r€seareh€,rs. Their activities are
cooriented by a director. Research conducted.by.:a firur, trade association and
gwernment agency is perforrned by a team,of researohers under a project director.
Rcs-earch in colleges and universities financed by grants, is on a group basis.

Prepared by

Prof. C, Jeganathan.
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CHAPTE&.. H
IDENNFTC.trTON AND FORMULATION OF'A RESEAECII PROBLEM

In research process the first step is the selection of a research problem and defining
it. The selection of a stritabie topic for research is a difficult task. ihe researcher t as to
devote considerable time and attention in the selection process.

Meani=g of a research problem
,

A research problem, in general, refers to some difficulf which a researcher experi-
enees in the context of either a theoretical or practical situation and to obtain a solution for
the sasi:e. lisually we say that a researchproblem does exist if the following conditions are
rsret:

l. There must be an indivrdual or a group which has some difficult or the problem.
2. There must be solne objective(s) to be attained. If one wants nothing, one cannot

have a problem.

3" There must be altemative means (or the courses of action) for obtaining the
objective{s.} one wished to attain. This means t}rat there must be at least two means
a"sailable to a researsirer for if he has no choice of.means, he cannot have a prob-
tem.

4. There must remaiR some doubt in the mind of a researcher with regard to the selec-
tion of alternatives. This means that research must answer the question concerning
the relative efficiency of the pOssible alternativesu

-5" firere must be sCIm* environment(s) to which the difficuttypertains.
TYPES OF RESEARCTA PR.(}BLEM IN SOCIAL SCIENCE :

Soci.*; s+-renee i,:scalr.'h problerns maybe ofthree varieties differing in forrn, conten!
and mode of verificati+n. Ttrey are :

I Emplrlcal problems

When socia'l researchefis answer questions or problems ,on the basis of what they
come to know through their sensory organs, these are expressed as ernpirical probtems.
Social researchers b'ase their conclusions and findings on what theyperceive or obsenre or
sense in orde'r to vmi$, approve or reject relationship between two or mot€ variables. Sup-
pose it is iur be proved that highly advanced countries have stable democracies. Here the
social researchers is to veri$ the relationship between stable democratic government aud
rate of industrial advancement on the basis of sense experience.
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ii. ^{nalyticalproblerns
Analytical problems are not scientific. These are questions \ryhose aixswers depend

on the meaning of words in the sentence expressing thern. Analytical problems or,state-
ments are merely definitional and not ernpirical (these are) essentially irng.rug. and con-
ceptual problems and not factual and scientific problems and ans,ri/ers to such problems
depend upon the definition of words in the sentences that exprerr'th.*.
iii. Normative problems

Normative problems are questions whose answers depard primarily on valugjudge-
ments. Value judgements are statements of what is desirable, preferred, moral, impirative
or obligatory These may take either an evaluative or prescriptive form.
TDENTIFICATION OF A RESEARCH PROBELM

The researcher, who is associated with the practical pr,cblerns need not identiffprob'.
lems, because he has manyproblems on hand which needs a solution. But the researcher,in
an academic institution has to identiff posgib-le problerns for investigation. The f-ollowing
are some of the sources of selecting rrritubl research problem. 

v

1. Consutt experts
There are experienced guides or researchers in the universities and research institu-

tions who will be able to help researcher in identification of a research problerh. The re-
searcher can attend meetings of trade andprofessional associations, chamberof commerce,
business executives etc. Having a carridor conversation with businessmen and executives
will be of much use in identifring a research problem.
2. Become a specialist

It is very diffrcult to acquire knowledge on a wide area. So the researcher may
select a narrow area. He has to study all the materials in the selected narrow area; Thus he
can become a specialist in the area selected. Now he can easily identiff a problem which
remains unsolved in the area.
3. Study of current literature

There'are a lot of professional journals in social sciences. A researcher should read
;uch journals, the masters thesis, dissertations etc. In government organisations they may
publish report about their activities etc. By a careful study and analysis of such literature,
the researcher can find problems which require answers.
4. Technological changes and current development

Technological changes in a fast changing society constantly brings new problems
and new opportunities for research. The impact of changed technology on the existing socio-
economic set up tempts a researcher to undertake research studies, for example use of ,o*.
puters in business concerns, teller system in banlcs etc.
5. Unexplored areas

Resi:arch problem may also be identified from those areas which have not expio.red
so far. When a new policy is to be implemented by the Government, there will be some
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eriticisrns and objections. Some people may critioize,the pqliey, changes. The researcher can
read the critical articles appgaring in new,palrer6,rnagazines" Such issues can be discussed
with his colleagues, experts, professors and their opinion may help researcher,to identifu
research problerns.

6" Problem.concerning day today life
Research probiem can,.also bq sqlected on the basis of current experience of a

researcher. A research problem may be identified from the.bqming prgblerns of the time.
The researcher can keep a diary andnote down thp ideas that comes to trim. Inthe course of
his daily worlq like reading, conversalion with his golleagues and businessman, some idea
may flash in his mind. He can ilryediately-note ii down and then discuss with others who
have enough experience in tfre same area.
7. Tksories in social sciences

There are a lot of theories in social gciegges, for exar4ple, the Modiglioni Miller
approach, in Maslow's theory of motivations. Wblter's'model on dividend policy etc. The
researcher may select a problem for investigation from a'given theory U **tn he has
considerable interest. In appropriate sifuations the researchers musthave'thorough knowl-
edge of such theories. Some un$ained'aspects and assumptions of the theory can be
considered for identifying a research problern.
Selection of research probEem

frfire research probiem undertaken for the study must be carefully sflected. A re-
searcher need not be in a hurry in choosing a problem. Spending considerable time for
seleoting a topic is necessary for earlier:completion.of research work.

Out of the identified problems, a researcher has to select one problem, The research
work ean be completed within the prescribEd time, within the budgeted expendihre ifprob-
leur is earefully selected whietr will boost the moral of the researcher.

Normally, the researchers sdleot"any.partieutar problem.based upon several factors.
The fbllowimg f,aetors may direct the soholar prefer one topic over the other:

1. to satisfy a personat interost-or cuiiosity.
2. to fumish a basis far confirrring some earlier:study or a basis for some

future srudy"

3. to meet a sociai nsed, or
4, to serve a utiiitari*n purpose like personal ambition.
Goode and I{art give the iollowing criteria for the selection a problem for research.

Bo The researcherrs intenest
1 s'essare'i1,.:r may select a problem for investigation on whioh he has considerable

interest. f,i:e reseer"cher must have thorough knowledge in the problem selected. If a re-
searcher is not interested in it, he will notbi able to facla*A 

".,r*i"om, 
the obstacles which

arise at every stage in the P!'Qcess of rgsearch. If the researcher has little interest the project
wiil become more difficuit.
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His interest should be purely intellectr,lal and'should no.t bo there only for a rervard,
material benefit, advancernent in position increased autharity and. so on.
2. Practicability
The importance of the subjec! the qlalifications and the training of a researcher, the'costs
involved, the time factor are few other criteria that rnustlalso be considered in selecting
problem. In other words, before the final selection of a probiem is done, a research", **i
ask himself the following questions :

a. WhetherhC is well equippad in terms of his background to carryout research.
b. Whether the study fatls wittrin the budget at his disposal.
c. Whether the necessary CIe-operation can be obtained frona those who participate in

research as resp*ndent subjects.
If tire arlswers to all these questions are in the affrrrioative, one may become sure so

far as tire practicability of the study is concerned.
3. The urgelacy of the problem

- Jh. results of ttre study will also be used'by the puhlie. in solving ti:eir urgent prqb-
lems. The problems seiected should be significant enougii and invoived an important prin-
ciple or practice. If ttre research is not worthwhile to anybody or if it neither adds to knowl-
edge nor leads to any improvement in the current practices, it would be an effort invain.
4. Expected out come

The results of the research shrdymay give intellectual satisfaction to the researcher.
A researcher can publish his thesis. The published thesis should be useful to some buqinegs-
men or institution. He gcts recognition for his work from his colleagues and outsides. The
research study is a service to the profession, institution and the society.
5. Availability of resources

To do research, facilities like funds, clerical and technical assistance, library facili-
ties are needed. Moreover a time lirnit may be there to complete the research work A re-
search can be conducted within two months and the same research can also be undertaken
ibrtwo year,s. So,the time atthe disposal ofthe researchershouidbe considered. The expen-
diture involved in data gathering, equipment, printing, test materials, travel etc. should be
carefully considered.

Some other factors to be considered while selecting a problem for researoh are as

follows:
1. Novelty

It should be sufficiently original so that it does not involve objectionable duplica-
tion. Originality is the credit point of any research. Ignorance of prior studies may lead a
researcher to spend time on a problem already'investigated by some other worker. Moreover
the study'should employ the most recent data. While originality is an important consider-
ation, the fact that a problem has been investigated in the past does not mean that it ii not
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ionger f;t for study. There is a constantrneed'forverification of the findings of previous
investigations, using newer and befter devices and procedures. There is also a need for the
testing of former findings under changed cultiral cond.itions.
2. Availability of data

The data used in research may'be prirnary data and or secondary.data. The researeher
has to examine whether the data for the project can be easily collected. In the case of pri-
rnary data, the researcher has to see whether the respondents will answer the questionr. lt
will be difficultito get information about profiq income etc. In the case of secondary data,
the researcher has ta see whether the data are available within his reach.

Cocharan and Cox suggest that the prospective researcher should put the following
questions and seleet th* problem for reseafch.

1.. Faes ri:e fieid suir tc.m.v interest?
a. ls the interest purely intellectual?
b. is the interest present because of reward orpecuniary returns possibil-

ir,v- for advancement in position and increased authoritv
2" Witrl the'resr.rits be of piacticitorutitritarian significance?
3. Does the field pr"t.*t gups in'verifibd'taiowledge which need to be filled?
4. Does ths {ield require reworking or recasting?
5. Does the fieid permit extension of inquiry beyond the present,limits or veri-

fied knowledge?
6. Is the field pivotal or skategically fromrthe standpoint of immediate pur-

poses which the resuits of the proposed investigation are to fulfil?
Notwithstanding tire different criteria'discussed above, the selection of a research

problem remain a difficult and tickiisli issue of research particularly to the uninitiated. Apart
from the criteria discussed above study of the literature on the topic'and the restated topics
and discussions with persons who have direct knowledge and practical experience inthe
field wouid inimensely heip the researcher in the selection of a problem.

A young researcher is often tempted td think that his study must result in some ex-
h'aordinary findings. A thesis tcday is judged not'in tefms of revolitiosary findings and
original discoveries, but in terms of methocis of work and analytical abilities.
Seflreimg the research * problexl

A problem clearl5' stated is a problem'half solved.'The problem to be investigated
must be defined without any ambiguity. Defining a probir* prop.rly is a perquisite foi uny
study and it is very important. It heips a researcher in many ways.

f . it provides a sense of direction tothe research.
2.It specifies the scope ofresearch.
3.It clarifies the problem.
4.It indicates fie limitations of the research.
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5. It establishes major assumptions.

6.It expresses the context of the research problem.
7.It provides economy in research.

TECIINIQUES INVOLVED IN DEFINING A RESEARCH PROBTEM
Defining a problem means stating the problem along with the bounds within which it

;hould be studied. It involves the task of layrng down boundaries witliin which a researcher
lhall approach the problern towards the pre-determiued objectives in view. A research prob-
lem should be defined in a syatematic manner giving due weightage to all relevant factors.
fhe stages in definition of a research problern are as follows:
l. Stating the problgm in a general wa51

This is the first step in defining a research problem. The problem should be stated in
r general way'. For this, it is advisable to do some field observation. The researcher may
undertakes a pilot suryey, or preliminary survey. Then the researcher can himseif state the
problem ot he,can consult the guide or experts in the subject. If any organisation directs the
research then they'may help the researcher in stating the problem. The problem stated in a
broad way may contain various arrbiguities. Such arrbiguities may be removed by clam
thinking on the issues of the problem. The feasibility of a particular solution has to be
considered at this stage.

2" Understanding the nature of the problem
The best way ofunderstanding the problem is to discuss it with thcse who first raised

it. If the researcher has stated the problem himself he should consider all the points that
induce him to make the general statement. He can have discussion with those who have a
good knowledge of the concerned problern. The researcher should also keep in view the
environmentwittrin which the problern is to be studied and understood.
3. Surveying the available literature

The researeher must be wtll versed with the relevant theories in the field, reports,
records and other relevant literahrre. All such literature must be surveyed and examined
before defining a problem. The researcher has to reyiew the researches already undertaken
on related'problems. This helps the researcher to know if there are any lapse in the theories,
or whether the existing theories applicable to the problem under study are inconsistent with
each other. This will enable a researcher to proceed frosr the existing prernise. Studies,gn
related problems indicate the ffi of difficulties that raay be encountered in drie eourse of
time. Such studies may also suggest usefui and even.,r lines of approach to the present
problem.

4. Developing the ideas throughdiscussion
Various new ideas can be developed by a researcher through diseussion wittrr his

colleagues and others who have enough experience in the area. This step is also oalied as

experience survey. People with rich experience can enlighten the researeher on diiferent
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aspects of his proposed study. Their adviee and comments are useful tri the researcher.
Discussion with sueh experts not only helps to formulate the problem but also helps to know
the technique that might he used, possible solutions etc.
5. Reheersimg the research problemr

This is tire iast stage in defining or formulation of a research problem" The researcher
must rehearse tire research problem into a workable proposition. Through rehearsing the
research problem iri specific terms such that it maybecome operationally viable and help in
the development of working hl.pothesis, Hypothesis is a proposition or principle which is
assumed in order to draw out logical conclusions. Once a hl,pothesis is tested with the help
of eviclence, it beeomes a thesis.

In addition to the above steps the following points should also be considered.
1. Teehnical terms, words, phrases with special meanings need be defined.
2. Basic assumptions orpostulates, if any should be clearly identified.
3. Criteria for selection of problem be provided.
4" Adequency and suitability of the time provided and the source of data

must be considered
5. The scope of the investigation of limitation of the study should be gauged.
6. Topic must be chosed in total objectivity, i.e., without prejudice or bias.
7 " Before finalising on the specific subject or research, it is aiways advanta-

geous to conduct preliminary case studies both for ensuring the viability
and feasibility of the project and for identiffing the research problem in
all its totality and exhaustively.

CHAPTER-III
STEPS IN RESEARCH

Research is an inseparable part of human knowledge. Research is an important pre-
requisite for a dynamic social order. But this,research is to be carried out in an order or
manner best suited to the system. Research process consists of a series of actions or the
steps necessary to effectively carry out research. In fact there are certain well recognised
research steps or procedures for doing research ofall kinds. Research prooess consists ofa
number of closely related activities" if the researeher follow the steps it will help him to save
tirne energy and will ensure best results. If proper steps in research are not followed, it will
confuse the researeher and lead to wastage oftime, energy and uncertain results.

Ttrre first step deter:nines the nature of the last step to be undertaken. If subsequent
procedures have not been taken into account in the early stages, serious difficuities may
arise which may even prevent the compietion of the study. One should remember that the
various steps involved in a research process are not mutually exclusive; nor are they sepa-
rate and distinet- They do not necessarily follow each other in any specifie order and the
researcher has to be eonstantly participating at each step in the research process require-
meats of the a*sequent steps. Iiowever, the following order concerning various steps pro-
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vides a useful procedural guideline regarding th.e research process.

1. Tentative selection of problem.
2. Initial survey of literature.
3. Finaiising the research problem.
4. Extensive survey of literature.
5. Formulation of hlpotheses.
6, Preparing the research design.

7. Determining sample design.

B. Collection of data.

9. Analysis of the data.

10. Hypothesis testing.
11. Generalisationandlnterpretation.
12. Preparation of the report.

1. Tentative selection of problem
The first step in research process is to identify a problem. The researcher, who is

associated *i!h the practical problem, need not identify a problem, because he has many
problems in hand. But t[* l$searcher who is associated with academic institution has to
identify a problem. There at're experienced guides or researchers in the universities and re-

search institutions, who will be able to help them to a large extent. In the government orga-
nizations the areas of research are suggested by the administrators or policy makers to suit
their needs. However the research worker should see that the problem or topic selected
would fit into his academic background inclinations and capabilities. Although the discus-
sion with the experts or guides and seniors will be of immense use to identifu the problem of
research, the ultimate choice is to be done only by the research workers themselves.

Even at the time of selecting the tentative problem or topic, a quick scanning of the

l.Consult experts

2.Becorne a specialist
3. Researchers interest
4.Topic of significance
5.Noveltyof the idea
6; Technoiogical changes

S.Feasibility of the study I
Similar1ytheresearchworkershou1dalsaiakeintca*.;untthetimeandreSources

available for the successful completion of the project. The resource availabitities in the .l

Iocal libraries should also be taken into account. In this context, it is rightly said that the
secretofsuccessinresearchisfrequentlyasmustamattefofselecting3ppropriateprob-
lems as it is of being able to solve the problems that have been selected.'
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2. Initial suryey of literature
A preliminary survey of the literature on the topic should be carried out to find out

the'possibility of original contribution to the concerned area of knowledge. A study of the
current literature in the chosen field will indicate the problerns that,are beiag investigated
and will suggest further problems for investigation. The researcher should be familiar, too,
with recent doctoral studies in his field of interest. Special assignments, term-papers, dis-
sertations, and thesis usually conolude with suggestions for further research.

Generally it is very difficult to know about the current research work in specific area.
one may institute inquiries at ali important place known for research on one,s proposed or
intended topic- The possibility of such project topics being under way may.be"indicated by
reading the prof,essional journals and the recent papers, discussions in workshops, confer-
ences and seminars, Encyclopedia of Social Science Research, dissertation abskacts, inter-
national and similar publications are rich sources for problem seekers.3. Finalising the research problem

The research worker should select.a research problem after initial survey of litera-
ture' The topic or problem selected may have to take into account the following aspects:

1' The topic of research should not be too broad and unmanageable in nature.2' The topic'should not be too narrow or microscopic in nature which will be-
come meaningless for conceptional pattern.

3' The topic selected should suit to his academic background, research skills,
knowledge and experiences and thereby it must-be appropriate to the person con-
cerned.

4' The limitations such as the availably of time and money should also be taken into
account so that the resoarch work is not incomplete in nafi.re.4. Extensive survey of literature

Once a topic has been decidetl upon, it is essential to review all relevantmaterial which
has a bearing on the topic. Since a research repor[ either a dissertation or a thesis, is supposed to
be a study in depth aiming at contibution ofknowledge, a careful check should be made so that
the proposed shrdy has not previously bean carried out. Completely new and original problems
are rarE, however a previous study should not exactly replicated rmless the techniques used had
bee'tr faulfy or the findings and conclusions are doubtful or unless some new sources of inforrna-
tion had been discovered to shed new light on the problem. It is necessary to show how the
problem under investigation relates to previous research studies. In some suU3ect areas it is im-
portant to locate the problem within a theoretical framework and in such cases the underlying
theory needs to be reviewed as well.

The main reason for a full review of research in the past is to know the outcome of those
investigations in meas where similar concepts and methodologies had been used successfully.
Firther, an extensive or eveo exhaustive process of such review may offer vital lintc with the
various tends erdphases in the researches in one's area of specialisation, familiarizing with the
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elmracteristic precepts, corcepts, and interpretations, with the speeial terminology, with the ratio-

nale for undertaking one's proposed investigation.

5. Formulation of hypothesis
Evgry piece of research begin with certain basic assumptions. Such aszumptions form the

basis for the formulation of certain working hpothesis. A hypothesis is "a tentative aszumption

made in ordsr to draw out and test its logical or empirical conseque,nces. There may be more than

one or sevqral hypotheses in the sarne study. As these hlpothesis are predictions, they are serving

as guidelines for the research. So they have to be formulated before ttre data arc collected. The

hypothesis is never proved but it is alwayc tested. So the data coileoted may or may nor srryport

tho hypothesis. A hlpothesis maybe ,*sefutr whether it is s*ppofred by ttrrc data or not. The rrega-

tion orrejection of ahypothesis is also equally lmpofrant.

However, it must be noted ttrat the hypothesis should be oery specific and limited to the

problem eoncemed. It shcuid not b* :lcc b:oad generalizetions. The hypothesis should show

reiationships among the different variables in the stud.v. trt should be stated in clear and concise

ianguage. The hypothesis puts the researcher on the right path and sharpens the thinking and

f,ocusses attention on rnore important aspects of the probiem studied. The working hlpothesis

aiso indicates the nature of data and methods of analysis required for the study. But it should be

noted that some types of research may not require a hypothesis as in the case of numerical estirna-

tions. However, as a general rule a working hypothesis is alwaye useful to the research of all

kinds.

6. Freparing the research design
The researcher will be required to prepare a research design, i.e., he will have to state

the conceptual structure within which research would be conducted. The preparation of
sueh a design facilitates research to be as efficient as possible yielding maximum informa-
tion. In other words, the function of research design is to provide for the collection of
relevant evidence with minimal expendifure of effiort, time and money. But how all these

can be achieved depends mainly on the research purpose.

The preparation of the research design, appropriate for a particular research problem, in-
votves usually the consideration of the following:

1. the means of obtaining the information,
2. the availability and skills of the researcher and his staff,
3. explanation of the way in which selected means of obtaining information

will be organised and the reasoning leading to the selection.

4. the time available for a research, and

5. the cost factor relating to research i.e., the finance for the pu{pose.

7. Determine the sample design
The next step in a research process is to determine its sample design. The factors of

time and cost are usually important considerations in social research. It is more economical
and efficient to base studies on samples rather than to study the universe. Instead of study-
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ing every case which might be included in an investigation logically, only a small portion is
selected for analysis. From this analysis, useful conclusion, *hirh are 

"q.ratty 
applicable to

the universe can be drawn. Great carc is to be taken in drawing sample fr;,h; universe.
The sample should be closely representative of the universe. The size of th" rur"pl";;;
guarantee of its representativeness. Relatively small samples properly selected maybe much

Tot: reliable than large samples improperly selected Statistician Margret Hagood suggests
the following criteria as a guide in the choice of a sample.

1. The sample must represent the universr, ltt ut is, it must be unbiased)
2' The sample must be of adequate size to produce reliable results lttraiis as

measured in terms of specific range of error)
3. The sample must be designed in such a way as to be efficient.

8. Collection of data
In dealing with any real life problem it is qn., found that data at hand are inad-

equate, and hence, it becomes necessary to collect data that are appropriate. There are sev-
eral ways of collecting the appropriate data which differ considerablyin context of,money
costs, time and other resources at the disposal of the researcher.

Primary data can be collected either through experiment or through survey. If the
researcher conducts an experiment, he observes some quantitative measurements, or the
data, with the help of which he examines the truth contained in his hypothesis.

But in the case of a survey, data ean be collected by any one or rnore of the following
ways:

l. By observation
2. Through personal interviews
3, Through telephone interviews
4. tsy maiiing of questionnaries
5. Through schedules

The researcher should select one of these methods for collecting the data taking into
consideration the nature of investigation, objective and saope of the inqurry, finaneial re-
sources, available time and the desired degree of accuracy.

If reliable data ate readily available a researcher should make use of thern. In India
the following are some of the important agencies which collect;";.;;;r tlpes of data.

l. Director General of commercial Intelligence, calcutta.
2. Labour Bureau, Simla.
3. Registar General of census operation, New Derhi.
4. Reserve Bank of India, Bombay,
5. Planning Commission, New Delhi.
6. Oflice of the Economic Adviser, Government of India, NewDelhi.
7. Central Statistical Organization, New Delhi. 

-- -----' -

8. Cabinet Secretarial, New Delhi.
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9. Director of Economic mdstatisics, New Delhi'

10" National lncemre {Jnit, NewDelhi'

). Analysis of the Data
eio the data have besn collecto4 the uext ste,p is to process the coileqted qo

?rocessing of data comprised of.editing, coding, categorisation, and tabulation.rAfter tabu-

.ation tU"Lt should be analysed. AnalXrsis ofdata Ineans studying the tabulated 
ryteriats

.n order to determine inherent,facts orrmeanings. firen inlerpretations can be made' Through

.nterpretation the meanings and implisations of'the shrdy beoome clear'

10. Hypothesis testing

After analysing the data the researcher rnust test the hypothesis. But a hypothesis

reldom comes out to be unequivocally tnre. So, it is always better for a researchT 
P ry':

lisprove its negatiol. The hypothesis perform three functions. Fintly, it is helpful to test

heories, Secondly, to suggest theories andthirdlytodescribe social phenomena. There are

rarious tools for testing of hypothesis such as statistical methods, mathematical methods,

rperations researclr, experimental methods, econometric methods and so on. The technique

,o be chosed for a ,p..ifi" type ofresearch deponds upon the convenience' the availability

lf dat4'exposure to various metho& etc.

11. Generalisation and interpretation
If a.hpothesis is tested and upheld sweral times, it maybe possible for the researcher to

urive at generalisation, i.e., to build a theory. As a matter of fact the real value of research lies in

k ability to arive at certain generalisation. If the researcher had no hypothesis to start with, he

might seek to explain his finding on the basis of some theory. It is known as interpretation' The

process of interpreAtion may quite often trigger offnew quctions which in turn may lead to

further researc'hes.

[2. Preparation of the rePort
The last step in research is to state ttre rezults or to write down,the coaclusions arrived.

Ihe basic purpose of a thesis or research report is to communicate to others the nature of the

problern studie4 the design and methodology used and the results and conclusions arrived- A

thesis or a report should be divided ifito parts, chryters, section for easy reference. This will also

hetp ttre researcher to organize his rnatsrials qntenratically. A thesis is generally divided into the

following sections.

1. PreliminarYPages

Z.Textof a thesis

3. Endmatter

The preliminarypages should cover dre follovring aspeots

a- Title

b. Acknowledgeme,nts

c. Table of conte'lrci

!

I
i
I
iI
6
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d. List of tables

e. List of diagrams

The text of a thesis should deal with:

a. Intoduction
b. Review of literature

c" Hypothesis

d. Methodolory

e. Presentfftion of results

f. Conclusions

The end matter must have the following aspecb:

a. Bfoliography

b. Appendices

c. trndex
Prepared bY

Prof. C. Jeganathan

CHAPTER.IV
NUSNANCH . DESIGf\

After the selection and fsrmllatiol of a researchldl"t l, the next st€p is to prepare a

research design. Planning is neiessy h research like in any other organised effort'

A researcher slrould think and pkn about the way in which he should proceed in researeh work.

A plan prepared for this purpose is known as 'Research design"

Meaning of research design

An architect prepares a blue - print before he approves a constnrction An army prepares

a strategy before launching an attack An'artist makes a skeleton before he executEs his ideas.

Anyprudentmanmakes aplanbeforeheundertakeswork So alsothe researchermakes aplanof

his stgdy before he under-takes his wor{< proper. This will enable the researcher to save tfune and

resogrces. Such a pian ofstudy or biue-print is called a research design or research stategy.

So, a research design should cover the following aspects. The design specifies the sources

and types of inforrnation relevant to the research. Secondly, it will specify the approach needed

for gathering andanaiysing the data. Thirdly, it also includes the time and meneyneeded for the

successful .cnrpletion of work. I '

The preparation of the research design appropriate for a particular research p'roblem in-

volved usr.ra'lly the consideration of the following factors:

l. The mcans of obtaining information

2. The availability and skill of the rqsearcher and his "statr; ifany

3. i {anation of the way inrvhioh selectod rneans of obtaining information will be
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organised and the reasoning leading to the selection.
4. The time available forresearch
5' The cost factor relating to research i.e., the finance al,ailable for the puryose.

Delinifion of rcsearch design
A research d"tigt is the arrangeme, rt ofconditions for colk ;tion and analysis of data in a

mannerthat aims to combine relevance to the research prqpose rviitr economy in procedure.
Research desrs is a catalogue of the variots phas*s and str.ps relatingto t!:e formulation

of a research effort. It is the arrangement of conditions f;r u*uectir)n ood analysis of data in a
mannerthat aims to combine relevance to the r€search purpose with economy in pnrcedure.

The preparation of research desrgn has the following advantages :

a. It saves a lot ofresearcher,s time.
b' It dirccts him to prepare himself for executing the various activities slstematically.
c. It enables resource planning procrreme,rt in right time.
d- Itbetters documentation of the activities while the pr;r-ct is in progress.
e. [t e,nsures project time schedule.

f. It instils and builds up confidence in the researcher.
g' It provides satisfaction and sense of success from the beginning to the

completion of every stage of the project.
Itiature of research design

Research design is not a precise and specific plan iit* a lruilding plan to be foliowed
without deviafions, but rather a series of guideposts it ri;{;p ui^- point in the right directian.
It is tentative and undergoes modification in the light cf actual requirements as the strrdy
progress and adds d.pth to the work' For example, the scope of a stuciymaybe narrowed dox6.
when it is found that certain kinds of data are not availahle.
Preparation of the design

Planning involves deciding things before hand. Therefore, the preparation of a re-
search design or plan involved a careful consideration of the following questions and making.
appropriate decisions on them:

l. What is the study about?
2. Why is the study made?
3. What is its scope?

4. What are the objectives of this study?
5. What are the propositions to be tested?
6. what are the major conce,pls to be defined operationally? I

7 ' On the basis of what criteria or measurements ue the oBerational definitions
to be made?

8. When or in what.area will the study be conducted?
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9. What is the referenco period of the study?

10. What methodology is to be used?

11. What kinds of data are needed?

12. What are the souroes of data?

13. What is the universe from which the sample has to be drawn?

14. What is the sannF,, size?

15. What sampling trcchniques can be userJ?

15" What methods are to be adopted for collacti*rr olda?e'i

1?" f,i.ihet toois ;:lr 1,,. :': ;:se,l for ccllecting aaia?

18. How are tire data to be processed?

i9. What techniques of anaiysis are to be adopted?

2\i. To what target auiiiencs .; reporting of tho fi"ding meant?
'2i. -ff'hat is rire e,pe ot report to be prepared?

22. What is Liiu duration of time required for each stage of the research work?
23. What is the eost invclved?

K"epittg in view the above stated design decisions, one may split the overall researrh

design into ttre following parts:

a. The sarrpling design which deals with the method of selecting it€ms to be obsenred

forthe givenstudy.

b. The observational design which related to the conditions under which the ofoserva-

tions are to be made"

c. The statistieal design which is concemed with the questions of howmany items
are to be obssrved and how the information and data gathered are to be analped.

d. The operational design which deals with the techniques by which the proce.dures

specified in the sanrpling, statistical and obse,rrational designs can be carried out

CONTSNTS OF A RESE,{RCH DESIGN OR COMPONE}ITS OR. STEPS IN THE
FREPAR,dTION OF RESEARCH DESIGN

The research design should eontain the following
1. Title of the :tudy

The first step in the preparation of a research d"sigt is to selest a tifle for the research

strdy. On goin* through the title one must be able to identiSttre area of strdy. The title shouldbe
as briei*s possible. The language of the title shouldbe professional in natre andnotpedantic.
2. Introduction

The problem selected for the study may be intuoduced by making a reference to the sub
ject area to which it relates and the specific aspeets selected for strdy.
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3. Statement of the problem

After abrief inmoduction explaining ttre ge,nesis ofthe problem, the design should state
the problem. While statiug the problem, uzuage.of clear, simple anC concise statement is prefer-
able.

4" Review of earlier literature
It is essential to review all the relevant matena}s c*rure*te* with the problem choseq. Il is

neeessary to show how the problem under study reiates i; ;;cl'io;s research studr,s. It i: rxp-::ii3r
important to show how his wor{< differs from exciting iir*,.:.rrr*. 'Ine primary aspc,jis irf il,,,e
studies maybe briefly described aad the gaps maybe pointed out.
5. Scopeofthestudy

The scope of the study depeads upon the time and money available, availability of the
sample, co-operation of the respondants etc. The scope of the study should be delimited with
reference to such aspects as the geographical aaga to be, covered, reference perio4 the type of
institutions/reqpondents to the sfudies, the issues to be covered etc. Thepurpose of this demarca-
tion is to make the study manageable in terms of researcher's aims, interest and competence and
available techniques, time, finance and facilities.
6" Objeetives of the study

The objectives of the research study should be compiled in cle*r cut terms. The
objectives, of course, differ with the nature of studies and goals to be attairred. The objec-
tives may be Olated,as under

To study the extent of ...
To identifu thefactors which influence...
To study the nature of relation between...

and
To identifu the causes for.. To identify the problems faced by...

7. Hypothesis

Hypothesis is a proposition, condition or principle which is assumed perhaps with-
out beliefin order to draw out logical conclusions. Hypothesis is formulated to'explain

1bs]ved 
facts, conditions, or behaviours and to serve u, u guiO. to the research process.

Each hypothesis is individually tested to determine whether it is tenable or not. Hilpothesis
should be stated in clear, concise and understandable language.
8" Operationatr definitiou of concepts

A clear understanding of the terms used in the study is important. Each of the con-
cepts useci in the study should be defined in operational terms, relating to the proposed
study. An operational definition is different from a verbal definition. Operational arnrritio*
helps a researcher in identifoing the data required. For example, when we sa rgricuitural
labourers it ordinarily means a person who works on others farms for wages. But,sorRe
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workers may work casuaily, say one day,in a,week.,.Some.workers,nnay work all tft.e days in
a week. A researcher whc undeitakes a sludy- may get confused as to from whom data may
be collocted- He may def;ne:tFre ternr labourers say.6** who earns not iess,th an75o/oof his
annual incorne from agriculiural wages.
9" Geographical area. t'e tre eovered

Under his head the are&.to be covered.'by. the,shrdy is ,mentioned,:The area to be
chosen depends on the puqpcse of the study-and ti*" urrd resources available. The physical
boundaries of the area to be specified in the researchdesign,
lS. Refencnce period

"}-he period of the s?.xiy ean be rnentione{,under.the heading, gfis.p€riod may be one
}.'CIs-s cr iwo or more depending on the nature of the study and avaiiability of data. This will
trelp thc researchet to atffbute theeonclusions'to,the particular period in question
iI" Itlethodolog.v

M*th",dtlioglrefbrs tc ii::e y/ays andmeans ofgatheringinformation. Thsresearcher
ahr:tild f;rst decide the type *i:-ifouRation,needed to answerthe researcher questions, i.e.,
pr,ftar. data r.tr seecncia4r,;rt:. r'.iext'he should kno* the,sources of data, i.e., f,rom rvhom
..:' :-icl? l'*!.a*re dat+ cai-, hi: . ._:ii: ;ied. Lastly he shouldd.ecide,the,means,by which the data
;an ?,r* e*ijce"ir:sr i,,:.. by ilbiii::1i'ilri&n or:!61srujeuis or rnailing the scheduie.
3,:,, $aarpEieag

',!,ilt*n tit* sHldy !1;i';'i,,'";'. i:cilection of prim4ry data, from the field, the nnetbods of
sainplinS lhr:::Li ,he <i*.:ide':i. >ampiing is rhe study of a ftw items from a defined popula-
ti*rr. F*r r:xant*le :: ;it'': ii-r i,: n: coli.ected from income.tax payers, it is ur:t poasible tc
i"i-1:;*!{-:; ::ii ifir,r,rrne t1;i1 1;:3..7;:., ,:,.: a s&rrlpie of los irrCOme tax payers rnay be selected and
{,t:;-;; trirt!;:e cclJ+c::;;j. T.:ir :r:r .,:ss is ca}led sarnpling. Smalt group is called a, sample and
ii;e'i'it';* y;,':1"5 ' . hi*h , .!s.. ii-: . i ,i:* aampie,is.ealied popuiation. The sample muSt be repre-
se*tatiwe +f the pl-rlrtit: & 

j.i(,!Ti.

43" 'Ibois fer: e;;ii,*etiq;:-e i)!. i;;ru.-

Th* t*t}is to ire'ir:i€ii rr:' ,i:is purpose'ryhother interview schedule,/ gllide cr question-
i:ai;i: cr check iist, etc. :;iio::i l.'- ,;iated and each of them should be described. 'The tcols to
"be lr:t*- siloukl -he 

a;,t-r:;::i.::-.r , rqe rlethods to he aiopted fur coliection of d.a&r_

i4" Illsn *f *sai":isis

Afi'e:r ++ii*i,iftg ?.:* i':,...,:d Cate, it should be analysed. The design sirsuld ,Jescribe
i:+.* 'ic 

;:ia,= the orga:i;isattr:* ,-;i'rhe <iata. He should choose the statistical treatrnent in ad-
vance and make a rnention in the design.
l5.Chapter Scheme

The re:''?rch findings should be made availabte to the readers with varied interest.
So a researche; ili prepare a report after the research is over. This report is called thesis or
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dissertation. The chapter soheme of the report should be prepared.

16., Time budget
The time period required for each stage of,work and tlqe total time required for the

study may be stated. The tirne required inctrudes the following :

1. Time to be ussd for preparing the thooretical background.

2. Time to be used for preparing the data gatheriag devices such as question-

naire, intenriew sehedule, record sheet, interviewer's rnanual etc.

3. Time to be used for data collection.
4. Time to be used for processing the data"

5. Tirne to be used for writing repofl.

17. Financial budget
Money needed to cornplete the pro,ieet may be deterrxined. The budget for the project

sh.orlld inolude the expenses of statioeeryr, printlng, sampl* seleotics, field work, mailing,
processing, tabulation, preparation of the report and overheads.

RESEARCH DESIGN FOR EXPLORATORY OR F'ORMULATIYE STUDIES
The exploratory s'iudies have the puloose of formulating problem for precise

investigation or for deveioping hl,pothesis. In other .rords. the purpcse of exploratory

studies is to achieve new insights into phenomenon. The exploratcry studies are always

attempted in those cases or problems on which only little knowledge or information is
available. The following methods may be adopted for exploratory studies:

1. A review of the related social scionce and other pertinent literature.
2. A survey of people who have practieal experience associated with the problem

to be studied.

3.An anatrysis of insight stimulating examples.

1. Review of literature or survey of literature
One of the easiest ways of economizing effort in an enquiry is to review and build

upon the work already compieted by others" It is essential to review all the relevant materi-

als connected with the problem chosen so as to show how the problern under study relates to
previous research studies. It is also equally important to show how this work differs from
the existing literature. In an exploratory study, the focus of review rnay be on hypothesis

that rnay serve as leads to further investigation. Hypothesis rnayhave been exphcitly stated

by previous investigators and in the light of their usefulness, it is necessary to consider
whether they suggest new hypothesis. In those cases, where hypothesis have not been for-
mulated, the tasks is to review the availabie material with sensitivity to the hypothesis that
may be derived from it. The sensitive descriptions to be found in the works of creative
writers are also a fertile ground of hypothesis for a study.
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2" Tfoe BxperEemce Serv*:;'
It is often tbund thal +ni-',' e smali prooorficlir cf existir;g l,ric6,ledge an<l experience

a':* aiieilahle :ic rt'rifi*i:. ioi{e. l*:,; ri.*ryriaj* exnenen*e c,1'manl'pr.rple are helpful to appre-
cia-i* ;h* *flbe:; cri rii;nt;;r:-.,'.-- ricc{si{}ns errc, 3c[ro!1- witir lest":ect *tl problems of human
r*lateorrs. Sr"r*h iesen.*ir *f+xpor:encjs }:as kerncndous vaiue ro s+eial scientists to be aware
of t"h* inrnor-ta*t influe*.ces rlperatiyrg in an3, situation that may be ealled upon to study- The
?:asic *trjective of'such an e:lpenence survey is to gather and syntiiesise such experience in
rhe researcl: wcrk.

3" The AnaBysis of Insigk{ Sti*rutratimg exarnples
Xx e.er'iai* reXati.rel5." t;nfoi:nulated areas, iack of experience to serve as a guide leads

only l.o an inicnsive si.udy oflseiected examples. Far example, the rernarkable theoreticai insights
r:f -{igrnilnd FreaC rvers stirer:}a'rei by the intengirre studies cf patients. So, the researchers
have ibilnil th.atthe stut-i-v ci* t?ii.' instances may: produce a rvealth of new insights whereas
a host c'i others will feid few new ideas. Although no simpie rules can be established.for
tirc seleciion of the instances io loe studied, the experience indicates that tor particular prob-
iems ceriain fypes are ffror€ appropriate t{iao,for others.

i{ovrever it is irnportaRt Io note that -e;ploratory studies merely lead to insights or
hypothesis, and they rlc.nat test or demonstrate thern. An exploratory study must always be
regarded as simply a first step, and very careful and controiled studies may be needed to test
wheth*r such hlpothesis hav'e general applicability.
Research design of descriptive studies

1?re basio airc of fte descriptive studies is to portray the charaeteristics of a particular
grsup al communities or iituatic:is. T'he desoriptive studies may relate to the people of a commu-
nifi Their age distribution, thei:'nationai or a social background, the state of their physical or
rrental healtll ch* tducrr;ryru$'s*ttrx etc. The study may also be related to the working conditions
in a factory irk+ heail\. safery'ancL other conditions. A descriptive study mav also be on the
attinrdes oi oi;idons cr views r,f,a certain group ofpeople towards anything. A descriptive st*dy
iavolves the following srep$:

i. Formulating tfte objectives of the study
2" Defininq the populairorr c^- rhe universe
3. Seiecting rire samp,le

4 Designini r;le methorl cf cata collection
5. Anaiyeis cf data a:-rd.resuirs

Researeh design fer exgrerimer:.tal studies
Thepurpose ofexpq{imffital studies is to test a hypothesis of easual relationship between

l"ariables" In art :: perintentaX stuify, two groups are eompared in terms ofthe assured effect of the

J5
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experimental variable. The validity of the experiment depnds on the.equiyalence between the
clrosen contol group and the chosen experimental group. There are two wa3a of asswing this
equivaienees, namely, randomisation and matching,
Conclusion

There are several research designs and the researcher must decide in advance c,f collee-
tion and ana\eis of data as to which design world prov€ to be more rypropriateto his rc$€arch
project Ho rnust give due weight to various points zuch as &e fipe ofuniveme and its naJqq, the
objective ofhis study, the source list or the sampling &ame, desired standard of a accuracy and
ttre like when taking a decision the design for the reseaxch projecJ. 

prepareA n
Prof. C. Jeganathan

CHA.PTER-V
TfTPOTI{ESIS'

Hypothesis is usually considered as the principle instrument in research. Its main
function is to suggest new experiments and observations- In Sact, rnany experiments'are
carried out wittr the deliberate object of testing hypothesis.* Decision makers often face
situation where in they are interested in testinghypothesis on the basis,of available informa-
tion and then take decision on the basis of sucln testing. In social science where directtcrrowl-
edge of population parameter is rare, hlpothesis testing is the often used strategy for decid-
ing whether a sample data differ or support for a hypothesis such that generalisation can be
made. Thus hypothesis testing enables us to make probability staternents about population
parameter. The hypothesis rnaynotbe proved absolutelybut inproactive itis aceepted.It is
withstood a critical testing.
What is Hypothesis ?

Hypothesis is au assumption or some supposition to be pro-ved or disproved. But for
a researcher hypolhesis is a formal question to be proved or disproved. Hypothesis is a
predictive statement capable of being tested by scientific metho&. It relates an independent
variabtre to some dependent variable.
Difference between a theory and hypothesis

A hypothesis is not the same as theory although the two are closely related. Accord-
ing toWilliam H. George, "Theory is elaborate irypothesis. The hypothesis actually emerges
from the theory. It is a generalisation drawn from the theory itself and when it has been
testedand found conect it becomes a part of the theory itself. Thus theory itself in its early
form is only hypothesis and the two are interdependent. There is only difference in degree
and fmrn: Hypothesis is a stage that precedes formulation of theory. Aocording to Pauline
Young "Provisional cenhal idea which becornes the basis for fnritfuI investigation is known
as wo*ing theory''.
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Def!nition
George A.'Lundberg, "A h5,pothesisiis atentdfve generalisation the validity of which

remains to be tested. in its rnost elementary state the hypothesis may be very much guess,
irnaginative data, rvhich becornes the basis for action or investigation".

V/ebster, "A hypothesis is a preposition, condition or principle which is assumed,
pertraps without belief, in order to draw out its logical consequences and by this methods to
test its accord with facts ivhich are known or rnay be determined.

Goode aud'iiatt have defined it as n'a proposition which can be put to test to deter-
mine validity".

Rummerl and Ballaine say, "Hlpothesis is a statement capable of being tested and
thereby verified or rejected".

According to M.H. Gopal, "It has been defined as a tentative solution posed on a
cursory observation of known and avaiiable data and adopted provisionally to explain cer-
tain events and to gilide in the investigation of others. It is, in fact, a possible solution to the
problem.

A hilpothesis is a proyisional formulation or possible solution or tentative explana-
tion or suggested answers to the problem facing the scientist. A hypothesis, therefore, is
essentiailytentative, iikely to be rnodifie<i during th" iorr"rtigation iitn" facts d^iscovered in
the course of the enquiry dernanri ii. It is an explanaticn that needs to be established before
it can be accepted.

Chanacteristlcs of hypcthesis
Hypathesis musr pcssess the foliowing characteristic$:

1. Hypothesis shotid be clear and precise. If the hypothesis is not clear and precise, the
inferences drawn on its basis eannot be taken as reliabie.

2. Hypothesis should be capable of being tested. In a swamp of untestabie'hypothesis,
many a time Jhe research programmes have bogged down. Some prior study may be
done by researcher in order to make hlpothesis a testable one. A hlpothesis "is test-
able if other deductions can be made from it which, in tum, can be confirrned or dis-
proved by observation.

3. Hypothesis should state relationship of variables, if it happens to be a relational hypoth-
esis.

4. Hypothesis should be lirnited in scope and must be specific. A researcher must remern-
ber that nalrow$r hypothesis are senerally more testable and he should develop such
hlpothesis

5. Hypothesis should be stated as far as possible in most simple terms so that the same is
easily undc"ctandable by all concerned. But orr" must rememier that simplicity of hypoth-
esis has noi:iirg to do with its significance.
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6. F{-vpothesis shor:k} be n;onsistent witi: r*ost kncvra iacis i"*., it nxu$i be eclnsisteni. rvitfu n

substantiei bod;; cf established facis. in otner i,\'or*S, ir sr,*r:.d o€ ctn# wirich judges
accept as being the mcst likeiy"

7 . Iiypothesis should. be amenabie tc tesring within a reasonabie time. One should not use
evon an excellent liypothesis, if the same cannot be tested in reasonable time ior one
cannot spend a iife time coiiectiag data to test lt.

B. i{ypothesis must expiain the facts that gave ris* to the need for explanation. This means
that by usiag the hypothesis plus other known and accepted generalizations, one shoutrd
be able to deduce the originai problem condition. Thus hy,pothesis must acruaily explain
what it ciaims to explain, it should have empirical reference.

FTINCTXONS OF T{YPOTHESES

The functions of hlpothesis are threefold. They are (i) to test theories, (ii) to suggest
theories and (iiii to describe social phenomena,

1. To test theories:

The function of the hlpothesis is to state a specific relationship between phenomena
in such a way that this relationship can be ernpirically tested. That is, the hypothesis must be
empirically dernonstrated as either probable or not probable. The theories lend thernselves for
empirical test only if the facts, proposition and assumptions implied in firem are split up into
specific hypothesis.

2. To suggest theories:

Another function of hypothesis is to suggest theories. According to Goode & Hatt, *Ev-

ery worthwhile theorypermits the formulation of additional hypothesis. These, when tested, are
either proved or diqproved and in turn constitute fuflher tests of the original theory".

3. To describe social phenomena:

Whan hlpothesis are tested" they oplain the phe,nomena associated with them. The phenomena
may be totally new or partly known either or not known ear{ier.

Source of hypothesis

Hypothesis may be developed from various sources. Some of the important sources are
the following:

1. A hlpothesis arises frorn intuition" l[]-re.str i'iy.uo:tl-:.rsir. i.*vc no clear connection with the
iarger body of socia! science"

2. A hlpothesis aiso arises from other studies. The findings of a stu<iy rnay be forrnulaieC as

hlpolhesis. The hypothesis followed in one study p,reviously can be used in the present
study.
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3" Theory is a fertile seed-bed of hlpolhesis. For example individuals who are arising is
safiis are likelyto be favourabtre inclined towards individuals and objects that are h"lping
ttreir upward rnovemerit. TFre researcher. may identify the variables which influence
the status of the said individuals.

4, Pprs-onal luppiness pro:.ides scope for hypothesis. The phenomenon ofpersonal happi-
ness has been studied in great detaii. Haprpiness has been correlated with income,
education, occupation, social class and so on.

Significance of hypothesis

A researcher caanot take a single,step,forward i, *y enqulry unless he begins with a
suggested explanation or solution. Collection offacts merely foi the sake of collecting them will
yield mo &uim" Befeire cc,}tr*c*ng *ie Cata, the researcher has'to establish hSpothesis" Aftei- wards
he has ?* ecli*st facts ';'hieh ar+ &r *r agai::st a prepositron. Thus hypothesis helps the researcher
to de.cid* th* ki*d. *f 4;';:i t: t;",: c,al].e;t*d. *-ld the way in u&ich it should be organised more
efficiently.

&rce the researchs knorvs what problem is, he can make a guess or number ofguesses.
The guesses he rnekes a:e &e h3pothesis wirich either solve the problern or guide him t; further
invesiigation. Hypo&esis sra*ds somew,irat at the ml@oiat of research. Frcrn this midpoint one
can iook back to the pr*biera and aiso look forward to the data. if the hypothesis is proved the
solution can be found. If it is not proved, altemate trr3'pothesis is taken to be correct.

A great ma:?y st,ciai scis;.,a.; investigations are concerned with hypothesis. For ex-
am,ple pslcholopsts 1,4",'; .iivestigateC the correlation between different kinds of abilities.
Sociologists have srudied the ecoiogy of crime and of mental illness. Anthrolpologists have
investigated the relationship between reiigious beliefs, marriage customs and other prac-
tices in a society.

Difficulties in f,onmuBation of hypothes$s

The ksk cf farcrulatici: of hlpotiresis has certain difiiculties as pointed outby Goode
& Hatt"

l. Lack of clear theoreticai background. Hypothesis do not have a clear cut and
definite theoreticai background:'Because of this weakness, it is not easy to
arrive at certain conclusions.

2. Lack of logical background. HSpothesis not only lacks a definite and clear cut
background, but also lacks the logical use of the theoretical background. In
otherwords it means that there is no logical background.
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3. [,ack'or knowledge of ssientific methods. It is always not possible to"have com*
plete inforrration of an acquintance'with the scientifrc methods for fonnulation
of hypothesis. This lack of scientific knowledge prescErts difHculty in f,orrnula-
tion of hlpothesi$.

The following steps have to be taken to remove diffieulties with the formulation of
hypothesis:

a) Complete and perfect knowledge of the principle of sociology has to be acquire,J.
b) From the very beginning the hypothesis should be brief an*iimely.'
c) It should grow as the research proceeds fu*her. In otherw-ords, it rneann that hl,poth-

esis should become elaborate as one proceeds inthe field of researeh.
Types of hypothesis

i " Nuli hypothesis
2. A.iternate hlpothesis.

The null hypothesis is a very useful tool in testing the sigrificance of difference. In
its simplesl foqn the hypothesis asseris that there is no true difference in the santple and the
population in the particular rnatter under ccnsideration (hence the wsrd "null" which rnean.
invalid, voi4 oramounting to nothing) and that the difference found is accidentai, unimpor-
tant arising out of fluctuations of sampling. The nul! hloothesis is akin to the legal principle
that a man innocent until he is provea guirty. It consti'tut*, 

" "6utt;;;";;; the function of
the experiment is to give the facts a chance to refute (cr fail to refute) _this challenge. For
example, ifwe want to fin<i out whether exka coiching has beneflrted tire students or not, we
shall set up a nuli hlpothesis that "extra coaching has not benefited the students. Similarly,
if we want to find out whether a particular drug is effective in curing malaria we u,il! take
the null hlpothesis indicates that the differences are due to chance" Since many practical
problems aim atestablishment of statistical significance of differeilces, rejection Jthe null
hypothesis may thus indicate success in statistical project.

As against the null hyaothesis, the altemative hypothesis specifies those values that
the researcher believes to hold tnie, and of course, he hopes that the sample data lead o
acceptance of this hypothesis as tnle. The altenrative hypothesis may e*rLrrace tl:e whole
range of value rather than single pornt. Now-a-days, it is *sually ai:cent*,j ecmrron praetie*
not to associate any special meaning to the ruril or alternative irypothesis but i:lel*l,,,to l*t
these terms represeattwo riiiferent assumptions abq-rul 11;* p":;:,.:r3,ti*m perameter. l{owcver,
for satistical convenience it will make a ciiffrrr*,rr.* &s tLl r..iei-ci: irypothesis is called the nrill
hypothesis and which is cailed the altemative.

Prepared by
Pnof. C: Jeganathan
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Paper X
COLLECTION OF DATA

Input of information is a pte-requisite for bny rational d.ecision making: Research is
no exception' Whetherit is a staiirtical investigation, or solving q research problem, scien-
tific coliection of data with due regard to relevfncr,ri-", cost, accuracy and promptness of
the observations being recorded, is to be given due consideration.

Generaliy sources can be divided into (a) Fieid (primary) and (b) Documentary (sec-
ondary) sources' The fund of knowledge obtained from those people who are in a position
to.describe not only the existing state of affairs but also oUr"*uUt. o"na" ,rJ r@;;;;;
milestones (personal or direct sources) are called primarydata. Data frorn primary sources
maybe gatheredbyparticipant observ-ation, personai int"*iew, 

"onrur*"., correspondence,
questionnaire, telephonic conversation, schedule etc.

Documentary sources of information which are contained in the published and un-
published documents, reports, statistics, manuscripts, letters, diaries, **ioir., autobiogra_
phies and so on are normaliy called secondary data. In simple words, this classitication is
aiso called as "persons" (primary futa) and..paper', (secocdaqr data).
Merits and demerits of data

|l aescaption of merits ordemerits of,anygiven data is highly subjective. Data, which are
highly relevant and useful in one context *uy pro,r* useless"in'a#;;;";texr" Hence, due
diligence must be exercised in the choice orti" kinds of data : The foilowing f,actors may be
considered in the choice of data:

a) Suitabiliry of data
b)Adoquacy of data
c)Reliabili$, of data.

HoweveE a study of the distincticn between the primaqy and secon dary datawciuld
prove helpful in a researcher,s decision-making.
Bifferences between primary and secondary data

1' In primary data information is obtained from the original source. Secondary data is
collected from those data whictr have been obtained by some other researcher.

2' 'P;rmary data arc originally collected for the project at hand. Whereas, the secondary
data are collected fbr some other project, but are relevant to the project at hand.3' Information has to be created as primary data. In secondary data, information is al-
ready existing.

4' Primary data is fresh and latest. Secondary data are existing, old and the tirne -
log is unavoidable.

5' Primary data are costly and time consuming but to any later projects, as secondary
data, they save time, money and effort.
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6. Primary data are unpublished and authenticity can be vouchsd or traced back for

correction.. Secondary dataare published or semi-publishedusually distanced from

the source.

Source of Published Data :
Govemment dcparhnents for documentary sources are : Bureau of Economics and

Statistics, tndian Statistical Institute (ISI) Caloutta Archives, Planning Commission, Re'

serve Bank of India (RBD Indian Council of Social Science and Research (ICSSR), Federa-

tion of Indian'ehamber of Commerce,

Methods of collecting primary datl
The methods commonly used for the collection of primary data are:

i) Direct personal investigation

ii) Indirect oral interviews,

iii) :Information received through local agencies,

iv) Mailed questionnaire method,

v) Schedules sent through enumerators.

i) Direct p;::m 
.tilJ,::::',[J-llection of data personauy by the investigator (organising

agency),f16rn the sources concemed. In otherwords, the investigator had to go to the fteld

personally,,for making enquiries and soliciting information from the informarts or respon-

dents. This nature of investigation very nruch restricts the scope of the enguiry. Obviously

this techniques is suited onty if tt e enquiry is intensive rather than extensive. That is, this

method should be used only if the investigation is generally locat - confined to a single

locality, region or area. SucJr investigations require the personal attention of the investiga-

tor; they are not suitable for extensive studies where the scope of investigation is verywide.

Obviously information gathered from such investigation is original inarature.

MeriS

i) The first.hand information obtained by the investigator himself is bOund to be

more reliable and accurate since the investigator can extract correct information by rernov-

ing the doubts, if any, in the minds of the respondent regarding certain questions. Incase the

investigator suspects the sincerity of respondent(s) he can check it through intelligent

cross - questioning.

ii) The data obtained would be generally retriable if the tpe of enquiry is intensivp in

nafure" It also assurnes that tinre and money do not pose any probtrems for the investigator.

iiii tr\,.}1e* the r*:p*1<1ec.ts arr *.ppro{i*hed p*rsor,aiiy by thie investigator, th-e re-

sp*i1'lfi is irl:*ly t': bi: r ,,*i'{j Lill*sl:ragll:e' e't:i}urrs at;o 5rflcefg"

1'1,.-: +.

tffi .]'
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iv) Different persons have their own ideas, likes and dislikes and their opinions on
soure of the questions may be coloured by their own prejudices and vision and as such some
ofthem might react very sharply to certain sensitive questions posed to them. The investiga-
tor, being on the spot, can handle such a delicate situations creditably and effectiu"ty Uy
ones personal skill, inteliigence and inpight either by changing the topic or if need be, by
explaining to the respondent in polite words the objectives of the surveyin detail.

v) The investigator can extract proper information from the respondents by talking to
- -tftem at-their-educational level and if need be, ask them questionq in their language of

communications and using local annotations, slang, dialect etc. if any, for the WorL rir.a.

Demerits

'i) This type of investigation is reskictive in nature and is.suited only for intensive
studies and not for extensive enquiries.

ii) This type 'of investigation is handicapped due to lack of time money urrd rnan-
power (labour). It is particula{y time-consuming since the informants can be approached
'only attheir cohvenience and in case of working class, this reskicts the contact of the inves-
tigator with the informants only in the evenings or at the week-ends and consequently the
investigation is to be spanned over a long period.

iii) The greatest drawback of this enquiry is that it is absolutely subjective in nature.
The success of the investigation largely depends,upon the intelligence, skill, tact, insight,
diplomacy and courage of the investigator. Ifthe investiator lacks these qualiiies th"."rilt"
of the enquiry cannot be taken as satisfactory or reliable. Moreover, the personal biases,
prejudices and whims of the investigator may, in certain cases, adversely affectthe findings
of the enquiry.

iv) Further, if the investigator is not intelligent, tactful or skilful enough to under-
stand the psychologies and customs of the audience, the results obtained from such an in-
vestigation will not be reliable.

ii) Indirect oral investigation

When the direct personal investigation is not practicable either because of the un-
willingness or reluctance of the persons to furnish the requisite information or due to the
extensive nature of the enquiry or due to the fact that direct sources of information do not
exist or are unreliable, an indirect oral investigation is carried out. For exarnples, if we \&,ant
to solicit inforrnation on certain social evils like if a person is addicted to drinking, gam-
bling or srnoking etc, the persons will be reluctant to fumish correct inf,orrnation or they
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may grve wrong inforrration, .The information on the gambling, drinking or smoking habits

of'an individual enn best be obtained by.interviewrng his personal friends, relatives or

neighbours who knew him thoroughly well. In these types ofenquirrcs factual data on differ-
ent problems are collected by intenriewing persons who are directly or indirectly concerned

with the subject - matter of the enquiry and who are in possession of the requisite infor-
mation. This method consists of collection of the data through enumerators appointed for
this purpose. A small list of questions pertaining to the subject rnatter of the enquiry is

prepared. These questions are then put the persons, knonrn as witnesses or informants,

who are in possession of such informat -,ra md their replies are recorded. Such.a procedure

for the collection of fachral data on different problems is usually adopted by the Enqurry

Committees or Commissions ap'pointedbythe govemment - State or Central.

Merits

i) Since the enumerators contact the informants personally, they can exercise their
intelligence, skill, tac! etc. to exfract correct and relevant information by cross -

examination of, the infoimants,' if necessary

i0 As compared q/ith the;method of 'ldirect personal investigation", this methodis
less,expensive and requires less time for conducting the enquiry.

iii) If necessary, the expert views and suggestions of the specialists on the glven

problem can be obtained in.qrder to fornrulate and conduct the enquiry more

effectively and effi ciqtly-
Ilemerits
i)' Due to lack of direcl supervisi<m and personal touch the investigator (sponsoring

agency) has to rely entirely on the information supplied by the enumerators. The

success of the methods lies in the intetligence, skill, insight and efiiciency of the

enumerators and also on the fact that they are honest persons with high integrity and

without any selfish motives. Enumerators must be properly trained and tactful enough

to elicit proper and correcJ responses from the informantsf irACIreover, personal biases

due to the prejudices, and whims of the enumerators shbuld,nbt be allowed enter or,

at least, they must be minimised.
iii The accuracy of the data colleeted and the inferences drawn, depend to a large extent

on the nature and quality of the witnesses from whorn the information is obtained. A
wrCIng and improper choice of the witnesses wiltr give biased - results which' may

adversely affect the findings of the enquiry It is, therefore, imperative :

inten'ogation. In other words, it should be ascertained that the witnesses are ma-

ture, unbiased persons without any selfish motives.
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b) That the findings of the enquiry are not based on the information supplied by a

single person alone. Rather, a sufficientnumber ofpersons shouldbe interviewed

to find out the real position.

c) That the witnesses reaily possess the knowledge about the problem under study

that is, they are in a position to give a clear, detailed and correct account of the

problem.

d) That a proper allowance about the pessimism or cpti*:ism of the witnesses

depending upon their inherent psychology should'*e ma*e.

iii) I*formation Received through Local Agencies

in this method the infornration is not collected formally by the investigatcr or the

enumerators. This method consists in the appointment of local agents (commonly called

correspondents) by the investigator in different parts of field of.enquiry These correspon-

dents or agencies in differeut regions collect the information according to their own ways,

fashions, liking and decisions and then submit their reports periodically to the Central or

Head Office where the data are processed for final analysis. This technique of data collec-

tion is usually employed by newspaper or periodical agencies who require information in
different fields like sports, riots strikes, aecidents, economic trends, business, stock and

share market, politics and so on. This rnethod is also used by the various departnents of the

govenrment (State or Central) where the information is desired periodically (at regular

intervals of time) from a wide area. This method is particularly useful in obtaining the

estirnates of agricultural crops which may be submiued to the govemment by the village

school teachers. A more refined, the sophisticated way of the use of this technique is the

registration method in which any event, say, birth, death, incidence of disease etc., is to be

reported to the appropriate authority appointedby the government like Sarpanch or Patwari

in the village or Block Development Officers (8,D.0.'s), civil hospitals or the health de-

par[nents in the district headquarters etc., as and when or immediately after it occurs. Vital
statistics i.e., the data relating to mortality (deaths) and fertility (births) are usually collected

in India through the registration teehnique.

Merits

fhis rnerlr,3d .rorks out to be very cheap and economical for extensive investigations

particularly if the data are obtained through part-tir;^e correspondents or ageuts. Moreover,

the required inibntratio& can be obtained expeditiously since only rough estimates &ro re*

quired.

Demerits

Since the different eorrespondents collect the information in their own fashiou antf
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style, the results ate bor.:.nd to be biased due ro the personal; ",:judices of the correspondents
and consequentiy the data so obtained will not be very cc-';srent and reliable. Hence this
technique is suited if the purpose of investigai'i.*: "i'io o*;tain rough and approximate esti-
mates only and where a high degree of accu;ecy is not abi;gatory

This regishation method suffers from lhc ,-lrarvi:a*1< that many persons cto not report
and neglect to register which usually results in u;icrestirrration. For an cffbcti*e and effi-
cient system or registration there should be legal coniuulsion for registration of evr:.its and
accompanying sbnctions for the enforc< .ent of this obligation.

4. Mailed quegtionnaire' method

This method consists in preparing a questionnaire (a list of questions relating to the
field of inquiry and providing space for the answers to be fiileC by the respondents; rvtrich is
mailed to the:respondents with a request for quick response'within ths specified time; A
very polite covering note, with details of aims anc objectives of coliecting the informatio,r
and also the operational definitions of various terrns and concepts used in *;;;;il;;
is attached.'Respondents are also requested to extenrl their tull co-operation by furnishing
the correct replies and returning the questionnaire du'li, filleC. in tim-

Respondents are also taken into,confidence by ensuring them tnat the information
supplied by them in the questionnaire would be keot 'strictiy ccnfidential'. In order to en-
sure quick and better response the retupn postage expenses are usually paid by the investiga-
tor through Self -Addressed Starnped Envel.opE (SASE). This mer,rod is usually ,sed byth;:
research workers, private individuals, non - official agencies and sometimes even by gov-
ernment.

The most important factor for the sue cess of the 'mailed questionnaire method, is tr. :
skill, efficiency, care and the wisdom with which the questionnaire is framed. The questions
asked should be clear, brief, corroborative, non-offending courteous (in tone), unambigu-
ous and to-the-point, so that not rnuch scope of guessing is left on the part of the responde:.. .

Moreover, while framing the questions the knowledge, understanding and the general edu-
cational level of the respondents should be taken into consideration.

Merits

i) Of all the methods of collecting information, the mailed questionnaire method;r
by far the most econornicatr method in teims of time. monoy and manpower (laboy
provided the respondents are prompt a'r4 the ".-.j-11*ix.r!* is tctal"
f'his method is used for extensive enquiries covrr jiiq a -,,er / \ri.ri.J &rrJB.

ii)
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iii) Errors due to the personnal biases of the investigatorsror enumerators are com-

pletely eliminated as the information is supplied directlybythe person concerned,

in own handwriting. The information so obtained is original and much more au-

thentic.

Demerits

0 The most seriols dra'n'back.of this method is tha't it caa be used effectively with

advantage only if the respondents are educated {liter*te} and can understand the

questions well and reply them in their olvn handvrriting'

Quite often people might suppress correct information. Her:c€ this method suf-

ferg from the low degree of reliability of the information suppliedby the respon-

dents.

Another limitation of this method is the hesitancy ofinformants to give written

information in their own handwriting on certain personal questions like income,

property, personal habits and so on.

Since the questionnaires are filled by the respondents personally there is no scope

for asking supplementary quqstions for cross - checking of the information sup-

plied by them. Moreover the.doubts in the minds of the informants, if any, on

certain questions cannot be dispelled.

v) Schedules sent thrbugh enumerators

While questionnaire is a list of questions which are answered by the respondent, a

schedule is the device of obtaining answers to the questions in a form which is filled by the

interviewers or enumerators (the field agents who administer these questions) in a face-to-

face- situation with the respondents. The most widely used method of collection of primary

data is the 'schedules sent through the enumerators'. In this method the enumerators go to

the respondents personally with the bchedule (list of questions), ask them the questions

therein and record their replies.

Merits

i) The enumerators can explain in detail the objectives and airtrs of the enquiry to

the infi,,::,ants and impress upon them the need and utility of furnishing fhe cor-

rect irr,.urmatiort. Being,sn the spot, the enumerators can dispel the doubts, if any.

ii) This te -l,nique is very useful in extensive enquiries and generally yields fairly

de, . ., JGvrw ,lri reiiabtre results due to the fact that the information is rocorded by

nighiy - trained an. ':rlitcated enumerators-

i1i) I,rrli},.: th* maiie ri - irii.;li'iioftna.ir:: rnethod, this technique can b* rjstS.'f ii! *-dv''3'**

lag,,: ,. , *n iit;rc ii-lsp,-rfioerits itill iltriterates.

ii)

rrr)

iv)
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iv) In direct perssnal investigation due to personal likes and dislikes, different,people
ieact di{ferently to'different questions and the c:runaerators, by their skill faet,
wisdom and calibre can handle the situation very effectively by changing of dis-
cussion.

Demerits

i) It is fairly expensive method since tL* :_*ax: of *numerators is to be peid fCIr their
. services.

ii) It is also more time - cotrsumi; $ as comF*i*.j to tire rnailed questi*a;:*ir* method.
iii) Due to'inherent variation.in the'individual personalities of the enui:^orztors there

is bound to be variation; it oogh not so obvious in the information ;il;;
different enumerators. An attempt should be made to minimise this variation.

it') The success of this method also lies to a great extent'on the efficiency and wis-
&m with which'the schedule is prepa*alr r;rafted.

Interview
Interview is one of the important methods used:nost commonly in the study of 5u-

rnan behaviour. It is a direct method'of data collection. Ttre person *fro i, interviewing is
called interviewer and the person who is interviewed is called interviewe. o. rrrpond"it.
Definitfon

Pauline V. Young defines interview as f'an effective, informal, verbai and non-verbal
eonversation, initiated for specific purpose and fr .use. .:. " certain riunn"J.oni;; ::"
eas".

According to Emory "personal interviewing is a trvo - wa./ purposeful conversati jl
initiated by an interviewer to obtain information that is relevant to sorne research pu{pos. .

Interviewing is not a simple two way conver-sation between an interrogator and informa;:t.
It is an interactional process. It is a mufual view of each other.
Objectives of Interview

The following are the major objectives of interview:
1. To gather data extensively and intensively.
2. To measure &e personality of the respondents.
3' To move freely with the respondents and to study their reactions to particular questior
4. To exchange ideas and experien€e.
5. To elicit information pertaining to wide range of data.
6' To obtain life-history data, that is, an ir time full account of a person,s experience atti-

tude an$ values of one,s entire life cycle.
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Type ofinterview
Interviews maybe classified in vatious ways - according to their function, or accoid-

ing to number of persons participating or length of contact o, t1p" of approach.
According to their functions, interviews maybe classified into diagnostic, treatnent,

research and sampling intenriews.
According to number of persons participating, interviews may be grouped into trvo

.t5pes viz; group Interview, Individual interview.
According to the length of contact, interviews maybe classified into two categories

viz ; short contact interview and long contact interview.
One the basis of tpe of approactq interviews may be grouped irito strrctured inter-

view (dirbctivb interview) and.rnrt ,r"tur"d interview (non - Ii.ective).
Directive Interi,iew

This tlpe'of interview is also designated as controlled or guided or stnrctured. This
interview uses a highly standardised technique and a set of pre-A"t"r-i""a questions. It is
especially useful for administrative and market research of various types.
Non - Directive Interview

This type of intervierv is also known as uncontrolled, unguided or unstnrchred. In
this type of interview, the interviewer does not follow a system or list of predetermined
question. Interviewers are encouraged to relate concrete experiences with no or little direc-
tion from interviewer. Non - directive interviews are generally used in the following type of
enquiries:

1. When pilot studies are undertaken in order to get an idea of the ynenomena under
study.

2. To study the reactions and feelings of the respondents pertaining to some
emotional incident.

Focussed interview
The main function of this type of interview is to focus attention on the given experi-

ence of the respondent and its effects. It proceeds on the basis on an interview guide which
outlined the major areas of the inquiry. Thus interviewer knows in advance the aspects of a
question he has to cover. In such interview, although the respondent is free to express com-
pletely his own line of thought, the direction of the interview is mainly in the hands of the
interviewer. This tlpe of interview is focused on the'bubjective experienees, - attitudes and
emotional responses regarding the particulai concrete situation under study. This method
has been applied by R.K. Merton for studying the psychological effect of radio, cinema
television, etc. on the public.
Repeated interview

This type of interview is used to study the gradual influence of some sociai or
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psychological process, that is the progressive actions, factors or attitudes which det'ermine a

gtven behaviour pattern or social situation. Thus for example, a village is linked with some

road connecting il with the city, naturally it will have its own influence upon the life of the

people. There wil.lpe a gradual change in econosric status, standard this influence in time

sequence, a studyhas to be conducted at regular intervals to mark the general change taking

place.

The repeated interview technique is expensive in time, energy and money, but il
ensures the advantage of studying the pyqressive actions and e-verrts as they actually occur.

Depth interview
Depth interview deliberately armq to elicit unconscious as well'as.other types of

material relating to personality dynamics and motivations. It is generally a lengthy proce-

dure designed to encourage free expression. This interview can reveal important aspects of
psychosocial situation which are otherwise not readily availabl6. Depth interview requires

great skill a.nd specialised training on the part of the interviewer and atthe same time takes

considerable time.

PROCESS OF.INTERVIEW
Interviewing is an art. No hard and fast rules can be given for conducting an inter-

view. Howeve4 the foltowing steps would act as a guidelinufor the interviewers :

l) Planning and Preparation
Careful planning and meticulous preparation are necessary to make an intervie-rr

successful: If.1he interview is to be structured interview schedulemust be ready and in the

case of unstructured interview, interview gurde mustbe at*re disposal of the interviewer. A
defrnite time and place should be set for the interview. The interviewer must know what he

wants and should take proper introduction or recolnmeodation letters. The interviewermay

contact the leaders of the village or community to get the co-operation of the respondents.

2\ Starting the Interview (Rapport)
Before starting the interview, the interviewer should explain the purpose of conduct-

rng the inte-rview. The respondent is entitled to know why he is being interviewed. The

interviewer has to create agood rapport with the respondent.:Rapport involves something

more than more friendliness. While creating rappor! the interviewer shouldbe honest; should

not exaggerate the benefits of the survey; and, shoul6 osl,give false prornise. The inter-

viewer should also inform the confidential nature of the data to be collected.

3) Administering the Questions
In the case of stuctured type, the ineryiewer must ask the questions exactly as it is worded

The question shouldbe asked in the pre - determined sequellce.

The ruies listed beiow can be observed while asking the questions.

a) Begul with pleasant topics.
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b) Ask questions at first that will not provoke any form ofnegativism.
c) Start with emotionallynatural topics.
d) Be straight forwrd rather man shrewd or clever.
e) Ask only one question at a time.

0 Focus the interviewer's attention on the question and make sure tlrat she / he under-
standswhat is wanted.

g) Liste,n, give a chance to ta[q lethim/trertell hislherstory.
h) Observe the behaviour, facial expressions, torles of voice and other indirect responses
i) Allow enough time to answer each question.
j) If unusual facts are revealed do not get surprised, shock ry emotional tension at the

disclosures

k) Avoidtaking the role of a teacher.

l) Do not embarrass the interviewer unnecessarily and
m) Be a critical and intelligent questioner.

4) EHciting Complete Response

It is very difficult to obtain clear and corrplete response to a question. Respoadents may
simply reqpond: 'Don't know' - to questions in order to avoid thinking or to erase real answers.
Interviewees may misunderstand the questions and may give wrong.answe,rs. The.refore, *re
inter-viewer should be altert to all such situations and must elieit complete and correct answeni.

According to Kahn and Cannel, inadequate responses maybe grouped into five,
a) 'Partial response:

trt mav be relevant but incomplete answer.
b) Non - response:

The respondentremains silent orrOfirses to answqthe question.
c) Irrelevantresponsel

The respondent does not answer the question asked, but spealcs somettring else.
d) Inaccurate restrrcnse:

The answer is biased or distorted.
e) Verbalised response:

It takes place; perhaps, because the respondent fails to understand it, because he
lacks in the infcrmation necessary for answering it, or because he thinks it is irrelevant or
inappropriate.

Recording the Interview
This is a difficult task particularly in the case of unstnrctured interview. The recorder

should use the exact words of the respondents. Further, the answers relating to pre-coded
questions and openended questions should be recorded diffeiently.
While recording the responses errors (problems) may arise due to the following:
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a) Due to extensive travel.

b)i Due to repetitive administration of lengthy questionnaires.

c) Psychofogical upset caused by non-co-operative respondents.

d) Simultaneous operation of asking questions, recording, veriffing the correctness

and preparing for asking next question.

In order to avoid the errors, rnechanical aids like tape recorders can be used. Open - ended

questions must be recorded imrnediately.

Closing the interuiew
Before closing, the interviewer nrust check whether all the information needed are

collected closing must be natural; not in a hurry. After closing the interview, conversation

other than the interview subject could be engaged but it should not lead to controversy.

Finally;thanls should be expressed for the respondant's generosity in Slving'ones time and

atterrtion.

Merits ofthe inteniew
l. It is ttre method best-zuited for the asses$nent ofpereonal qualities such as emotions,

opinions, reactisns and the like.
2. Itis of definite value in diagnosing and treating e,motional problems.

3. It is of great use in counselling.

4. It is:supplementary to othertechniques. A combination of interviewing,robservational

and statistical techniques would often y,ield the best results.

5. It.'may be used together with observation to veri$ information obtained'through
correspond.ence method

6. Ahighly flexibletool inthehands of skillful interviewerwheretheinterviewercanalter
questions to fit the situation.

7. Largest quantity of inforrration for each interview can be otxained.
8. Helps to ascertain the socio - economip characteristics of the respondents.
g. The rate of refirsal or non-response is low whe,n compared with correspondence method.

10. A statistically sound sample is easily obtainable with personal interviews.
11. It can be used to collect information on events at the time when they are.happening,

for example, Radio and Television listening are often checked in this manner.

12. Useful to collect information from illiterate persons.

13. Enables us to study even the past phenomena.,

14. Enables the study of an event in its emotional and historical background.
Limitations
l. It takes a good deal of time and energy and may also be expensive for the

researcher.

2. Its success dependent upoq the interviewer's willingness to report and ability to,re,port
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correctly.

3. It is influenced by stresses, strains and other factors affrctingdthcr tho interr.iewer the
interviewee ot both.

4. It is influenced by the emotional "set" of the interviewer - by his self concern or self-
pity, his ways to please or antagonise ttre:interviewe,r.

5. In case of personal questions the answers may not be accurate.
6. subjection to the biases of the interviewer is inevitabre.

QTIESTIONNAIRE
The term 'Questionnaire' in general, refers to a derriee or too$ for,securing answ€rs

to questions byusing a form which:a respondfit fills in hfunself. According Begardus, it is
alistofquestioni sentto anumberofpersous,fortheirrurcuuersandwhichobtaiusstandardised
results that can be tabulated and fieated statistically.

The information sought by thC questioiriraire'may be clas$ified into the following
three hand

1. IdentiSing infor.m:tion
2. Social background and factual data
3. Suq-ect -matter of the srryey

Questionnaire Design

The task of composing a questionnaire is both an art and a science. Much caution and
imagination are to be put in by the designers of a questionnaire. There ar€ eight steps in
designing a questionnaire:

l. Determination of the data to be collected in specific terms.
2. Determination of the interviewing procsss

3. Evaluation of the question content;
4. Decision on the format.
5. Clear wording of the questions.

6. Determination of the stnrcture of questionnaire.
7. Determination of die physical characteristics of the form.
8. Pretesting, , revising, final drafting.
STEP I.

Determination of the data to be collected
In this step, the following essential documents for developing a goodqgestionnaire

shall be prepared and considered:

a) a stcrement of research purpose

b) a list of the information to be measured
c) a draft of an analysis plan
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STEP 2
Determiuation,,df the Interviewing process

lnterviewing process should be decided in advance. The medium to be used for
communicating with the respondent falls into.*re following categories:

a) Personal b) Telephone and ,, ,:e) &fail
The decision is based on two,key elements: i) The type of information sought and

ii) The reSpondent-accessibility&,availabilitl.
STEP 3

Evaluationrof the,Question Content
The:poteatial'reseroh questions mustbe evaluated to determine whether they oan

provide 4eaningfut'daf&- This evaluation ean be carried out by considering the following
criteria:

.i) Does:the,re-spo4dentundEmtarrdthe question?
i, Does'the respondent have the nacessary information to answer the

.quesfion?

iii) will the respondent provide the necessary information? The above
.questions must be answered affirmatively.

STEP 4.

Decision onthqf'ermat
The format of questions is decided,on the basis ".f,the rrrsponses required. The resea-ch;r
has to frame questions.by assuming himself / herself as a respondent. euestions may be .rf
two gpes..

i) Close - ended Questions:
The response for these questions will be within the limits provided by the inter.-

viewer
ii) Open - ended.Questions:

There is no limit provided for the response of the respondent with freedom tc give
views lengthily.

STEP 5
Clear - wording,of'the euestion

The researcher talks directly with the respondent throrrgh the questionnaire for v,hi ,

it is important to get effective results through particular wordings. In order to avoj ' ,e
common mistakes in the wording of questions the following guidelines will have +o he
considered:

1. Simple language

2. Familiar vocabulary

3. Short questions
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4. Specific questions

5. Avoidance of double- barrelled questions

6. Avoidance ofleading questions

7. Avoidance of loaded questions

8. Absence of estimates

STEP 6
Determination of the structure of questionnaire

After determining the set sf,questions, they can be laid down in * prooer sequence in
order to impress the respondent and extract adequate resporses. This ean be pictured as a

'fl owerpot''as given,below.

1. LEAD rN QUESTTONS :

Starts the flow of responses and gains support.

2. QUALIFYING QUESTIOTUS :

To find out whether a person is the right type to provide the needed informatisn.
3" WARM-UP QUESTTONS:

To direct thinking and memory.
4. SPECIFIES ON THE FEELINGS :

',Or.,information sotrght by the: study.'

5. DEMOGR,APHICQUESTIONS :

To describe:the person who responded and thank for co-operation, breadth of
questions

STEP 7
Determination of physical characteristics of,the form

The following are the guidelines for designing the physical characteristics of a question-

naire:

i) It should be neat and'attraetive to secure co-operation of the respondent.

ii) Necessary and brief instructions should be given of appropriate places in the

questionnaire.

iii) For open ended questions; enough and adequate space should be provided to
record the answers by the respondent.

iv) The : ri.*ctions should be made crystal clear for the respondents action in the

case of skip -pattern questions.

STEP 8
Ilre-testi- , cvising and {inal drafting

Pre-testing is an accurare miniature of the planned study using a small sample. It may
reveal obscure intent under wrong order of questions, awkw'ard expressions, leading ques-

tions and weak stirnulations of response among the other questionnaire's faults. Guidelines
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for designing.e gCIod qugstionnaire

W..hile dr{fting a questionnaire the following points shall be considered:
1. The questionnaire intimately aim the ultimate objective of investigation.
2. The questionnaire should be brief.
3. Questions outside the respondent's experieace should not be asked.
4: Regardingpast events, toomuchreliamce shoutd notbeplaced on the reslrondent's

memory.

5. Questions should b9 simple; ciear,and unambiguous and as direct as possible.
6. Proper wording shouldbd,used in questions.
7. 'The stnrcture of the question ,should be according to the form in which the re-

sponses ar. e to.be recorded.
8. The questiots should be such that,the answers are known to the respondents..
9. Questions capable of objective answers are to be entered
10. Questions affecting pride and seniiments of the people should be avoided.
11. Questions on "sin, morality, patriotism, punishment" etc. should be dropped.
12. Logical.sequarce of,questions is basic to a questionnaire.
13. Insertion of cross - checking questions is desirable.
14- A mailed - questionnaire should always be accompanied b.r 2 covering letter and

of feasible complemants for prompt response and compliance.
15. If a questionnaire is to be translated foruse into several locai dialects, the trans-

lated version should be retranslated into original language to check its fidelity.
16. Inclusion of a final question in the form of thanks giving request to evaluatr, th;

questionnaire and to suggest improvements is desirable.
Functions of questionnaire

A questionnaire is simply a formalized schedule to obtain and record specified and
relevant information with tolerable accuracy and completeness. It also directS the ques:' :i^.
ing process and promotes clear and proper recording. The five functions of questionn*ires
related to the respondent (interviewer) are:

l. Give the respondent clear comprehension of the questions.
2- Induce the respondents with the 'need' to.co-operate and 'trust' that answers wiii b*

treated confi de,ntially.

3. Stimulate responses through greater infrospection than plumbing of memory or rr:ie
enee to records.

4, Give instructions on what is wanted and the manner responding.
5. Id-entify what needs to be :known to classify and verify informa, ..,ri.
Scope of the Questionnaire method

The questionnairqmethod of collecting data has become a very pop:lar method. Al.
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obseftationai r:ethode are ;r$s cfibeti:vo in.givirg infonnai.iq{,ehout personai beliefs, feel-
i*gs, metl'ralifiti expies+i;:,;:s ** f .f,i*e gla;;:. Thev cio i,*i ,a"o-iii* information on persor:'s
I:i&-qt #:" hi*e p:i"rai*r'**h::ii,.:r;: sir;ife:nher*i:ti,, eu;i' l:r=;rei'io*-:l is b,eyond the,preview of
r:bse*'a,"icn. Thr. rr,-.,:i:il;nrc..ie r,ethcd is ernirentiy suired t+ olitaining such infonnaticn.
LirxritatEon$ Gf a q*estErlmtrprir"e

L Ti.:e rare of resp"*ns-* j:;"ot always certain.
2. It is not aiw*ys eco:r+s::*al.
3.'' The depe*dability cf *. questionnaire.is determined by the mortality rate also.
4. A questionnaire need not always necessarily respresent the whoie population"
5, Fdailed - questionnaires **ffer from lack of opportunity for further clarrification:
6" Q*eetionaaires ,x.'iil sen e light subjects. Problems requiring.deepthought can not be

irandied.

' 7 " ?lte qtlestionnair* takes into consideration the respondents but not their. environrnent
(.wlaich is also.equeily impertant)

8. trt is a very diflicuit tssk t* design an ideai questionnaire, suitable to people of differ-
snt nreods, *uituies, seritiaents and temperaments.

*BSERlT,ffiTON
As Oxford Canclse Dicti+aary explains observation a "Acourate watching, noting of

phencmeara.as *ey'oe.cur"in"nature.with regard to,cause and effeat or rmrtual relations".

TYPE$ OF OBSERV-{TICN
I, Sirnple or uncon&olled cbserv.ation
2" Systennatic or centrollert observation
3. Mass observatien

1) Simple er us;rourr.;iirc c!_*serryation

In utcer:tre:!!*<! obs:ryatioa no attempt is made to eontol; maBiptrlate or inflrrence
the ebse*'ed suhject.matter. iTh,: use of the eyes rather,than of the eart and the voice is used
ia scrutinizingcollecfi*e b*hav-iour). The data collected by any two observers cannot,be
compared since each is uniqr.le" o,,rm and original.
Ki nds of uncoretroEled obsenr*tiou

a) Participallt ohse_rvadon

b) Non-parti*:paat *,bservati.cn
c) Quasi-pa*icipamt cbsen,ation

a) I Participant Obrervation:
trn this kind of;observation, tlre ,reEearcher,lives as a.menrber,of ,the,group,shelhe

wants to sttrdy. The success of this method depe[ds on fwo,factors,,First, the.invesfigator
must have the skill to gain tire *onfidencg of,the persons being,studied so.that the presenee
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does not disrupt or in any way interfere with the natural course of events and they provide
him/trer with honest answers to his questions and do not hide or conceal irnportant activi-
ties. The investigator should also have the ability to prevent personal precooceptions from
distorting the observations and interpretations.
Advantages

l. Observe occurrence in the nafural settings.

2. Greater objectivity.
3. Every detail and significance of thi: occurrence can be observed.and recorded.
4. Natural behaviour can be observed.

5. Easy access to data.

6. Greater depth of experience

7. Greater range of data.

Disadvantages

l. Observer may get involved in the life of one or the other section of,the eommunity
only.

2. It narrows'the range of experience.
3. The experience becomes unique and hence others cannot repeat it.
4. Less standardization of dirta.

5. 'Emotional participation kills objectivrff and-interferes in interpretation.
b) Non-participant Observation:

In this observation the investigatorwatches the events andactivities from a'distance,
passively, and makes no effort to either influence or take part in the events and activities
observed. For example, a researcher cannot become a criminal in ordu to study a criminal
gang or a.female social scientist cannot become a prostitute in order to studyprostitution.
MERITS
1) Objectivity and neutrality

An observer in a non-participant observation is too remote from the actual happen-
ings and hence can watch them with a'scientific objectivity, not easily attainable in partici.
pant observation.

2) Gain of respett and co-operation of the group
In certain situaiions, for example, communal disharmony an observer can gain real

respect and co-operation of group by not participating in any actual happeningsr
3) Advantages of being new

It is observed in many situations that people are reluctant to discuss their problems
with familiar persons. But they easily reveal their inner feelings and thoughts to strangers.
4) Capability, Neutratity and Sensitivity Demerits
1. Both the observer and the group feel uncomfortable.
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2. The behaviour of the observants wil becor*e artificiai.
3. One has to wait for occurrence.
4. Possibie to miss many occurrences if things, happen in the absence.
5. People may feel more suqpi.cious.
6. she/tre fails to appreciate the significance of actions.
c) Quasi-participantobsen'ation :

Furely non-participant observation is difficult. In ttre absence of any standard set of
relationships or role patterns for the outsider who is always present but never paricipating,
both the group and the outsi.ler are likely to feel.uncorrfortable. Therefore in,many social
sulveys quasi 'participant observation method is rpreferred. 'In this metho{, the observer
{tssumes several roles; sornetimes in the role of a participant, such as games and dances. At
r:ther tirnes, €rs an interviewer, staager or a listener making it glear to the group that the
purpose isto gather facts"
2, Systenmtic or CcmtroEled Observation

The observer's bias is the crucial wea*ness of rurcontolled obseryation. Systernatic or
con&oliedobsert'atisntuies to ren:.ove this weakness byusingvarious contol technriquesranging
frorn sinrple testing and scoring devices to elaborate laboratory set upo.

Conhotrled obse$iaticn rnay be carried out both in the natural and contived situations and
in their case &ose observed may or may not be aware of the observation.
1) The control,of the obsened

trn certain social investigations the subjectrnatter,of the obse,lnation, i.e., the obse,lyed is
contrulled" For exatryle, the belr^wiour of chil&en is obssrved by exposing flrem to various types
of stimuii.

2)' [heControl of the Chserver
Accoding to W.J' Gocde and P.K. Hatt, 'It is rather difficult to aontnol tlre object under

investigation but the ob.;eryer mrst at least put controls m hinnself/h€rself.
MERITS
1. Common Method :

The method of observation is common to all social sciences.
2. Stunplicity:

As compared wifir other techniques used by social sciences, obsernation is by far tlre
simplest. It is quite easy and requires relativelyless fiaining.
3. Realistic:

Observation is based on actual and first hand experience. Its data af,e E19re realistic than
the data of othe4 indirect teolmiques.

4. Formulation of hypothesis:
In all social scie,lrces, tlre method of obse,r:rration is the basis of formulating hypothesis.
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5. Yeri{ication:
For verification sf a hypothesis one has to depend upon observation Oaly by actuafy

seeing the phenomeuon can *, koo* the nature of the problern and frorn a guess absut the
possible rileans of resolving it.
6. Greater reliability of conclusions:

The conclusions of obsetvation ar.e,more reliable than non - observationalconolusions
because they are based on first hand perception and can be cross - verified"
LIMTTATIONS
1) Some,events cannot be object of observation

'What a person thinls, the first impression of our advertiseinen! the:character of a
customer, etc.; and e*lss,qualitative aspeot may not lend themselves to observation.
2) observation'a[dbhservables ane neither co-existeat nor.co-equal

trt is not the case that whenever a scientist chooses to observe, all relevant facts qnd
events exhibit themselves. For example, we cannot induce people to quarrel arrd fight sina-
ply to watch their.behaviour.

3) Certain things are non - observable
There are many mental and ernotional.factors which, thro-ugh causes of social phe-

nomenon are in the'nature of things not perceivable aud, therefore unobservable.
4) Low reliabi[ty of conclusions

The conclusions based on observation are not very reliable, because.in observation
one has to depend upon human tact and resourcefulness aione. And'to err is human'.
5) Illusory Observation

Eyes are prone to deception. A shrewd observer knows how to perceive truthfully
andavoidpitfalls corlmon to ordinaryperception. Butmostpersons areliabloto deceptions
which characterize visual perception,

O Self-consciousness in the observed
Dr. Thomas in discussing the timits of observation points out that atmosphere.,tgrds

to become artificial with the knowledge of befi observed.
7) Subjectivity explanation

The defects of sub.iectivity in the explanation creep in the personal descrip-tion and
etrucidation of the obsrrved. Moreover, the observers are liable to be carried awaybyunreal
and extraordinary in the field of their observation.
8) Slow investigation

Valid obqgrvation cannot be hurried.'Slowness of observation methods leads to
dimination of,interest among both the obsenrer and the observed.
9) Expensiveness

The telhnique of observation is very.expensive. Moreover in order tp reaphthe ob-
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servod and establish a rapport with them it requires more money and time.
10)ltnadequacy

lio compiete answer can be obtained by observation alone. Observation must be
supplemented by other methods of study.
SCHEDT]LE

Schedule is a list of questions fornrulated and presented with the specific purpose of
testing a$ assumpdon on hlpothesis.

Schedule is best suited to the study of a single item thoroughly. Emphasizing this
G"A. Lundberg observes, "The schedule is a device for isolating one element aI a tirne, thus
intentifuing our obsenration".
Types of schedules

P. V. Young tras described four tlpes of schedules. They are:
1. Rating schedules

2. Documents schedules

3. Institutional survey forms or evolutional schedules.
4. Observation schedules.

t) Rating schedules

In the fields of business guidance, psychological research and social research, the
rating schedules are used to assess the attitudes, opinions, preferences, inhibitions and other
like elements. In these schedules, the value and trend of the above mentioned qualities are
measured.

2) Documents schedules
The scheduXes of this gipe are used to obtain data regarding written evidence and

case histories. In cnminology, rating schedules are used to gather data to be found in erirne
studies, the different kinds of crime, their incidence, the nature of earlier crime and the
personal data on crirninals like school leaving age, the age atthe tirne of elnployment, the
level of econornic and social status and other sundry facts about crime and,criminals.
3) Institutional survey forms or evolutionatr schedules

The form and siz€ of evolutional schedules is deterrnined by the nature and the com-
plexity of the problems of an institution. More complex the problem, bigger will be the size
of the schedule.

4) Observation schedules

In these schedules the activities and responses of an individual or a group under
specific conditions are recorded. The main purpose of au observation schedule is to verifu
some information.

Collection of data and the decisions csnnected therewith while offering enrcial role
for decision-making also offers various possibilities and temptations for excessive collec-
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tion of data and hesitant censorship over them. This phase in any research may force viola-
tion of deadline and over - spending of budget. Hence, strict control of each phase and
aspect must be the watchword for every researcher.

Prepared by
M. JEZER JEBAI\il8,S.4.IY

CIiAPTER -VI
SAMPLING METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

Sampling
The major aim of science is to provide sound propositions aborrt people or matter,

both living and not living. But the social scientist does not actually study or obsenre every
item of interest. Social science research tries to understand a segrnent of the world called
'population'on the basis of observing a smaller segment (sub-set) called a'sample'.

A po,pulation is the total collection cfpeople (whatever group the investigator wishes
to make inferences about), things or events under consideration. In social science research
populations are noldofined-by nattue but by nrles of rnembership that are chosen by the
researcher. A population in research is very similar to abskact concept of a'Set.' in rnath-
ernatics viz., awelldefined collection of objects. : l

Samples can be any size and can be selected in anumber of dififereat ways. .4, poor
sampling procedure mayplague research as severely as any other methodologicai problem.
To constitute an appropriate sample we mustknow the following.

0 Which cases to be sampled
ii) How many cases should be included in the sample.
Scientists seek to establish the broadest possible generalisation applicable to infi-

nitely large classes of events.

Population - Definition
After determining tlre units of analysis &e first task in sanpling, is to determine ttre

population of interest to describe the particular collection of unit that makes a popdlation.
Experienced researchers get a clear picture of the population before selecting the sample.
Defining the population is a two step process, i) Clearl3r i*tentifu the target population, ii)
the population to which the researcher wordd Like ts generalise his or her research. To de-
fine target population one must keep in mind"

a) The scope of the planned generalisation.
b) The practical requirements of drawing a sample.

The relevant criteria for defining target population depend on the ty?p of unit and
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research topic" A good definition of,the target population'clearly indicate who is to be in-

cluded and who is to be exeludod e.g. In a national fertility study in which it is important to

identifu rnarried woman of child - bearing age. ii) when the target population is clearly
defined the researcher must finda way for making it operational. This involved construc-

tion of sampling frame. The sampling frame denotes the set of all cases from which sample

is to be selected. It's the operational definition that provides basis for saurpling. There are

two ways of constructing a sampling frame.

a) Listing all cases / items.

b) Providing a rule, deliuing membership, e.g. Telephone directory inferences could be

made only about the population represented by the sampling &ame. One should be careful

to evaluate the omissions that are made from the target populations. In telephone directories

excluding poor who cannot affiord telephones and the more wealthy who have many num-

bers.

ADVAI\MAGES

1. Economy

The sampling technique is much less expensive, must less fime consuming than the

census technique.

2. Reliability
trf the choice of sample units is rnade with due'care and the matter under survey is not

hetoro,geneous, tire conclusion of,the sample survey can have almost the same reliability as

those of census surx/ey.

3. Detailed Study

Since the number of sample units is fairty small these can be studied intensively and

elaborately. They can be examined from multiple view points.

4. Scientific Base

This is a scientific technique because the conclusion derived from the study of cer-

tain units can be verified from other units. By taking random samples we can determine the

amount of deviation from the nonn.

5. Greater Suitability in Most Situations
Most of the surveys are made by the technique of sample survey, because wherever

the maffer is of a homogeneous nature, the oxamination of few units would suffice. This is

the case in the majority of situations.

DISADVAIYTAGES

1. Less Accuracy
In comparison to census technique the conclusions derived from sample are more

likely to error. Therefore sampling technique is less accurate.
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2. ChamgeabiEiff of Uadts

If the'tii{}s in the fieid oisurue} e;e iiab;,: ic, ciialg:: r,: ,i ri.lse are not irarrnonious
i.he sarn$ing teetrnique wiil be very irazalaous. Ii is ii.e: scier.iii,; tc sxtend tire conciusions
eimived ftora one set of sample to other sets whiek are ue;ike rx iir* changeeble.
3" Mlsleading Cemctusioms

If due care is nottakes in the selectioo of sampies orif titey are arbitorarily selected,
the conclu.sions derived from thern will become misleading if extereded to all units.
4. Need for sepclalized knowledge

Thesample technique can be successful onlyif a cornpetont,and able scientist rnakes
&e selection. trf this is doae byaverage scientist, the selection is,liable to be wroag.
5. 'When SampHng is not possible

Under certain'circumstances it is.very difficult to use the sampling technique. tf the
time,is very short and it is notpoesi'ule to make seleetios cf the sampie, the technique canaot
be used- Besides if we nee.d 100% accuracf'tl#hampling technique caanot be used.It can
alss not be used if the material is of heterogeneoas nature.
PLAITBTn\IG AND DESIGIYING TEE ENQUIRY

Before the actual collection of data, a well throughout plan has to be prepared" so
that'money, time and labour may not be wasted wer ririling methods. The investigatmrg
bodymust exercise careful consideration on the following aspects:

B. Statementof the problem and scope of,the enqulry.
b. Determination of units of data collectioa.
c. Sources of data and methods of getting data.

d" Choice of frame.

e. Degreeofaccuracyexpected.

f. Costing of the plan.

a): Staiernentof the Problem and scope of the enquiry
From every fieldof application the expgrts witittuow the problegrs in their aagtre and

insist ura*'idata related to the probtem must be collected tbrough statistica! survey. Fcr ex-

:.4t, the rnanaging director of a leading Private Lfunited Company felt that his conrpany
has been losing market share and deci@to fire his mar&eting manager if the company's
market sharehas fallen below to take necessary action. It is necessaryto define thc'pqrtir*-
lar problem at hand in clear terms of/ steiisuicei tei-::unr:icgli , . definition of ttre objective of
the investigation must be stated in clear terms. if *re object of enquiry is prgperly deter-
mincd'and defined many difticulties ofthe collection and analysis of data are automaticaliy
removod,:\lYeican increase the efficiency of the survey by 30 percent. This will enable the
inv:estigator tqd€termine the factors whioh are to be inctuded ir;. ;.*r, ." *" nr *",

. guard against the ornission of factors rvhich might be necessa.ry in reaching a solution. It is
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also important to exc[ude the urtribcessarryfictors when their inclusion would lead to waste
oftime andmorey.:'

The nature of infor:::atio* to be eollected and the geographical area to be c'overed for
a pqeicularenqufo'are irtterreiate<i. Therefbre,,tlr" urope o,,t, coverage of the proposed
enqulry rl&ust be qpgci{icelly'decided in adrance.,Where lirnited information is to.be cotr-
Iected, the gmgraphical'area n:ay also be correspondingly.limited. The investigator will be
ab'le to aollec! tlrerdata intgasi-yety by,study.rng each agrd,every item of the **u. Blrt it mqs-t-
Ue yte! Urat fu lqrgm the coverage of the.enqprr-y, ttre naole representative will the final
lpsutts h, A timq ii"dt for tfoe cornpJetion,of,the engulry must alsg"be fixed,,takine,into
aec*unt the'natume of information and thegepgraphical area.lf there is any need to "it.rdthe enquiry tho period of extension n*ust not be undury tong.

b) Iletermlnation ef Units af Eata Coillction

Data are the ral+'neaterial to which the statistical tools are applied for anallnis, rnuch
as wood is the raw matErial fot the cabinet-maker or mhrble tfr. .u* material for'tt r'airfp-
tor. gerore working rvith their raw materiat, ubar the'scuiplot and the cabinet-*uta, i#u
sreqt poi*6 t* ur"dy *re stnrcrure *a pru *,o ui ;r#i*;;r; n"t*; ,; ;J;;;;
Units apptied fcr data coliection provided a definite basic st3cture to the information.

A sttfistieal unit iq th.q basic unit,or entiff in enumoratiol apd is decided upon before
undertakiag thc invessgetiga, It naay be.a place or ebject;or person or any other phenornena
wJrich will throw light c-n the ploblem..By statistic4l sq5vsy we oan, coliect informatior
through the statistice! uai!. For example if we want data 4bout the marks or age of students
in a class then th€ statisticai unir will be the shxle,nts, [n a,market research ,u.ury each retail
shop-cea be ter.rred:as stafistice! unit,

If ws B'ant to st.*d3'tire problem relating to small scale ihdustry then we can ideuti.ry
the statistical,urdt.as e"ac& inelustry when number of eraployees are less than 50 during any
re1od" ln a fqs-Bily,- budget $Em'ey e:rch {apily,i9 t r-a; statistical ,rqit. Thus r"d;i;
Ilt *iU di&r,from other staudard units used in,phpics or chemistry or any other *i";;i"
The statistical unit can be defired from the object qf the problem i" fr*A. 1,*;1u1;];;
unit rrnrst be prope$y defined in any investigp.tiog. o&erwise the analysis qf the data udil
besome very diflicult.

A satisfaeiory statistical'urrit should possesS''the following qualities: l) appropriate-
ness, 2) clarity, 3) measurab,ility and 4) comfarabi@'The{ppropi"*anr rra unit is derer-
mined by the prrpose of a study. A unit appr6ut" k,*"*o[y*iv;tb" ;;;;;**
The oriterimof clarity'irnplies precision,and sirnplieityof definition. The:definition of a
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unit should be readily understandabtg aod shordd possqss the same rueaning'for4"l,B.epte

concemed. Satisfactory unit should fulfit tire requirennents of measurability in the broadest

sense of that them. 
*

But on several occasions, the problem of defining a unit becomes diffioult; ln'taking

a population census, the unit is one'person.,This is an easily defined:nahiral:itrnitl'and there

is not much diffrcult in deciding what is and what is:,not apdrson.,'W.rite icondllcting"'ar

enquiry about the size of business units in a particular locality, different known futors stich

as capital invested, numberof workers, tr :nd of sales and level oforputete. md'ylbeetiii 
-d

ered. If it is upon the capital invested and sales, the unit may:be the nrpee. If it is based on

the number of employees, the unit will be "an ernployee".

c) Classification of Statistical Units

Statisticai units can be broadly classified as under.

i) Units of Collection are those which are concerngd,wittl coundng 9t mpafgrymqn$ of
objects, They may be divided into a) simple uaits and"b) composjte uui*. A simplE,ualt

expresses a single condition without any qualification,It is:not dif[icu[,1g define q.s it,is !n
common use. Exarnples of such units are : a w*rker, aton, a bale, a mile, a house, a ki!o-

graffi, a ruDee, a Eoom, a chil{ a village ete . Simple uaits are subjeet to another division also

which is based on the origin oithe unii. A child and a worker are examples of natural units.

These units.possess clarity" A bale, a house, a radio, etc. are the prcducts of Inaiural re-

sources transformed f,or human advantage and use'. Hence they are called produced units.

Units like 'ton', 'kilogram', 'mile' etc. are fixed arbiharily and they do,not arise naturally.

They arise out of measurement and hence they are called measurable units. 'A nrpee''; !a

,dollar', 'a pound', etc. are used for rneasuring values. These are called pecuniar.v value

uni.ts. These are indispensable for measuring production, income, trade etc.

A composite unit is one which is formed by adding a qualiffing word to a simple unit

as a result of which its scope becomes restricted and.the,probleitnrof defining it exactly

becomes rather difficult. For example, mile is a sinrple unit and its sCope and meaning are

very clear. But if the word is proceeded by a qualifring wordi'iton', 'toR-mile' becori*s a

composite unit. It has now restrictive scope and it requiries special definition. Toi-nrlles are

equal to the number of tons multiplied by the nurnber of miles caried. Other examplbs'of

composite units are : 'a rent -freehouse', 'a factory - building',.'an industial - dispute','

credit - sale', 'compound - interrst', 'casual - worker', 'labour -,ho-w'. The unitibeaoglos,

still rnore complex when two or more qualiSing yords are added to i!. Exaqrpleq,of,gpeh

units ue 'a'unit output per machine horu' iaverage costs of,labolr per unit.of ogtput'.
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ii) Units of Analysis and Interpretation :

They are useci in comparing, analysing anci interpreting statistical data They are sun:rnarised
and derived figuree. Ratcs, ratios, percentages and co-efficients are used for this purpose.
When comparisions are to b'c made between quantities of different kinds, 'rates' are used. In
this death-rate, birth-ratc, s:ckness-rate, etc. R"ates are uzually expressed per thousand. When
quantities to be cornpared are of the same thing 'ratios and percentages' are used. A ratio is
a compariion of one magnitude with another as its multiple of fraction. When a ratio is
multiplied by 100, it is a percentage. A co-efficient isla rate per unit. For example, if in a
college, there are 1,500 male and 500 femaie students, the ratio of males to ferfiales is 3 : i.
Tfus ratio based on sex is called ratio. The same reiationship as 'the number of male stu-
dents, in a college is 300 percent of female students'. If the literacy rate in a particular state
is 40 percent or 400 per thousand, the co-efficient of literary is 0.4

d) sources of Data and Techniques of Data colrection

The purpose and scope of investigation decide the sources of information. Basically,
they are primary and secondary data. After finalising the source, the next step is to decide
upon the extent to u'hich the data should be collected from the source. The investigator has
to choose one of the following alternatives.

i) Is it necessary to inctrude and enumerate each and every object ofthe universe?
(Census)

ii) Witl it be sufficient if a part of the universe is selected and studied? (Sampte)
It is not easy for the investigator to choose between the two without considering the

nature and scope of the study, the availability of finance, the time factor and the degree of
aceuracy expected. For example, if it is desired to conduct a survey on the consumption
pattern of handioom $'ea\rers in Tamilnadu, all the families engaged in handloom weaving
may be included in the study. Assuming,the consumption patter-n to be uniform, we rnay
also limit our investigation to a few families in those districts where handloom weaving is
flourishing. In the former case, it is the census method where all the objects concerned are
simultaneously included. In the latter case, it is the sample method as it includes only a
significant part of the universe. Where accuracy is to be is given more importance, census
method is the best one, though it is costlier and time consuming. This method is usually
followed by the Government.

e) Chosen Frame

The whole sfircture of an enquiry is to a considerable extentdetermined by the frame.
Having set the limits of the population or whole universe of enquiry it is esseni"it"-ia"*
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ti$, the units which constitute the population. This is essential to,avoid"ranf,overlappihg of
indivi{ueJ uqrts For this, each unit will have its own source, list,p,laq T-T and o$er iden-
tifiditioris.'suppose we want to study the effect of increase in the'priElu oi.o*rood,itieq g"$

the cost bf living of cotton textile wo{erg, in Coimbatore city, ttrq workers mus} be idBrrti-

fieufrom others, foiwhich, *" prep#a,usi,9{names an{ adtsqseg pf,&e;w-orkq{q,frorn

ihe payrolls of all the mills in the c!tf. This list ofn4mes.and qd.Cr.qqgeg is qaJlqd ia $ry9, fo:
this enquiry Units willbe difirre.rrt in respect of source list and geograpticallimits,.so +"here

arises the need forconstmcting different tlvpes of !,amqs,Ugpallythereexistfumes 
guch,As

a census of population, the telephone ciirectory pay-rollq, vot{r€ !ism, pf,ofdsSio3ql lists,
to-wn plans, m4ps of nral ar-eas etc. The available frames may be 3) inaccuraJ. !) p-"gm.
plete c) ou-t pf date d) inadequate and e) subject.to duplication. For examplg,,sncpplptioq
census cannot include day r today brqif aad deafu as they are !a$en oqqe in !gn.ys&rf, The

utility of such {,frame for a specific study diminishes over time untiiu o"w.*rur is taken.

So iithe plafifig authority considers the existing fratte quite inadequate,'iucompletbrand

out of date, steps'must be taken immediately to constnrct upto-date frames.

0 Degree of Accuracy

The question of accuracy tnust be considgryd,in all $a.Lsf,ifl inves{igatiop, ,,.Itg
degree, of accuracy is dependent upon the purpose of enquioy, the geographical coverage,

measuring rods and the attitude of the enumerators and the'infolmants. Wheir all the items

can be couuted it is often possible to attain perfect accuracy. If the task is a large one,

approximate accuracy may be suffrcient. Counts can be perfectly accuntte but m€asure-

ments can neverbe perfectly accurate. In measuring, absolute precision is unattainible"
a

g) Costi+gofthePlan

Money has to be spent on different stages while executingthe plan of enquiry and the

whole estimation must be properly budgeted. The costs have to be estimated taking into
account the nature, scope and geo$aphical coverage of the proposed enquiry Costs'have to
be incurred on irreliminury work, review of earlier studies, printlng questionnaites, c6ll;
ducting personal iiterviews, coding, editing, tabulating and analysis of the collected data

and final preparation of the report. The preliminary cost aiso includes,the faining ofregui-
site personnel and the administrative expenditure. Certain intermediary costs such as hiring
of skilled interviewers, follow-up procedures for non response witl also ariso;An economy

of resources maybe effected if time-phasing is given to various operatiols.

STEPS IN SAMPLING
After deciding,to follow the sampling process, the following steps may be taken to
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compl€ts iherraseatrh, ptocess :

a) Determinationand definitisn of,the population.

b) Deciding the;degree of accuraoy expected,

c) Finrilising the different strata, stages of sarnpling and speciffing the methods"

d) 'Calculating thb sariiple size.

e) Cost - budgeting.

0 Fixing the time frarne ior the enumeration work.
g) Appointing adrninistrative team tocontrol;supervise,aod co.ordinate the activities,
h) Dqsr.gning:questionnaires, schedules, observation sheets etc.

i) Pre-tbsting the questionnaire.
j) Training the requisite personnel for collection sf data:

k) Supervising the fieldwork and dealing with incomplete questionnaire.
l)Editing,,Thbulating,and,preparationrof Master'Shee**-
m) Summarising and presentation of,the information.
n) Analpis and interpretation of,data.
o) Preparing the report for publication with remedial - curtive and preventive - measures

in the forrn of recornmendations and suggestions.

SAMPLING ERROR

Since a sample survey implies the study of small proportion of the total universe and

drawing inference about the population, there would naturallybe a ceftain amount of inacCuracy

oremor. This error atkibuted to fluctuations of sampling iq called sampling error. Tlie sam:
pling error is expected to'disappear in a cornplete enurneration since the whole population is
surveyed. the biror can be estimated mathemiti-cally.

Sarnpling,errgm atoof two types. They are'biased errors and unbiased errsrs,,Biased
elrorF arises as a lesult of &ny:bias of lhe person in selecting a pq5ticular sampling mqthod or
instrurnents;invclved is, the oollpcti,on of data gr.the na,luqe of statistical method followg{.
For,exaqlpler,deliberate sarnpling may be adopted in place of a simple,raado:n,sarppling.
Biased,error is.one-sided. The error goes on accumulating with every measurement of the
obisct,with a defecdvc measuripg instnrment..For example, if,e msfre is one cm short, it will
always measure oile om. iess. The erroris onesided and the total error increases by a ceati;
mete[ cvg.ry.tirile'a metre of cloth is measured. As'a resqlt of such a selection or use of
defective inskumc,nt, some errors sre bouad to arise.and they areknorvn as biassd orrorg. '
Such errors are also known as a cumulative errors.

Unbiased errors are such errorS which are either accidental or arise due to chance
differences, behreen the members of populition included on the sample and those not in-
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cluded. Such errors are without anybias. They are also known as Random sampling mrors.
Unbiased elrors do not accumulate with tho,increase'in the size:of obserEations:but:iather
have a tendency to get neutralised and are the lowest in the ultimate analysis"

Bias may arise due to faulty process of seiection, fauity work <iuring the process of
collecting information and faultymethod of anaiysis.

Faulty selection of the sample may give rise to bias in a'number of waysas.follows:
a) Deliberate Selection of a Represent:rtive Sarnpte

With the subjective selection of the sample, bias is ineviable. The investigatorrs
desire orrnotive to obtain a certain result from the sarnple suryey may influence his selec-
tion of the sample conscioustry or,unconsciously.
b) .Hapazard Selection

If the'selection of the sampleis hapazerd, tho chances,of,biased errcirs are more.
c) Substitution

Due to non-availability of *re person chosen in sample, another,maybe interviewed;
who maynot have the'same characteristics as,the original one; This,will infioducosubstitu,
tion bias in the sample.

d) Items included in the Sample not covered
If all the items to be included in the sample are not covered ttrere will be bias even

though substitution has been attempted.

e) An appeal to Vanity
Of the person interviewed may give rise to yet another lind, of bias. For example the.

question 'Are you a good student?' is that most of the students would succumb to vanity and
answer'yes'.

During the process of collecting the actual information in survey, certain inaccura:
cies and mistakes may creep in. These may arise due to improper formulajion,of;the prob-
lem, wrongly defining the population, speci$ing the wrong decisions, sccuring 6ll inad-
equate frarne, poorly designed questionnaire, an illtrained intenriewer,. ftilure'of resporri
dents memory unorganised collection procedure and faulty editing and coding ofresponses.i

The danger of such error is however, likely to'be greater in sampling work since"{he
units measured are often'smaller.

In addition to bias which arises from faultyprcv*$ uf selection and faulty collection
of infcmation, faulty methods of analysis of data may also furtroduce bias.
Avoidrnce of Bias

The conclusions drawn from the sample cannot be considered as;fllly objective if
any bias exists. The elimination of all sources of bias is, ttrerefore a mrrsf in iamptirg o.
census procedure. Avoidance of bias is possible only in the method of selectioo pro6*.
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.'Thsselection prooess,shouild,bo adopted entiiolf at'fairdorn or'&t-irAfidomsubJ€ct td,sorne

restrictioas..trt witl defiaitely imprsve the aceuracyand at the sarnd time'it will not inkoduce

any bias in the results.

The sr te,'oriee soleeted,shorrld'besrictly;adFred tci thiuughout theenquiry. No

substitutions stiould be allewed to enter ttre'*ttnrey. The investigator should try to investi-

gate the entire sampie.

Bias arising from'faulty csileeiion of data maybe removed by adopting,the proper

Method of R.ed,ucing Samptiug'Ertor.
T,:he sampling error must be reduced to the minimum so as to:dttairi'the,desired accu-

racy. This can be done firstly by removing errors of bias from the,sarnple anil:secondlf by

enlarging the sample. The samplln#eritf i:&ii6*fr{it{fiie increase in sample size. As a

rnatter oflfhat{nmany;sit$atiotittre iledreasaiiitebhbxiuoatety',$nvr*setyprtlportional to the

square root.ofdher nurnberi of units incluined.ili,ftg:s{inople.

Non*Sampllng Error
T?rere',isagpnerai feeling&at the dataob&inedin'an investigationbyeomplete enurnem-

tion is free from errcr:'Ilovrever in actual.prarOtice itts:not so. l.lcili:srtrfnpliir! errors'eccur at

every stageofplannirrg,aail exec::tisn of the gtryey and collection, processing'arrd'analysis

of thedata. During the ptocess of collecting information certain inaccuracies and mistakes

may sr*sp ie. ?laese *:aeeiuacies drbidue tolthbinegligtinbe or bias of the irvestigators in
nsking th* qrrcsti*$s sr il: rec*rding the aftswe.rs. They"'are also due to the nbgligeilcesr bias

or lack *f k**rvledge *n the pa.rt:cf .*se iirforlrrant$;if,,hSse inaccrlracics,taken tbgether con-

stitute *le non-sarnplii:g err+rs and *:ey,occuq 6s*th,,in the census as well as sanaple sureys.
Non sampling errors ale likely to be more iucase of complete enumeration, tharr,iu case'of
a sample surr/ey because they.increase withtlie,iircrease in the number ofunits, to be eriam-

ined arid enumerated. l{on-sampling errors may ariso &om one or taor€:of the'fcllowing
reasons.

1. Faulty plaaningi'ufrludingvaguedefinitiods uf population or the statistical units

to be used.

2;, hnpef&etion sf *ante"W'ofl<,

3. Vague and imperfect question4aire which mightresult"in:in-ctimpfiete or wrong
infonnationi'

4. Inadequate'and defective methodsUf interviewing'and"asking,qtrestions.
5. Exa$gregated or{rreldtantiresponsi:$toQuestion$.which'eppent to pride or

prestige or self inti,it#bf tlierespondenf
6" tack of trained aad qualified investigations and lack of supervisdy sHff:
7. Wrongbr inadequatq,respo$g ps giyem,byttre respbrideiits:,

I
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8. ' trV,rongcOBPutationS; 4pproximations and entr.ies,tr$ade during the proce-sging
and rmlySis,of data,

9. Application of inappropriate statistical units.
10' Errors.conmitted during presentation and printiag of tabulated resglts.

SAMPLE
(any subject of a well defined universe)

Multistage Sampie

a successive sampling of
sub units, &om the first
units sampled

Simplc randon
(all sample units
have an equal

probability,of being
selected)

Factorial Design

Ooth same sample

size for combinatigns)

Cluster Sample

Small groups ofunits

PROBABILEV SAMPLES
(all samples have a known probability differerrt from 0 oi I being selected)

Syotematie sarnple
(sample is obtained
frorn taking evey'n'
the number frorn a
source list)

STRArIFIED SAMPLE
Propottionate

Stratified sarnple

(the universe is
divided with srata
and units are

selected at random

from each stratum)

Disproportionate

Sample f-raction is different Sampling fraction is the
same for all sfrata

Quota Sample

a proportionate representative

sample

l. On anyone variable

2. On oqmbinations of variables.
Simple random sample

In this technique every item or unit of the domain has an equal opportuni[y for
selection and this selection is in no way influenced by personal bias and prediction of the
investigator. No item is selected on account of likes c,r disiii*rs of the investig4tor and the
selection is left entirely to ohgnce, This pxrvide a v"ery item fair and equal c-hance for selec-
tion; so it is nol investigator's whombut nahrp which determines the selection.

several techniques can be used to geta random sample. They are givon.below:
1) Lottcry Method

This is the sinplest way of making,the,selection. The number of items in a date are
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written on sheets of paper or cards and they are thrown into a box. Now the investigator
blindfolding himself selects the number of item required in the sample. Here there is no
partiatity in.favour of any itern. The play of chance is allowed to determine the items se-
Iected in the sarnple.

2l Tippett's table of random number
On the basis of population statistics', Tippet has conshrcted a random list of four

dig{ts each of }0,400 institutions. These numbers are result of combining 41,600 popula-
tions statistics report. On the basis of Tippets rrumbers it is very easy to select samples. If a
dornain has 8000 items and we wish to select first 30, than we shall firstly arrange serially
items I to 8000, and then select'from the above schedule firet thrr{y such iterqs *hi"h do not
exceed the number 8000. Tippet's numbers are widely used in making random selections.
3) Selection from sequential list

In this procedure units are broken up in numerical, Alphabetical or Geographical
sequonce. Npw we may decide to choose 1,5,10,15 and so on, if the division iJaifruU.ti-
cal we decide to choose every item startinga, c, m, o etc.
.A,dvantages

1. This method is more representative since in this method eaeh unit has equal chance
to be selected.

2, There is no scope for bias and prejudices.
3. The metrod is very simple to use.
4, It is easy to find out the errors in this method.

Disadvantages
l. If the units or items are widely dispersed, the selection,of sample becomes impos-

sible.
2" If the universe is heterogeneous in nature, this method becomes inapplicable.

Systematic Sampling
This is a variation of simple random sampling, it requires that the population i.e.,1

list of its members, be ordered in such a way that each eliment of the population canp
wfquely identified by its order. Selection is done at the .n, the number. If ;#;;;;; r;;;;
is 10, we can start by selecting any number between 1 and 10.

It should be remembered that a systematic sample oan be a probability sample only if
the first case has been selected randomly from the first ten cases and every tOth ,ru*t.,
from the sample frame selected thereafter.
Merib

l. Thisrmethod is sirnple to follow. ,

2. This method distributes the samplo morc evenly ovc,the,entire listed population.
Demerlts
l. This method is not truly random. All items selected for the sample (occept the first item)

are predeternlined by the constant inverval.
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2. This method may some times result into a badly biased sample, For e,g. if by ohance

every 10th, 23rd,25th,50th expenses voucher in the uuiverse is one made out by an

executive, the sample drawn wouid over-represent the expenses by execrrtives which

may be certain special characteristics.

Stratified random sampling

In this method the population is first divided.into a number of homogeneous shata.

Such stata may be based on a single criterion. e.g. education or age or sex : males under 40

years or males bver 40 years. From each skata, units are selected at random in order to

include in the sample.

Stratified random sampling is divided into proportionate random sampling and

disproportionate.

"*o'il:1T.ll:X;e ofproportionate random sampling isrhar it errsures a proper repr€sen-

tation ofathibutes or va{ableswhich the researcher considers most si8nlfilnt f1the study.

Its difficulty is that one should know what proportion of population fallq in each sfrahrm.

Disproportionate Stratilied Sampling

If the units drawn from each stratum is independent of the size sf the sfiatum it is

called disproportionate shatified sampling Some times same number will bedrawn &om

vaiious strata"regardless of their size.

One advantage of this type is that all the,stata are equally reliable from 
1!e. 

noint 1f
view of the size of the sample. Another advantage is that it is economical since the investi-

gator need not take a large samples from a big stratum.

Considerations for stratilication
a) The information about sffita shouldbe up.to-date, accurate, relevan! complete and

available to the researcher.

b) There should be perfect homogeneity in the different units of strata.

A) Stratification must be cleaf,'well defined and free from overfaping.

d) The size of stratified sampling must not be too small.

e) Different variables involved in the study should be taken into accolnt.

Merits
1. By this method, a representative selection canbe made with a few number of iter-E.

Z. Replacement of an inaccessible case by an accessible case is easily possible.

3. In this type, no significant group is left out.

4. This rnethod saves time and money as most of the items or units can be g@graphi-

cally concentrated.

Purposive sampling 
, nqr.red rhe irrdoerr ternm indicateThe purposive sample is also called the judgement sample. These ---- :
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selection by design-by choice. In purposive sampling a sample is'chosen which is thought to
be typical of the universe with regard to the characteristic under investigation.
Merits
1' It's very simple to draw. People often use it in exploratory investigations which precede

major survEys.

2- It is less costly and involves Iess field work since,those rmits can be selected which are
close.{o eacil,other.

3. It is more re,p:esentative of 'qpical' conditions than the raudom sanrple if the size of
sample is small.

Demerits
1. It is not always reliable. The human mind has difficulty in recognizing bpical items.

This difficulty tends to distort purposive sampling.

'2. 'ltrequires from the rese,aryher considerable knoviedge about the population which he' usually does,noti&ssess.

Quota sampling
A method of selecting a sarrple often employed in marlcet and public opinion polls is

that"of 'quota'sampling.in which an iirterviewer instead of receiving a lirfi of names unC
:addresses to be interviewed, receivesdre oquota' orthe number of,intetvieuru,wirich he,s to
conduct of persons who satisff certain conditions about sex, age, income ct. Thus he may
be ri*bal'to interview. 20 busines$nan over 50 years of age in a particutrat1 The inter-

"icw; 
can than'select at his,own discretion any 20 businessmen of that m vho are over

50years ofage.
Merits
1. It reduces cost of preparing sample and field work.
2. By auxing the investigator to satisfr certain conditions in choosing his sample it in a

way, stratifies the population,
Demerits'

In this tlpe of sample the investigator very often selects those respondents whom he
:krs-'This vitiates the enquiry because the respondents many times display what may be
called courtesy effect i.e., they give the interviewer the kind of response tlrcy believe he
Eoeks rather than what they themselves actually believe.
Multi-ctage random sampling or sub-sampling

Undgr this method sample is prepared by stages. The poputation is divided into a
ember of large sainpling units, each of which in turn is divided into smaller units and so
u- A random sample is taken of the large units at the first stage is collected of tfrrr-uff",
uigrs{pPose, we want to take a sample of 5000 households ile"Ao prrd*lr.At;" ;;;
fi88,$e state may be divided into number of districts and a few districE selected at random. At
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tlre seoond stage each distict may be zuDdividd into a humber of villages and a sarryle of
villages maybe taken at random. At the thild stagg* 1000 household maybe selrctsd from &e
villdges selected at the second.stage.

Merits
t. Sanrpling lists, identificatiorq and numbering are required mly for unire selootd itr the

sample 4 gaqh stage and not fo.r all,the.rryu6 o, {the pop.uldim.

2. If sarnpling rmits at each stage are geogrryhically defined (such as alirsti$ village eng.,),

&is, methodcuts doum fieldgosls (ie.,)havel-

Demerits

1. Efforh increase as ttre numberofsaryIingunie selectoddeerms6.

Conyenience Sampling

In this method the researcher selqs tlqsq rmit of tre population in the sanpte which
eppear convenieirt to him or to ttre rnanagennarf sf ttre orgnnisation wherc he is conducting

research. The'mitnagement rnay teil tlre researcher stat eqrtain individuah glsns can be hclirdsd
in the sirmple while others cannct. Orc imporhnt dffntriJ ofthie rnetbod is fut the res*6 eb
tained by following this me&od cannot be gwetized bepmd tk qftdy'$ sefielp. But fris does

not mean that zuch strdim are of no value. Thc qmulefive rrmllk ef rnaqy stleh s,&rdeg of the
sarne phenourmn by differcnt researchf ,po-vide hais fu assesing tho merits of a gir6
hypothesis.

Pnepard b;
Pro[ 14 JBIDR JEBANE$AITI

CHAPTER-YII
' DAIA ANALYSIS AI-{D nU.SBpnSfAmON

Research proa€$s involves sev,eral stages of pregpess many of which have alroady
been discussed in earlier chaptra" Data anaipis and interpretation are the penultimate steps
to bc undertaken after the field part of suwey i8 eorupleted- The information obtained in the
questionnaire, schcdule or in any othqr form qmpsfitsg &e maf€rial warranting the amalpi*
and interpretation to follow. The processing of fio nratsrlat begrns to accomplish the tackr
involved in it. It includes;

1. The questionnaire has to be checked;:

2. The mass of details has to be reduced to manageable ggpgnions.
3. The materials have to be sumrnsr.ised in tabllar form or otherwige anelysed ss as to bring

out its salient.features.

4. The results have to be iaterpreted andproqented in ttre fprm of a report.
The first task is teohnically c3lled data proeessing, 1trs sgpond coding, the third

classification, and the fourth analysis and intelpretation.
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DATA PROCESSING

Dataprocessing means a series of operation deliberatelyur.rdertakeribn the data made

available for purpose of ariving at certain conclusions which may-or may not support fhc
hlpothesis *t i"tr is formulatea at tfre beginning of the research work. In brief the data qp,
processed afterthe collection and analysed in accordance with the outline laid down forthe

purpose at the fime of developing the researchplan. Dataproces-"i*g involves,speoific op-

erations quch as editing, coding, classificatioa and tabulefiun cf data such,that &ey ere

amenable to analysis.

Editing
Editing is a process which seeks to remove errors, inadequacies, irretr,evant infarma-

tion, incompleteness or inconsistencies of the data. It is' a routine work althoughrone

requires scrupulous care.

At the various stages in re.;earch rvork frono the coilection of iniormation from f.fie

respondents through to thr oroduction of the results to the survev reports, errors ca.n cre€F

in. In processing the data, the airn is to keep these elrors to a minimum. Editing ef the

survey schedules in intended to detect an.' as far as possible eiiminate errors in the coro-

pleted questionnaires. Even the best interviewers are liable to make errors,'omitto ask

questions or to record answers, when the field staff is inexperienced editing assumes a

crucial importance. Before the questionnaires can be regarded as ready for coding and subsc-

queot operations, they should be checked for completeness, accuracy anduiforrrif, ,

l. Completeness

If the interviewer has forgotten to ask a guestion or to record the answe:, it may k
possible to deduce from other information on the guestionnairc wh* {re arywer should have

bpen andthus to fill the gap at the editing stage. When many questions remain unansw-ere4

tho questionnaire itself may have to be abandoned, or heavily restructured. However, lt is
done as the last resort. Thus e<iiting of the survey schedule is intended to ensure maximum
reliable information useful to the research analysis.

fui omission is especially tryrng rqhen neither the context of the question, nor &n-
swers to other questions, enable one to decide whether
i) the respondent refused to give an answer
ii) the intervip,-=,e* iorgot to ask the question or record the answer, or
iii) the question was not applicable to the respondent.

Non-epplie ebiliY can easily be deduced from other data, but it is usually difficult@
ehoose "tfr''Een the other explanations of an omission. Many organisations instruct tha
interviewers to record Bfl {ms\&u-" for every question. Such a fai4ing helps minimise omis-
sions. They are further advised to see that there are no "do not know", 'ooanrtot rememboC',
or "refused to answer" responses and that all the responses are legibly recordecl and nat
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merely scribbled by the interviewer to hide his language deficiency.
Checking the completenesq, of,the answ-qrs recordecl for open questions is virtually

impossible. Apart from seeing that the answer is iegible *nough io, th" .odq and that it
makes sense that the 

lnterviewer hus *ritt*n down-enetugh to rn"of." ulr" ;;;;; rh"
answer clear, unless the interview has been tape-recorcied or respondents have ;.; ;;-
interviewed.

2, Accuracy
It is not-enough to check that all the'quesfre:r are answered; one must try to check

whether the answers are-eccurate. In the first placq inconsistencies should be tooked for.
Every effort should be made to rcsolve clear inconsistencies, but care should be taken to
make corrections only where there has quite obviously been an erof. An apparent inconsis,
'tency may be gerruine, and to ifon them out would result in a false picture. Inaccuracy rnay
be due to a conscious attempt'to give misleading answers and it may arise from either
respondent or interviewer. In, the skess and stain, the interviewer may easily encircle a
wrong code or so place the ring that it is not clear which of,the two codes is intended.
.Answers,needing arithmetic, elren of the simplest kind often cause trouble. It is therefore,
better to have arithmetic done in the qffice *th", than by the interviewer or the resfonOent.
A careful editing can remove all these errors and ensure accuracy.

3. Uniformity

It-implies an effort to check that interviewer has interpreted the questions and in-
structions uniformly. The editor should keep a keen'look out ior."ny lact'of urriio;t;,
the way data have been collected or the replies recorded.

If the analysis is to be carried out on a computer, the initial,office editing will alrnos
certainly be supplemented by a more detailed, vigorous and dependable computer editing

.just before ttre start of the analysis. In this case the initial editing is of lesser importance and
''if there is good reason to believe that there are very f.* .r.orc inthe questionnaires, it may
even be dispensed with entirely. On the other hand, if there could be- a number of errors as in
the case of inexperienced field workers, an initial editing will still be worthwhile, because
errorsfound early in the processing are easier to correctihan those detected later.

There remains the question whether in the initial editing a questionnaire shouid be
edited'as a whole or whether one section or even one question should be edited at a time for
all questionnaires' It is probably easier to avoid mistakes if one can concentrate on o$e or
two questions at a time. On the other han{, editing a whole ,ouestionnaire facilitates viewing
the individual case as a whole noting the relationship between the answers to the different
questions and detecting inconsistenoies. It also trelps tne3udging of an interviewer's abiiity
and enables one to get on with the editing as the questionnair., .o*" ir:, instead. of having
waited until the field work is complete.
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Moreover we should pay attention to the value of aR efficient rycord syStem for

locating the questionnaires. In large scale surveys, differeot questionnaires may be reached

different stages of the processing operation; sorne maybe beingedited, others coded others

may be with puneh operators and yet others may be with the interviewers, ejther because the

questiounaires were found to lack certain answ€fir and wer.e, therefgry, returned to the inter-

viewers for completion or because the interviervs have yet to.!e conducted. In this kind of
situation the only way the researcher can hope to keep fiack cf ail the 4rgstionnaires is by

setting up a,routine and easily updated record systern.'Editing'thus aims ih all respects to

ensure complete and accurate inforrration and infornration collected V{th uniform under-

standing of the questions.

Editors should keep in view a few significant points while performing their work.

They are:

1. The editors must be familiar with the instructions given to the intelrdewers and coders

as well as with the editing instnrctions,zupplied to them fot the ptrpose.

2. While scoring out an original entry for some reason or other, they should just draw a

single line on it so that the origilal enfiy'rernains legible.

3. The editors should make entries on the questionnaire in,sorne,distinctive colour and'' 
,ttrat,too, in standardised form.

4. They should initial all answers whichtheychange or supldy.'

5. "Editor's initials and the data of editing should be placed on each conpleted,question-

naire or schedule.

Kinds of Editing

There are two types of editing in practice viz., fietd editing and oentral editing. Both

the tlpes have useful role irr the research pro- €ss. ::

Field editing consists in the review of the questionnaire by the inv-etdgator for com-

pleting (translating or rewriting) what the interviewer has writte,lr in abbreviated or in

inelligible fonn at the time of recording theresponses. This.tpe of editing bwomes neces-

sary when.tlre writing styles often can,,be difficult for others tg mak€ out or deoipher. It
should be done as soon as possible after the.interviewpreferably on,the ve{y {ayo,r on the

next day. Care should be exercised by the investigator to see that the investigator resffains

himself and does not correct errors especially of omission by simply guesqlng what the

respondent would have said, had the question been asked-

On the other hand, central editing lrlss,place when all the qrestiornaires or sched-

ules have been completed and returned to the office. This f5'pe of editing ir-nplies that all the

questionnaires or schedules should get a thorough editing by a single editorin a small study

or by a team of editors in the case of a large survey. Editor may correct the obviolts errors

such as entries in the wrong place-. entry recorded in the place of montlis instead of dates.

t
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and'the like. In cases of inappropnate or missing inf,orrnation, the editor can sornetimes
deterrnine the proper answer by reviewingrthe inionrlation fumished in the scheduie. At
times, the, respdndent can be contacted'for classification. The editor,must score out the
answer if it is inappropriate and there is no basis fipr ciete,rmining the porreet answer or the
responsg. In such a case an editing enry of "tt* answef i; called for. All the wrong replies,
which are quite obvious, must be dropped from the fing! refulls, espeeiaffy in tfr" J;d;;;i
surveys by mailing of the schedules.

Coding

Coding refers to the process of asrigning numerals or other symbols to responses in
order to have a limited number of categories or clasEeo appropriate t; the re$eareh problern
under eonsideration. In most surveys, certainly whenever results are to be put in quantita-
tive formr the intermediate stato ie &p coding of the answers. Sometimes this and the initial
editing are joined in a einglc operation. Codiag ig necessary for efficient aualysis and thro-ugh
it the several replies are reduced to a small numtrer of classes whieh pontain the critical
information required for the analysis. The puryese sf poding in surveyq ig to alassifu the
answetE to a question into meaningful categories, so as to bring out their essential pattern. It
is more a content analysis which is gpically a sstematic analysis and description of the
content of communication media. The process of coding involyes trryo distirret steps. The
first is to decide on the catogories !9 be used and the second to allocate individual answers
to them. Moreover, coding can be done ei.thsr beiore ihe actual data collection or qftei it
When it is done before the actual data collection, it hae been suggestcd that the e*ding
should be tested along with the g*Etiounaire or schedule in a piiot survey because this ,i:il
gi're to the researcher extract knowledge about 1fi9 xarious response categories that rvou,d
eventua[y arise at the time of data collection, coding before the aEtua! data colleetir:n is
also kraown as pre-coding.

In practice eoding funs and'code,bsgk rys{s$r are refBred to as vgry important
procedure. The set of categqigs form the coding frarne, while thc set of eoding 

-fro**,

coveringelltheinformatiou tobeeb#i's#d fipmthe questionnaires is commonlyknown as
thecode boolc

Coding Frame

M -o*ly a co$i8g fume relates to a singk question, and in cases where there are a few
possible arulwers to thF question tlb preparatioi of &e framF raises no problem. In other
cases wtrere the frame {orynot detiEmrina,,i[sgtf automatically, it is a mattJ of deciding h;;
dbtaifed a groupiag to aflowforinths mdin$; which in turn will depend on how rh" urrl*"r,
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are expected to be disfributed and whatanalysis is being planned. One cannot lay dor,r,n any
hard and fast rules f,or this kind of decision. For example, for a question in the schedule,
"what:kind of housetdo you rive in?", the'responr. ;; u, rro* il "i;;;*;;;;alternatives:

Whole detached house

Whole semi-detached house

Whole terraced house

Self-contained flat

Others (grve details)

Not applicable :.. Y

5

6

7

8

9

In the above, 5,6,7,8,9,y arg the codes forming the frame.

Establishing a code frame'is not generally as easy a'task as,the remarks so far sug-
gest''Some coding frames will relate not to a single question as above, but to a combinatiJn
of questions.or even the whole questionnaiie. Before a franie is fiiialised every-opporftrnity
should be given to coders to test it further on samples of replies, so as to 

"*#irre 
their

':odiirg ciifferences and eliminate ambiguous or troublesome cod.es. This not only results i:-,
a better'friime but also serves as good training for the coders. If insuffieient ko'ble is taken
at this preparatory stage, the final coding w;ti ue repeatedly held up because anr*..r a" ;r.
seem to'fitproperly in any code or, just as bad, could reasonably te assigned to more thar-
one category

Many of tile coding ftames will need to be devel.oped to,cater specifically.ta tkt*
purposes of the sun'e)'in hand, but even so account shoutd'be taken ior existing frarnes. [t'
a researcher can reasonaHy make hiq frame consisient;itr, 

" 
rr"*.;;;;;;;il;;;;,

he has the benefit of being able to compare his results wrththose oftrr" otfr"r suryey. on the
whole, the coding frames to be employed should not be a.ri9"A-"trh""i}f#;;;;
m1ans,,1f a11lxsi1: Thp coding,fratnes should be desrgnqd keeping in view that the whotre
fo]nt o,f co djlS is t9 summarise the data, and that it iq an unhplpful to retain too many
categorieq as it is misleading to use too few.

Code Book
CodeBookisthebookcoritaii,iingthe'set ofcoding fumes coveringallfie information to

be abstracted'from the survey schedules. For protesting of eodes'a imock 
""d; 

t;;;; i;
conskucted which shows'the various codes which have been tentatively assigned diff"r"ni
response categories. A simple demonstrative model of a rrrsck code book contains columns
for question numbeq description,variable, response categories and codes assigned.
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Question No.

I

MODE CODE BOOK
Response

Categories
Male

Female

Yariable

Description
Sex

Actual Age

Codes

hn

If

2.232. Age

3. P*eligion Hinduism I
Islam 2

Christianity 3

Si*ldsm 4

Jainism 5

Others, specify 6

*bnatknow 7

ln the first case I stands for question number and for male and for female. In the

second case 2 stand for question number and 23 for age and so on. The same becomes a

code book where it is pre,pared and maintained for the actual entries in the schedule after

data collection. It contains the final categories and codes for all possible reponses to each

question including those which urcre open ended in the Mock Code Book.

In order to reduce erors, each interview schedule should be coded"by two indepen-

dent Codes an&the results are comparcd. This can be done on l0 to 20Yo of the sample

schedules to contain cost and time within lirnits. The process of proceeding carries certain

advantages. They are:

1. Collectior of data can be speeded up and save time.

2. 'Better accuracy can be achieved.

3. Need to interpret separately after data collection is avoided.

4. Comparison with other researches is made feasible and effective.

However non-random bias and errors become difficult by this methods.

Classilication
'Data collection results in a laqge volume of raw data which must be reduced into

homogeneous groups ifwe are to get meaningful relationships. This necessitates classifica-

tion of data which happens to be the process of arranging data in groups or classes on the

basis of common characteristics according to the codes.or otherwise. The characteristics of
any d*a can be either descriptive or numerical. Occupation, literacy, sex, etc. are dgscrip

tive characteristics, while age, income, height, weigltt, etc. are examples ofnumerical ohar-

acteristics, Descriptive data cannot be measured in quantitative terms. Whereas only their

preseme or absence can be recorded- The classification on the basis of descriptive data is

said tobe classification according to attibutes. When the data are classified on the basis of

_oto-
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quantitative measurements the classification is according to class intervals.

Classification can, therefore, be one of the following two types depending upon the
nafure of the phenonienon involved:

1. Classification according to attributes

It is based on the descriptive characteristics as referred to earlier. Data obtained this
way on the basis of certain attributes known as statistics of attributes. The classification can
be simple classification or manifold classification with only one attribute and divide the
.universe into two classes, one consisting of items possessing the grven attribute and the
other not possessing the athibute. In manifold classification, trvo or more dttributes are
considered simultaneously, and divide the data into a number ofclasses. Whenever data are
classified according to attributes, the attributes should be defined in such manner that there
is lease possibility of any doubt or ambiguity concerning the atqibutes referred to.

2. Classilication according to class-intervals

Underthis classificatiorq thenumerical characteristics are thebasis. Numericalcharacteris-
tics refers to quantitative phenornenon which can be measured in terrns ofcertain statistical units.

'Such data are known as statistical variables. Example of this classification are income group
having income from201-400, from401-500, age groupbetween 0-10,1&20,ZA-3A,e!c., we may
have classes wittr equal intervals or unequal intervals. For this purpose one needs to deciCe
qpecifically on number of classes, class limits and frequency of each class.

Required number of classes may be from 5 to 15 and the objective should be to
'display the data in such a way as to make it meaningful for the analysist. Class interval also
should be of seasonable size. H.A. Sturges has suggested the following fornrula to decide
the class interval. It is:

i: M+3.3logN

Wherc i: size of class interval

R = Range (the differencebetrreen thelcgest andthe lowers values inthe seri"s)

N = Number of itelns to be gouped.

Thanscription

Transcription is the process of tansferring information from the questionnaire or inter-
view schedule to a card so ttrat there is one card corresponding to each unif in the sgrveypopula-
tion. This has inherently two merits.

(i) manual and mechanical sorting of infonnation becomes ea556 and

(ii) records in the form of original schedtrles remain in tact without any sort of
ma{cings on them.
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Sornetimes effors may creep in when data are transferred from the interview'schedule to
the card" This can be avoided, iftwo individuals makeindependent transcriptions for conrparison
and remove elrors, if aniz. Separate kinds of cards are used foruse in manuhl counting and manual
sorting. [n rnanual counting and mechanical sorting and in machine or computer sorting and
punching. The cards are punched for the purpose of classification.Coding the h'ansciiption are

the operations which are veryhelpful in classification.

Tabulation:

Tabulation is the surnmarisation ofresults in the form of some tables of statistical analy-
sis" It amounts to counting of the number ofcases falling into each of several classes. The editing,
coding and classification have sought to ensure that the inf,ormation on the individual sched-ule is
aeeurate and categorised in suitable forrn, Tabuiation adds ail the scileduies together to count
how naany of,srern have a particular answer. The process can be done manuaily. Hand tabulaticn
is ez*eedinglysimple involving no iechnicai kriowiedge *:rskili. On the otherhand, if anumber
*f"mbies are to be conshucteri, it maybe inconvenient to go ltuough the.schedules each tirne and
an aiternative is to hansfer first the rcier,'atrt eiata to cards from which couuting can firore easiiy be
made. fu{anual tabulation process may be suitable to smali survey w}rere the individtai cases

may be of the order of 100-200. But for large surveys, analysis require oompXicaied,crsss-
tabulations involving more than two variables, machine tabulation process aione can finci
soiution. Machine tabulation possess high degree of flexibitrity.
Rules fon preparing tables

Specifie'procedures are a rnust to prepare effective statistical tables. A few rules for
this purpose are:

1. The table should be simple and easy to understand.
2. All the tables should have a title placed above the table. The title should be descrip-

tive of the contents of the table. The units of measurement and the year to which the
figures relate must also be given after the title.

3" Svery table should be identified by a number to facilitate reference.
4. The headings inside the table in columns and rows are of two types. Those appearing

on top of the colums are cailed captions or column heading. Those appearing on the
rows are called the row heading or stubs. [Ieadings of,either kinds should be as brief
as is consistent with clarity.

5. Items should be arranged either in alphabetical, chronological or geographical order
or according to size, importance, emphasis or causal reiationship to facilitate com-
parison.

6. On many oceasions colurnns and rows are numbered to facilitate reference and for
clarity.

7, 'Totals rnay be placed either at top or at the bottom of the columns, preibrably at the
bottom"
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8. Explanatory-f,ootnotes, urherever necessary, are given reference symbols and are placeri

beneath the table with acknowledgements to the original sources.

Describe the above facts, there are no hard and fast rules in this respect, Tables must
suit the needs and requiremerrts of the research. Ithas been the remarkmade quite often, "In
collection and iabulation coilrmon sense is the chief requisite and the experience the chief
teachef'.'

Analysis and Interpretation

Following editing, coding, classification and tabr:ieti*m, t3:e ar:al3eis and interpreta-
tion of the data is the most skilled task of all other. It is a task cailing ior the researcher's

own judgement and sHil, not to ire deXegare,"i to assistance. The routine of anaiysis fii€Ui 3s1

be diflicult, but properly to guide it and the accompanyrng interprektion required,a famil-
iarity with the background of the research. ,vork and with all its slages which only the re-

searcher is likely to pCIssess. Anaiysis becomes necessary because raw data seldona speak

for themselves. Nevertheless analysis of research material does not necessarily have to L,e

statistical. Non-quantitative methods of analleis and evaiuation are usually non*statistieai
in nature. However, regarding data involving numbers statistical analysis becomes essentiai

for effective results. Statistical analysis is important where the research data are based upon

a sample of the population about which conclusions are to be draw, since the researcher has

the problem of estimating the population characteristics from those of the sample and also

of estimating sample errors.

Whether it is statistical method of analysis or non-statistical analysis, the manner in
which data can be analysed depends to a greate extent upon the measurement and sampling
procedure followed in their collection.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis is more precise and objective. It is also useful to evaluate the
quality of research. There are several tools to dessibe the research daia. The choice of a
suitable tool and the actual analysis of data depend upon a number of factors, Most impor-
tant among them are:

1. T}pe of measurement done.

2. Number of r *iitble to be analysed.

3, Typ€s of analysis he made (wMEritisrequiredtoestim*eapmametercrtotestahypotresis).

ifeas*::-. .-t

There are four tlpes of measurement for purposes of recording and ordering data.

They are nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio.
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Nominal measurernerrt is tho most elementary method of measurement which classi-
fies per:sons, objects or everrts into a mirnber ofrnutually exclusive categories on the basis of the
simple presenoe or absence, applicabiiify orrinapplicability, possession or non.possession of cer-
tainpropelty. Forexample, the populationofatorvn,rnay'br olassitiedaecorOingto sexintomales
and females or accordirgto religron into Hindus. Ivfrrslinns,, Sikhs and Christiarn and eaoh cat-
egory ofpersons grveo certain symbols either in the form ofnumerals (0, I ,2,3) or in the fomr of
letters (,\ B, C, D). These measurernents detemine the nature of statrstical tools to be used and
also the iature of analysis to be carried out. Nomina! measrr-renieiitil releve:lt to nbn?u*rr,rtri"
tools. Since most measurements in behavioural jso;tuue research give rise to nominat da*.a, the

tools arc of special sigdfip4ll,cq,

Ordinal measurement uses numerals,letters or other synibols to rank objects. Ordi-
nal data indicate'the:relativeposition of,hvoor,nrore objects,on some,charaeteristics. itnri,
most common use'in obtaining,preference m€asurements..Attitude measures'are also sften
ordinal in nature. This measurement has gained,signif,icance in marketing research espe-
cially consumer oriented research.,where. onsumer are,asked to rank prefeioroes,to brands,
flavours, designs,paclcageetcrlnanalpingnthis type ofmeasurernent.takes in non-paramekic
tools.

Interval measurement represent numer4ls used to rank objects such that numenoally
equal distances on the scale represent equal distance in the properry being,*"ur,rr.d. Oq.
can ianow how far apart the objects are with respect to rhe piop..ry ^r, question by compar-
ing the distances. For example,'in measuring the achievementi of iour youths, .t, E, C,Lnd
D on an interval scale and obtain the values l, ,sand 8 respectively as found in the scale

- 
given in tr.

ABCD.
0 .1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 10.

Fig.8.1
Comparing'the intervals one can'legitimately say that the performance difference

between A and C,uiz.,(s-l) 4a;dthat betw-een B and D ,viz., (S-4)^4in the same. However
it does not mean that ttre achievement of D ip twige that of B.',' 

Survey data intenral measuri:mefit permit the use of parametric tools.,-parametric
tools make certain assumptions aborrt the nature of the population from which th-e sample is
drawn. For example, the tool may assume that the ru*pl.-ir dr4wn from a nolr-nally distriU-
uted population or from a population,having the slmc ,,ariurr" or spread of ,.o."r.

Ratio measurement possesses one additionil property compared to the other three
kinds of measurements. It.has'a true, natural or-abssfuti 

"iropoint 
and in all other cases

zero is only arbitary' Height and Weight are obvious exampl.r. Sul"r, costs, length, time
etc., are other ccmmon;examples. Under this the comparison of the absolute magiitude of
the number becomes possible. A person weighing 100 kS in twiqe as heavy as one weighing
50 kg. with a ratio scale. One can compare inter.vals, rank objects acco:ding to magnltud",
or use the numbers to identifr the objects.
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Ratio scales also permit the use of parametric tools for analySis pugposes. The tools

require that the variable involved are truly numerical. They must'have:been rneasured in
ratio scale for the purpose of analysis.

In sumrnan, rr,vo statisticai tools, namely parametric tools and non-paramekic tools

are cirosen for anal5rsis of research data based on the,nafure of measurement. If data are

inherentiy in rantr<s oi frven if they can only be classified i.e., can be r.neasured in a nominal

or ordinal scale, non-parannetric t*r;'ls can be use4 and instead-. if lkey can be measured in
an interval scale or ration ssaXe, pararnetric tools cari be uss;S.'

2. Nunnber of variabEes

If the researcher attempts ta describe a single population by r1,.; :iso of a single vari-

able than an attribute, averages of severai kinds, measuremerrts of dispgrsiorl, P.gi'q9ntzges
supplemented by suitabie diagrams are used. On the other hqnd, if it were an attempt ito

describe the popi;iaticn by the use of a single attribute, univariate modetr may better be usci.
For exarnple a stud,rr may be fbr deiermining the average per capitai income iir Tami{na,l.,

F{cwever studies kivolviag a nurnber of variable, the use of bivariate,or rnultivariate terl,

niques is appropriate"

3. Tlpes of analysis

Research analysis may involve parameter estimation of hypothesis testing. Param-

eter estimation implies the evaluation of sample statistics without taking into consideration

the researcher's expectations regarding the tnre values of theparameters. For example, con-

fidence intervals and confidence levels can be used to evaluate sample'statistios obtained to

estimate percentage of females in a population (nominal scale) and its average (ratio scale)

Hypothesis testing evaluates sample statistics in terms of the researcher's expecta-

tions regarding the true value of the parameters. It is quite commonly used'iii descriptive

studies. For example, a researcher may use sample data to test the hypothesis that the aver-

age ineome in Coimbatore is above the national average.

Casual studies tend to depend almost exclusively upon h5pothesis testing to measure

sampling error. For example, a researcher may wish to test the.l,ypothesis that the average

sales of an experimental group that had done direct mail advertising. is greatu than the

average sales of a control gt 
"p 

that has done no advertising

trnterpretation

The task oi drawing inferences and conclusions forms the next task. It involves ex-

plaining the significance of the various inferences and it calls for a very careful analysis of
the data collect;j in iire process. The study of the relationshipS ktrveth'tWo variable is

straight foi'ward so long as one is content merely to state tlie'latedt'and direction of the

association. But when one ties to investigate its meaning to make ca*d imd etfect infer-

ences difficulties arise.
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The basic object of eve.ry rbsearch:is to find out the nature or tlpe of relationship
which subsists between any two variable. There gray be any.of the following three types oi
relationships, viz.

l. Symmetrical relationship

2. Reciprocal relationship, and

3. Assynmetrical relationdhip.

Sytnretical relationship exists, when neitlisr variable is the cause of the other. For
example, ttrepeople who do well on verbal tests also do well on Mathematics test. But we
cannot assume that the mathematical ability is responsible for the verbal ability, not vice
vers,a.

Symmetrical relationship may further be of five t-ypes :

1' Bolh the variables maybe alternative indicators of the same concept. For example, heart
"" bBt ana perspiration tnay indicate signs of anxiety, but neither is the cause of the other.
2' Both the variables under study may be the effects of a common cause. For instance, the

in crease in number of hospitals coming up and increase in number of air flights may be
- the results of a common cause, viz., econornic development.

3' Both the elemenk rnay be indispensable elements ci:r total systc.,- . Heart and lung of a
person are the instance. Both are indispensa.bll, pre:er;: ir a man. 1'hey are functi.-xaliy
interdependent. But one does not cause the other.

4' Both the variables under consideration may be arbi.ary eiements of a comrnon sy;,rerrs
or com plex. For exarnple, there may be statistical ausoeiatiln between joinir,g i ..;.;.,,i.

3n{ 
watching a cabare dance. They are the elemenis of a sertain style of life b; : :i..

indispensable. Nor is there any casual relationship.

5' Both'the variables nnay be fortuitously correlated. The correlation between the nr.,Lrii ;r
of marri-4ges and increases in imports of foodgrains does not mean that one caus lrre
other. The co-occurence is quiet accidental

2" Reciprocal relationships:

This implies a sifuation that there may be caused forces in operation, but it cannr:t be
decided which is the dependent variable and which one independent variable. The relar-io:.:-
ship between two variables in such a situation is called reciprocal relationship or interactiitg
and mutually reinforcing relationship. Each may be cause and each is effect. Relatiorshrp
between profits and investrnents, political afliliation and exposure, ernployment and seller,
farmers adoption of innovations and their socio-economic status, etc.,'are some of tl, - r::,1-
amples for reciprocal relationship. It stands between symmetrical relationshil *;rd
assymmetrical relatiopship. In regiprocal relationship one cannot say wh::h of the two vari-
ables in the cause and which one effect, which one is independent and which one is depen-
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dent variable" At the same time it is symmetrical in the sense that each variable is continu-
ously affecting the other.

3. Asymmetrical relationship:

This relationship exists when-one variable is the dsminarrt determinant of the other"
The basic eriteria of deciding which variable is determinirrg variable wlich'one is deter-
mined variable are fixed,o( alterable:rature of the variableq and the time order It younger
people go to movies ii * oo-rrio* that is ,o*" *p"ct of tfreir,aie ;fri;frl; r*-p fifli*iir"
movie attendance, since there is no way in which going to the movies can make one young.

The importance of the time sequence in deciding the direction of determination has
been universally emphasised. It follows that what happens later eannot be iesponsible for
what hap,pened earl,iqp :

Oncethe decision is'ii'rade,thatthe relationship is asyrnnretrical, onethetl introduces
a third variabie called a test'factor irrtothe analysis and'interpretation.-This isiknown as the
process of elaboration. The primary purpose of elaboration is to guard againsJ mlsteading
interpretations which might resuit from, the assumption that an inherent link iii.t" by an-
swering the'questions':tWhy and'tmder what circumstances". Suppose one finds that the
percentage of people who listen fo religious programmes in the ratio is higher arnong the
older ones than that arnong the younger ones. One may their infodu". uo udditibnal iari-
able of education into our analysis and proceed to test the hypbthesis that it is not the age
wtrich is actually responsible fbr listening habit but the,intervgning factor of educaticm, In
other words if we eliminate the influance of education, there would be alrnost no retration-
ship between age and listening.

COMMON ERRORS IN INTERPRETATION

Correct interpretation,requires high degree of skill, care, judgement and objectivity
on the part of the researcher. It is a very diffrcult task to interpret data collected in the
process of the survey. A person does not possess reasonably high standard.in the sqience of
statistics he is likely to misinterpert the resultant data. Despite the fact that tlri ioors quite
often creepinto the ilrrdl5rsfs process and interpretation, researchermustgaurdhimself against
the following mistakes:

l. Inappropriate Cornparison:

Differences in def,rnitions of the variables being compared make the comparison
inappropriate. For instance, the national income figures of two co-untries shorrld have been
defined u'ith the same compenent elements to make the comparisori eomi out 11;itl a mean-
ingful interpretation. If one oompares the wholesale price index of 1980 with,flrat of lgg0,
the number of conlmodities.ineluded, their,qualitios,atd the method eonstructing the index
should be the same for both,.the years, othenrise the comparison of the indices of,the two
countries will not be meaningful.
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Z. Faulty inference:
They occur when comparison is made hurriedty on the basis of inadequate data.

Comparison of two firms performance efliciency on the basis of absolute profits and infer-

ence that the firms with higher profit is rnore ef;ficient than the one with less profit without
giving consideration to the size of capital,employed market size and the volume of sales

cannot come out with reliable interpretation.

3. Errors in the use of various tools of analysis like mean, medium, mode, standard,

deviation, correlation, percelrtage etc:

A fee instances are referred to herei

(i) Use of absolute numbers instead'of perc€ntages quite often misleads interpretation.

(ii) Sometimes the use of percentage instead of absolute figures mislead inference. For

exanrple, 331 / 3a/oof the womenrshrdent,in a,faculty of 3 students have married mem-

bers ofthe faculty:,Withoutlarge representativenumber, it is amisleading interpretation.

(iii) Misuse of the mean :

Averago,from distributions with exteme often affect seriously the validness of
representatirino, of the data lf.the elders,of shares in a co.mpany consist of 201penions,

one holding,g0Q&shares out of 10,000200 persons 1000 share the average is 10,0001200

: 50 shares. It is not tnre representative of the grouB.

(tv) Faiture'to use,weighted mean

On many occasions weighted mean becomes an effecfive toolof interpretation' For

example, there are'.four maintenance workers whose average weight is 105 kg. and ten

machine operators whose average weight is 55 kg. It wi[ be erroneous to report the average

weight as 105+5512: 80kg. The interpretation is more meaningful if it is reportd in weighted

average as (105x4) + (50xl0/14: 69.3 kg.

(v) Distard of dispersotr :

Dispersion should be carefully conside,red for a reliable interpretation of data- Ylhen

we say that average depth of a river in 3 metes, it does not mean that it is tlre deptlr all trrough *re

river. It may be more in some places and at others it may be shallow. In order to interpret the

data with a responsibly true picture, dispersion should be given due consideration in the

analysis.

(vi) Misuse of Correlation :

A linea correlation betrreen two variables rnay exist if at all it does, only wi*rin cErtain

limits. If &erc exiits positive correlation betvueen agficutfirc yield and more rain, too rnuch of
rain may deshoy the crop. Thus instead of a linear positive corielatio'rU there may be curvilinear

correlation upto a certain point, and trereafter a negative correlation setting in.
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4. Faulty genevalisations on the basis of incorrect of, nou-representative sarnptres;
Inadequate sample land the researcher in troubie of rnisleading inferences.

5. Inadequate attention to individual eases

On many occasion, the results of analysis may ngt support the hypothesis. But the
researcher should not reject the hypothesis. His effort sh<iuld be to deep into the data and
pay more attention to individual cases before he finally accepts the rejection of the hypoth-
esis. It becomes necessary rryhen the original hypothesis is not to be abruptly rejected and it
requires further study.
Conclusion

Data processing becomes necessary to draw meaningful inferences and it includes
editing, classification, coding, tabulation, and interpretation of statistical data for dataanalysis
and meaningful interpretation. Editing enzures correchress, error free data, adequacy and
relevant information and further implies checking for eompleteness, accuracy and unifor-
mity. It is of two t1pes, namely.field editing and cenfal editing, Classification of data is
resorted to bring the mass of data into manageable and meaningful homogeneo'us groups.
Coding and tanscription provide effective assistance to useful ctassification.

Analysis and interpretation from the penultimate stage of research operations. It calls
for,researcher's judgement and skill. Statistical tools are'highly usefirl in :anatjrcing and
interpretation with'nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio measuremrrts;,Analysis is around
parametrical estimafion or hlpodhetical lesting. The task of dravring,resourceful,iRferences
,and conclusions explains the significaqce of the various inferences,from the synunetrical,
reciprocal, and as3rmmetrical relationships. However the intelpretation should guard against
certain mistakes which may normally creep in, such as inappropriate comparison, 

-A"fty

inferences, etrots in the use of various tools, faulty generalisations" inadequate attention to
individual cases.

Questions:

l. what are the components of data processing ? Briefly discuss.
2. What is editing? What are its objectives?
3. What is pre-coding? What are its advautages?
4. Describe tabulation. What are the general rules for preparing statistical tables?
5. What is transcription? Explain its uses.
6. when is a code book called Mock code Book? Describe its use.,
7. Define coding frame. State its advantages.
8. Distinguish between processing of data and analysis of data.
9. Why should there be interpretation of data? Write detailid note on its utility.
10. Give examples of various mistakes which arise in interpretation of data? I[hat pre-

cautions do you suggest to avoid them?

Prepored by

Dr. M, Rajamani.
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CHAPTER.VI[

.. R.ESEARCH REPOR:TS

The final step of a research is to present its results, details of its methodology, my
necessary background information and the conclusions drawn frorn the results in rom" t irri
of report. Therefore the task sf research does not eni until the report is written up. The form
of *rl report wiil depend cn the type of reader forwhom it i, irrt.ri.i. S*r" rr";"* ;;;;
concerned only with his conclusions and be relatively indifferent about the details, where as
other readers may themselves be researchers and wish to sfudy the techniques used, review
the analysis to see if the data agree with the researbher's conciusions and repedt theexperi-
ment or again search the library sources to see if the conclusions can be validated. In this
aspec! ihe report of a social soientist is intended to inferest the feilcw experts and the report
shotlld be f,ormal. Researeh reporti are conunoniy known as thesis and dissertations. go*-
ever there is a lack of precision and general agreernent in the tenns thesis and dissertation.
In Iniiian situations the rqoort of a Ph.D. resehreh is known as thesis and that of, e work
ieading to M'P'hil is dissertation, aithough the f'orrn anri structure of both are virtualiy the
same. Eisewhere the two,terms are used interchangeably. In this sense, thesis is more than a
larger paper. It usually represents the cuknination of, a substantial piece of original work
over a period of at least one yeat Some research replieates previous research,with the object
of, testing the reported findings of that research or testing the relevance of findings of re-
search builds on existing studies in order to follow up new leads or to refine or qualiff the
findings ofearlier studies. In either case, the thesis is expected to make an original contribu-
tion to knowledge. Once the thesis is accepted the bound thesis is placed in the library ofthe
institutions sponsoring the research. The abskacts are published and scholars throughout
the world may borrow the thesis for their reference. A thesis or research report virtually
becomes public property. Standards set for the research report must, therefore, be much
higher

ESSENTtrALS OF A GOOD REPORT

A good report symbolises the effectiveness of the research. Necessarily, therefore, a
research report should posses certain characteristics which make the report worthwhile to
read. Important among them are;

1. Good thinking and effecting writing

The report must reflect a positive correlation between good thinking and effective writing.
Research is not merely the accumulation, evaluafion and assimilation of facts, but it is a

process of rebuilding of facts into a meaningful,whole. It requires patien! deep and alert
thinking which alone can be the foundation of u useful report.
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2. Good design

A research report is formal in nature and, therefore, it shorlld confomr to an accept*

able standard of format and design. The design that is not appropriate to the target audience

will not serve its purpose. A good design inspires the readerard sustain his interest at least

till his interest is satisfied.

3" tT:f:rff":,:* 
and exposition must be the fi.*i..-*;**tiv* *{the report writer,

taking priority over ail else, inciuding elegance of exprrui.+:, r-.:.r. ;ri:riir], iin+,.report writer

should not con&o nt the reader witir riumero us standard ertots, sig;riiri;::.; e;e test o-f results,

cerrelation mahices, regression equations, ractor loadings and the tike in the coeciusion

stages. They may form tire main subject matfer. This means that presentatio-n shoulii siot

ieave tlre leader p*zr.tredabout ihe writer's xt*aning. Clariry and a*curary are, therefore the

foremost requirements for a scient..lcally presented r.esearsh {€pon. ?}re uuthor,must ex-

press himself witir sufficielt precision such ti:at the reader wili not nrisirii,orpret rvhat i:ie kas

said. -J/ords should be used in ttreir generally accepteii sense and sparing ilse of tecirnical

terms should be resorted to and'such term' must be familiar to the reatiers' Clarity may

ssmetimes call for the repetition of the same word more often than would be acCeptabie the

discussion were non-scientific. Nevertheless, it is possible for a writer to present accurate

information in a clear maffrer and still give a degree of sprightliness to his report. In every

respect, a research report has no place for poetic license, coiloquiaiism, or barbarism-

4. Reader orientation

The researcher keep constantly in view the kind of readers he is writing for, the

extent of their knowledge the gpe of problem and question that is likely to be of interest to

them and the kind of language to which they are accustomed, Whatever the likely atrdience,

he will do weli to try to avoid the jargon and style that has become cotnmon in research

writing, Although the words used are those in everyday,use, fhey are uped in complicated

contexts and often with specializedmeanings. As aresullthere is sometimes confusiol al!
often an appearance ofpretentiousness and pomposig. Therefore 

- 
egial ionsideration should

be given to the interest, knowledge, purpose and backgrormd of the pAdtr for the effective-

ness of the report.

5. Objectives srru analytical tools

In drafting the research repor! the basic objectives of the *rvey should be given

careful consi'';iii.lon. r\o statement must find place which san aff€ot the velocity of the

objective. Similarly choice of analytical tools needbe made ponfomringto the needs of the

objectives. Tools which may have the effect of oornplieating the'airalysis and misleading

interpretation of data should be avoided.
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6. Adequacy cf illustration

The various concepts and technical features involvecl in the results of the data should
be illustrated with graphs and diagrams.'Hs"ivru'r:r i** r;rany of them will impair the stan-
dard and the quality of the report and make ir: i;-,terr..s$;-.s

7. Repqrt should be objective

Thereport shouldbe unbiased and objecriue fortified by facts. Maxirnur:ra use of data
collected in the research process must be made use of fcr interpretation. Too many quota-
tions or references of other writers,either'create an irnpression of showman*hip or that the
researcher has'done very little work of his own. The minimum references to the thoughts
and concepts of others too should be properly acknowledged. Otherwise the researcher is
charged forguilty ofplagiarism. Thus to the extent the report is objective the standard ofthe
work is regardedhigh.

8. Tbeating'iataconlidentially

i It.means that whe.re the researcl, 63s:promised to the respondents to protect their
I anonymiry'the promiso should be fulfilled at the time of writing the report. This confrden-
I tiality is not an issue if the respondents have voluntarily provided data with full awarenessl-
, that they will be revealed to others..All &at it impties is that the repr,rt should prelude the

; possibility of the respondents, identifications.

9. Form

Form is yet another essential for a good report. The usual forms adopted for present-
ing the evidence obtainedin research are theitextual tabular, andgraphical. The textual fon-
is a running narrative of the facts in an explanatory or descriptive mannen Although most of
the reports.will be in this forrq a sincere effort should,be made to minimise it to avoid
tiresome repetition.

The tabular form is used for the presentation of quantitative data. Tables should be
complete, meaningful in themselves and should not require a textual explanation. A fon":al
table should be confined to a single pa1e, if possible.'It should be numbered in Arabic
letters as it is conventionallyused. An informal table is one which is integrated into the text
discussion and is not given a number and often not even a titre.

The graphic form often facilitates the presentation of data in which changds over
time are stressed; It is also a good way of making clear the relative importance of subdivi-
sions of the data, especially if time trends are important. Line graphs, maps, pictographs,
etc, tmy suppliment either text or tabular'presentation or ma'y themselves show a relation-
ship ufrrich needs no furttrer explanation.

?
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10. Revision and rewriting

Generally the report should go through three drafu. The first draft should airn at

rnaking the report as comprehensive and full of facts as possible. The second should aim at

irnproving the language, form inA style ofthe report authoritative by checking its footnotes,

reference, bibliography etc.

Revision of the first draft may be done after some time gap. This will increase the

degree ofobjectivity towards one's own work. Writer's personal invoivement is a pre-requi-

site for objectivity. The time gap should not be too long because it might slacken author's

concenfration on the topic.

STYLE OT RSSEARCTI REPORT

An effective style of writing a good reportterves the real purpose of research find-
ings. A good report should combine clear- thinking logical organisation and sound interpre-

tation. Therefore the style of report,implies cer,tain features in order to maintain the read-

ability of the report.

l. Worthwhite piece of research

'It is important that the researcher feels he has something worthsaying at the result of,

his frndings. If he does, he will probably comeforth with a report that satisfies all require-
urnoflt criteria.

Butif he is not convinced himself that he has a worthwhile piece of research infor-
mation, he will have a difficult time in his writing

Z. Acceptable language

The research report should not only be writen in acceptable style of language, it
should also be as readable as possible. This means that the presentation should not leave the

reader puzzled about the writer's meaning and that the reader's interest should be kept in
mind without in aoy way sacrificing the honesty of the r-eport.

3. The Content of the report

It is not easy to tell writer how to present his findings in a scientific fashion. The

inclusion of all details that are gennane and the exclusions of those t?rat are not &equently
occurring, presents the researcher with difficult choices as to whether to include to antidotes

which may add colour but which are not strictly necessary and may distract the reader from
the true purpose of the report which is to give information about the research project and

information to the readers to satisfu their particular interest in the project.

4, Ctarity and accuracy

They are the foremost requirements for scientific writing. The researcher must ex-
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pless}innself with suffrciectprecision such that the reader will not misinterpret what he had
yid The report must present the rnaterials in such a way that there are no gaps in the flow
from one point to another. Words should be r:sed i: +h.- oenerally accepied sense and
sparing use'should be made be technical ten*s iE&iei: a'e familia, only topersons with a
considerable background in the field. In cert+lr .tisc'ipiur"-s commoniy used terms and phrases
have a special technical meaning. So clariry *:e;, crril fo:: the reppfition of the same worid

Tot,. 
often than would be acceptable in the noRx*i circrrrstance. Never,;heless ir is pessible

for the researcherto present accurate infonnatiesr ia a.eicar mannerand still give a degrqe of
sprightness to his rep_ort.

5. Best composition practice

The style gets enriched when the report is prepared according to the best composi-
tion practicos; The report writer must be exremely careful to mpke correctuse of such aids
to readabiiity as proper paregraphlug, the use of topical sentences, illustrations,an{ ix-
amples, shor-tsentences and soction headings. Footnote reference should be in proper form
and the bibliography should be reasonably complete. A single paragraph should not deal
with too many matters. If a paragraph is too short or too long, it detragts fro.m the readability
of, the report. hio paragraph should be longer than half a gpewrittec page double spaced.
Very short paragraphs or single seutenQes paragraph sii*uld not be u;;-d at al1 in the tlpe of
exposition.

6. Fresentation of data
The researcher shouid present his data in a manner that rvill sustain the interest of the y,.:ader

while being sure to include all the evidence upon whiie .,e has -rased his conclusions l-. o
questions arise in deciding how to present effectively:
l. What information is to be ineluded?
2. What form is it be shown?

Some data may be presented in the same form as they were obtained. Whereas r -1.-:r-
sive numeri.cal data shouldbe grouped, classified ortabulated in some summary form. S,rme*
tiimes the raw data may be too cumbersome to reproduce in the main part of the r.por1.
Sometimers not all the data are relevant for example, an analysis might be based on a reia-
tively long interview schedule in which only a portion of the answers are pertinent. In such
cases a summary may be given in the text with a reference to the raw data which wouid "placedi:rtanappendix.Howeverallthedata,eqpeciallythosethatareoriginalwithttre..ti.
must be, made available in some part of the r.pon ro thai the reader or 

"uujuuror 
;;r;;1.-."t

e&o $o; tiuough them and decide whether or not he believes the writer has anaiysed rhem
corre(,tly.

7" Ifiaterials from other writers

' If the data consist ofmaterials cafleeted by other writers, they should have the oppror-
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tunity of reading and analysi*s the relevant materials. Footlote rqferences to,&e original
sources are suffioient if the sources are readily available in,u lifi t4 sr"h;.- d;;;-tions need not be unduly lorig. But if the ,our"., a.e ,ot readily available to the ordinary
reader because it is in the private library has not been publishei,, rr* n"lt-q;;;eonly a fbw copies are in ekistence, the researcher should inaiud. r.ffi"i""ii; il;; q";;;
tions to avoid the oharge that hepiokpd a few sentences out of oontext in,erder to strengthen
his argu.nneat I --- '

L Use of tables

When the dqta are numerical, the researcher may use a considerable nunlber of tables

:1T: 
t:fon *1', text books on statistical techniques include rules for the prepararioir i.,l

taDles' 'Ihese rules should be carefully foliowed. It must be possible for a r.uari to foll6w
the discussion with little.or no,reference to the tables. Rather ttrre researcher shoqld draw
conclusions from the tableg and assume that if the reader *;, ;; k#ri*;";;; ;;; ;;r;
conclusions he can turn to the tables and find out for rrl*..ir. rrop.;;i;r;;;r.-;;
ladabili8 of the report far more effectively than any o;;; i;;fi"r"rr*rtion of data.
However too rnany tables shourd not make the style of the report.
Use of diagrams and graphs',::

Diagram meatrs drawing, design, or plan to explain or illustrate something, while
graph meqnS-diagram co4sisting of a line oilio.r, whether stright or curved showing thevariation of iwo guantities. Tht, are used in research reportsr to corrvey information moreilPrelsively' while diagrams aie not bound by turo axes rulers and can have many dimen-

:1?: ttt'oilb upon ]l; choice and r.qo;.*rnt , grroru are s trictry to foilow the rwo rinerutes and scale rules' However representation of numerical voh,rmes on diagrams propor-ticnatelv to ihe size of rhe var:ious phenome"-, ;;;; p."**r,tJ ilil; corrunon.
trrnportance of Diagrarxls

"Dialrarns register a meaningful impression almorlt before we ttrink,,,M'T' Moroney diagrams positively encourage the meaning behind t,hem. Following; are afew important po1r.r!s dprived fr,omdiagmms.

Diagrams present an atgactive and elegant picturre about the facts.
They form visuai impact on tk: minds of the reader.

The data are made simple and inte[igibre by carefirily drawn diagrarns.
ot"X:i:.*l'_tl the- characteristics far better than any other rnode, of presernrtation"un srmilar groundg, they p<lsses certain obvi'us timitaions
1. The use of some diagrams is only for experts.
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Z. They are nst.tobe used when eompadsoo eithernot,possible orngtnece.ssary.

3. Diagrams ean at best be supplemerrqlo the tabutra.r presgntations and are not altegptine

to them.

4. DiArarpnatiE presentatiom deats only wifir qproximate values and as zuch precision

is sacrified

5. Too many deails cannot be prese,nted.through diagrarmes wiflrout los$of,Clarity.,,
6. AU diagrams are not simple and straight forward. Multidimensional diagrams are diffi-

cult to understand

7. Diagrams can be analyted only mentally and are nofasrenable to firrtherstatistisal
heafuents.

Features ofa good diagram

Diagrams can be o@tive only when,they arc dra.ne with the followhgfeafiirsi

t. They should eosure attractive presentation. Their very'purpose is b *rkt a visual im-
pact on the viewer. l

r

2. Every diagram should have an affiactive and informativeritle ard s#-titlss wherev€r
necessary.

3. The sizes.and proportion must be based on the size of the pages md rpace avdilable in
the report

4. The ,scale of prescntation need,to be appropriate*eepiag.in viow tho gpi[rda
displayed and the space availablpinlhe pagein whipt it ig pr*gsoto&

5. Footnotes must be carefully appended to clarify or elucidde my rnatter s/ten raquired" S,-hri-

larly sources notes are also equatly important. Eaoh diagram murt be givcn fl numbe br
rcady reference in tIL report and comparative gsalypis,

6. Of the.features the most important one ir its simplicity. They shor$to sasilr uqder.
stood even by a lay man without any mathernadeel gr statigtigd hackgrcuad.'

Types of diagrams

The diagrams are of many q/pee as they are usua[yrutnrsflfudq$4$the f-ailaryhg
heads:

1. One-dimeosional diagram

2. Trro-dimensional diagram
3. Three-dime,nsional diagram
4. Pictograms and cartograurs 

i

Bar diagrams are examples of uni-dimmglgnal or B-r!9-dime,BsioqA!, diagrarnsl'They

may be simple, multiple, component and peroentage diagrama aad broken bar diagrams,
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Gantt charts and flowcharts.

. t*rygles, squares and circles are of two dimensional t1rye, whereas cubes, cylin-dT *!.gpheres form thr-ee dimensional group of diagramr. t 
"aairi""-; 

,h, ;;;;,
various kinds of picto-grams and cartograms are used in research re,ports.

Graphlc Presentation

and lines of various kinds aqe used to,rgplpse,rt data strictly adhering to the
scale nrles. -Whenpropedy, constructed ttrey rf,o* irdfuu6oo fu ry*lr'"-f,"*^JU*=frr-
amidstthe a"t ilr 'fi*i#;;;ilr*: 

---- ' -:-:-

Merits of graph

:g.rryhilal preseatations render complex data si4ple,imd easilv understandable.
Theygfve atlractive, iotorrti"g and inpressive view. rhe feau# ;i;;;;"visible
I"qry.They save time and labour by maintaining the readability of the re,porr.
Graphs facilitate comparisons easy and effective.
Ev,en peopte without mathematical or other technical knowledge can understand and
apreciate the data representedby them.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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5. Crraphs help ascertaining and computing certain statistical measures such interpolation,
exfrapolatioD,,:33i1 forecasting median, mode, percentuses ete.

Limitatioqs

Graphic presentation has the following drawbacks also:

t. Ia cases of curvi-linear graphs, only tende;rcies and fluctuations are revealed and
actual values are not known.

2. Complete acouracy is not possible on a graph.
3. Graphs cannot be quoted to supSort certain statemcn6 in thp research r€,pofi.
4. Not all the characieristics can i. agpi.t d on a graph
Features ofa graph

1. Every graph must have a clear and comprehensive title so that facts represented are
revealed clearly.

2, Structural framework should carefully designed.
3. The choice of scale should be so made as to accommodate the wfrole data.
4. Wherever and whenever required, false base rnay be relative to its size.
5. For showing proportional or relative gftanges, ratio or logarithmic scale maybeused.
6. If more than one line is plotted on the same graph, it is necessary to distinguish them by

variod pattenrs of line, say thicker, thi4ners, cororred lines.
7. The scale caption for X axis and Y axis may be placed at central places of the

conoerned axis.
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8. SuitaUle inder should be givento show the scales and the meadng of different curve$

9. The squrces note shoutd.be,ifldicatedht,tEe end of the graph.

trO. Every glaph need bgrv* a,nuniber'for-easyreference and quick identification.

tn ronsiaerutio, oi$gr. facts about Aagrii*r aad graphs, the researcher should use

his diligence as tothgphoicl of relevant- and appropriate kind of diagrams and graphs.

Format and Mechanisrns

There are a numher of format specificatioBs for research report purposes, sinc€ re-

ports vary in leuglh'and'q,pr: fh'b rezuits oia research investigation may be preielrtd iii a
number of ways, such as tecbnical re,por! a popular'reporg i.m9t"; a motiograptioiet
timesreven in the form of oral presentation. A popular report is used if thergsgprefo,gg*rlE

haye policy implication. Generally accepted fonnat for a research report is quite,gftq fo!,
lowing a rigid pattem with minirnum changes and modifications in different cases au{insti.;
tutions of research. By following stinlient forncat rdquirements, the writer can ndttonly
systematise and stucture his own-thinking in terms ofthe thhe, uuity andlnierpretritiim -of
his work by others.

In content, the generally accepted report consists of tluee main,pfrts, viz., thqpr-etriminaries

the text,andttre reference matsrials. Each of these threp maur pa{C'm4y congigJ.of .q€ry€r+l

subsections as required by the nature of.the resear-ch field and &e Out€@e,

I. The preliminaries

The sub-divisions ofthis part are:

i,

i0 Preface, including acknowledgements'(ifdesired oinecpssary).

iii) Table of contrints iv) List of tables v) List of figures and illustrations

lL Tne xt

The,sub-parts of this major part a{e:

i) Introduction
ii) Main body of the report iii) Conclusion

III. The Reference Material:'

i) Bibliography

ii),'Appendixes

iii) Index,lf any ;,
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much from each other, The title page for thesis, disSertatiory and researoh papers shouid

include the title of the thesis, rurme of the researchers, name of the institution to whieh the

thesig is submitted, the degree for which it is'subrnitted, name of the deparftnent, and mont]r

and the year in whicJr the thcsis is qubmi$ed. Y{here the title is to long, the subsequent lines

may be cented on one line, an iaverted phrases. !t isiot necels4r1r too unde:line titles or

include tfuern within inverted corrimas. Below the ti{e, every line qf thp malerial.may he

#me or balanced against the left and right margrns of the pagri 1;? *re title pa"ge i9 ntittt.d,
oaly the titie may be in a larger font whereas all over lines sii,;ll!+ be in uniform'font. Aii
that is required is deceni appearance to give'image of tht r.'.pcJ t* *;* ieeder. A specimen

thesis or dissertation titie page is as follows :

RESTRICTIVE TRADE PRACTICES POLICY IN INDIA
By

M. RAJAMANtr, M.Com., M.fhil.,

A thesis submitted in parti$ fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doc-

tor of Philosophy in the Universily of Ma&as.

Guide and SuPervisor

Dr. D:,.A,marchanti

Jute, 1983

In certain universities, two, cdfiAats*'are insistgd to be:prescnted one statement

ftora the ressaraher undert&ing the res.ponsibilityof original work and,ttre otlier from the

guide and prrpervision certiffing the originat$ of the wor{< oa tlre basis of theearlier state-

ment from the researcher.'

EXAMPLES

I. eertifioate of the candidate

STATEMENT BY TIIE CAI\IDIDATE

l, M" fu{JAMAM, hereby state that the thesis RESTRICTIVE TRADE PRACTICES IN
INDLA subrnittedto the universityof Madras,'Chepauke, Madras - 600 005 forthe award of,

the degree of; Doctcr,ofiPhilosophy in comrnerce is my original work and no part of this

dissertation has been submitted for the award of any other degree, diploma;'fellowship or
any other uoh tltle,

Pla"ce :

Date :

Signature

(M. RAJAMAM)
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Place : Madras

Date :30.6.1983
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2. Certtliclrte lssued'by the ;upervlsor

CERTIFTCATE

Thib is to c'ertiythat the thesis -nrsrnlctrve TRADE PRACTICES IN INDIA-
is a record ofresearch work done during t 980 :-82;, nil. 

". 
*"il;iirrumitted to the

university of Madras in partical fulfilnient of rhe *q"i**r;";i'ril;#;il;;
Philosophy in commerce and that the thesis t * noi fo"io*li rorrn; ,h, |*|, I|.g[;
award to ttre candidate of any degrpe, dipioma" ,**i.t*t ip, ietto*rhip; other sirnilar
title.

The thesis reoresonts aa indryendent wort,on thc,par{ of the,candidate.

(p. Amarchand)

Supernisor.

Both the certificates may be put in separate pages immediately after the titlepage.Preface ----J --

The preface is the next oub.part to the preliminary section. It rnay include as general
shtement of the objectives of the strdy, abrief reilme of the background scope, purpose,
general nature of the research upou which therepofiis based and acknowljgr-*tt. li
this part is confired gly- ts acknowledgernents u -", ultu--ra*-i,trr*o*redgernents,
instead of being titled as preface. In orderto obain a-clear idea of what ia incl;ded in a
preface or acknowledgements thesis and dissertations already submitted and available in
the libraries mayte consulted. In all instances scholarly honesty deurands t6at assistance
and help received from different persons and institutions be u"too*traged always wjthin
the confines of simplicity and tact.

Table of Contents

fne a.!13 gfcontents include the sub-divisions of all the three main parts. Generally
separate tlpe of digits ofnumbers are used to indicate the page numbers of the subdivisions
of the preliminaries pnd a different kind fqr the rest of ifr. part. Care should be exercised
that the titles of chapters and captions of sub-divisions within the chapters corespond ex-
actly with those included in the body of the report. It is only optional whether the prelimi-
naries are entered in the table of contents. The purpose of a table of contents is to provide an
analytical'overview of the materials included the repor together with ttre ,"qu.rr., of pre-
seaJation. A brief model is presented here for understanding.

!

I

I

I
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EABLE Or cONTEI\rrs

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

LIST.OF FIGURES

PAGE

u

f.!:t, vtr.

ri,.:, .YgI
Chepter
I INTRODUCTION I
II. ASOCIO.LINGUISTICAPPROAGH

LA}IGUAGE UTILISATION 7

.AMode-l of language utilization 8

Language as social class 24

Qodg elaboration 60

'm .RESEARCHFINDINGSON.SOME.AREAS

;OF.LANGUAGETT ISAMON '80

,Linguistic proficiency .Sz

VE:bal and non-verbal ability ,I-00

l-Ilpotheses 'f40
rv. $ogirnlEl'rrAr DEsIGN ,{go'

Sample 182

'iest Admitiituatioo 9ffi
V EONCLUSION i?OO

Recapitulation 224
Ssme Implications '::24{)

Suggestions .245

BIBL,IOGRAPHY '251

APPENDI}ES 265...

,Appendix A;.Tex! of langpage abiliry, . ,,,, 26J,
Appenorx B: Insfiuments of Adminisfa$"o ,;163r

Subdivisions of Chapters may also be rwrtbe.rcl as :
Chapfer

I. I.{TRODUCTIONS
1.1 Objoctives
1.2 Review & Literatures

t
5

8
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II. A SOOtrO.EXNGUAGE:,A;P.P,&OACH

frt7

7''da2

and so on.
List of Tables

Aff€r the table ofcontents, a list'of tables must firrd place. It,is also presmt*d in a
separate pages. Suggested format is :

LIST OF TABLES

40

Thbles
Total Population DiS-tribution

Working, Fopulation
Employ4entlin Mixing
tist of figures

Page

"26

54

7t

LIST OT FIGURES
Page

l0
2t

After the list of'tables, list of figures is presented. Nsrnmlly Arabic numerals are
used for numbering. If the figures ure ti figurerl z *ppr, a photograprrr, ,"p.*t";il;
}:31::,:.-o 

and presented oo" uft", *orto, each in a eeparato;d;;ifh suitable tirles,
trxample rs:

Figure
1. Export-trmport Cycle
2" Export-Import India etc.
The Text

The text is the most important part of the rtrport. ?he writer should clevete g+€etgr
't-i;rrt of his energies to a careful organisation and presentatio* 

"riir rinal-*, n - *r" ---=ii"is usually stnrctured in three sections,
l. the'inkoduction
2. the majo: report of the gtdy
3. the conclusioas and recommendations,

1. Introduction

As the very title indicates, this is the pa,rt whict infroduces the research and itsoutcome to the reader. If inkoductions are dulr, aimre.r, .orrur.o,;r* ffi;;:ffi ,;precision' direction and specifioity, there *iu;" fiJJ inc"otru. for the reader to sustain hisinter.eqt. It contains:

a' A complete and concise statement of the problem being investigated or the generalpurpose and,objectives of the study.
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b. A justification for the study establishing the impoitahee of the problem,

c. A resume of the history andpresent status,of theeproblem with a concise critical review
of literature and of previous studies into closely reiated problems.

d. A brief statement of the methodology, sources of data and a proposed statistical tieatunent.

e. A preview of the organisation of the rest of the report in tiie ferm of chapter arrange*
ments. Inhoduction is one compact chapter in many instan** and ie rnore than one
chapter in certain research repor{s.

2. $tajor Part oithe Report :
The part consists of the analytical and argument po*ion of the report. There are

certain principles to be fotrlowed in structuring this part, They are:

i) Organise presentation of the argument of findings in a iogical and orderly rnanncr-.
developing the aims stated are implied in the intriuction.

ii) Substantiate arguments or findings.

iii) Be accurate in documentation.

-!u"ry 
effort shouki be made to write clearly and tbrcefully rvithin a logicai tiarne-

work. This framework is provided in the research report by a division of thi'mat*itslnio
willdefined chapters

3. Conclusion

The conclusion plays an importantpart of tying loget\eq the whole report. In a sum-
mary form, the developments of tn. previous chapters arJ restaiid, important frndings dis-
cussed and conclusions drawn from the whole study. In a{{ition, 3list of unansw"r.Jq.r.r-
tions that have occured in the course of the study zind which iequiie further research beyond
the limits of the project bbing reported, is presented.-Thb conclusion must'leave the reader
with the impression of completeness and ofpositive,gain. It usually forms a separate chap-
ter headed CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS or some other descriptive,term
which finality to the report.

THE REFERENCE MATERIAL
This main part pf the reports consists of bibliography, appendizes,and

index.

1. Biblioerapiry

Bibliography forms a separate but integral part of a report. If follows the main body
of the text. It is the list of books and writings referred to in the pro6ess of research work and
the report.
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ExamlpEe:

Books

BIBLIOGRAPI{Y

l. Thiagu. Dr. E.P. 1990 Agricultural Economics and

R.urat Developrnent
Meerut: Jay Prakash Nath & Co., etc.

Every item is serially numbered and arranged in the alphabetical order of the au-

thors. Where it becomes necessary that ref,erences of texts and journals have been made, the

bibliography rnay be presented separately titled as books and journals.

2. Appendixes

It is usual to include in appendixes such matters as origirial data, tables that present

supporting evidences, tests that have been conskucted by the researcher. Each appendix
should be clearly separatcd from the next and listed in the table of contents.

3. [ndex

If an index is included at the end of the report, it follows the appendixes, and in the

absence of appendix. the bibliography. An index is not required for a written assignmenl

or for an un-published thesis. If the thesis is subsequently published as a book; monograph

or bulletin, an index is necessary for any work of complexity in order to facilitate easy

reference.

MECHANISMS FOR PRACTICE
They include guidelines to be followed in presenting the materials in the

report.
1. Chapter divisions and subdivisions

There are many combinations of the headings and subheadings. The following
examples iilustrate three, four and five levels of sub-division within a chapter.

Three sub-divisions:
1. Centred heading
2. Side heading and

3. Paragraphheading

Four subdivisions:
l. Centred heading

2. Side heading
3. Paragraph heading and

4. Sub-paragraph heading
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Five sub-diyisions:
l. Cenfied heading

2. Sideheading

3. Sub-side heading
4. Paragraph heading

5. Sub-Paragraph heading

There are certain conventions for bping aa.I spacing of chapter headings. Sugges-
tions has been made to put a stdp''after the faragraph heading and run matertala=ficr ti;ire
spacer.

Chapter Headings

The following forpost is recsmmeadpd

CHAPTERV
TITLE
MATER.I,ALS

Two inches or Five centimeters from top
Double space

Ttiple qpace'

Quotations

There gxe two possible wayr bf presenting quotatitions.

l) as in theext and
12) in an inalirect form.

1. Paper views,'"fhe Dit#tiod tiffiexolional oris in &e tlirection of easy magnetizatio:r".
2. Peter's view is that'tre Aitod* oih&og*ul ards iII the direction of .*v*&rai*tioi'.
Footnotes

The quotations inside the text in,a pago is aiknowledged irt the'foot of.lhe page or at
the end of the chapter after numbering serially pagh su-c[ glqtation,.The cg,gv,entio-n fol-
lowed is uarne ofthe author, year of publicalion, titte of #Jbook ana ifre publishers uddrr*
and name. Puncturition and presentatibir may be noted ftom"tlie fiii*riig Examples.

1. Nicholas, Dr R.. 1983. The Storyof Esther. Londou: Cassel
Publishers,P. 125.

2. Ibid.,P.187.

3. Hudson, Loc. cit
4. Doole., op. cig pP Z3g,Zl9

Title of the book is unusually underlined.

Tables and Figures

Every table or diagram should have a title. Format of a table cosssls of the table
number, little, b9x heads, and column numbers.
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An ExamPle: 
Tebre l

Axea is sguare Miles of the states and Mainland remitories of
Austrailia

Area (Sq. Miles)

975,g2o

667,000

S14q and Mainlmd Territories

Westem Austrailia

Quee,n*land

Source:
Note:

Top line shotrld be-in double line if 6ped or thickers if printed.
For figrnes, title and ttrenumber should be after tfte figures.

An example:

Ago in years

Figure 1.1

The Agevariation of Mean Sneltan Visual Acuity.

Cr*terla for Judging the Reeearch Report

It may be useftl to the repgfiqr, especially of a thesis, to be able to rneasure his work
against fairly accepted criteria so tlrat he may be able to detect both the strong and the weak
points of his repoit. Normally what constifutes a good thesis is not agreed upon uniformly
by &eis strperrrisors and evaltrators. Therefore the following may be a digest of sugges-
tions by a number of authors:
Title

It should be brief, but still suggest the problem that the writer has
choseu
Probhnr Description
1- T}5 problem should be wwtlry of.the research efflorts. It should be clearly explained

and delindted

rd ei co 4b sb $o 70 io rio
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2. To understand the problem better anil to atternpt a solution more intelligently, itshould
be broken down into sub prob-lems,or questions-

3. Previous works w'hich are relevant to the problems at hand should be reviewed and
appraised

4. It should constitute a definite statement of the chjectives of the,study.

Methodology,
1. The procedure by which the research has been conducted should be adequately

explained.

2, The methodology must be appropriate to the problem and to the data-
3. The data must be coilected carefufly aud bias,avoided.

T?eatment of the data
1- The daii to be accurate, adequate, relevant andpertinent to a Logical presentation and

not a rnere coilection of facts.
2. The presentation of data should'be objective'and unbiased.
3. The analytical procedure must lead towards a solution.
4. Any standards of comparison which are utilised are to be valid.

Summary and Conclusions
l; No new materials should be introduced in this section. Its purpose is to digest the

previous presentation and state conclusions, evaluations, genemlisations, and strgges-
tions for actions.

2. The summary positions should briefly but adequately describe the problern and this
particular effort at its solution.

3. All the conclusions must be based on data which have been frrlly presented.
4- The conclusions must be based on evidence only. Th"y are not to be merely the re-

searchers opinion.
5. Limitations on the degree of generalisation which the conclusions permit shouJd be

clearly strated.

6. All the recornmendations should be made judiciously,
7. Areas for further researcher ought to be included.
General
1. The report should be clear and logical whe,n viewed as an €Nltity.
2- The format should be such tiat it contributes to holding the reader's attention and

makes it easy to follow the various discussion.
3. The style of pr*sertation must be precise, simple and direct.

The criteria listed above sefl/e the purpose of a check list for the evaluation of the
report. The list of criteria is not elaborate, but covers a larger portion through which the
report can be judged for,its validityri.46**cy ar{d utilitjr,
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Questions
l. Discuss the chief features of a good research report.
2- What are the,factsrs aresearcher should bear in mind for maintaining the style of

the report?
3. Discuss the impodance of diagrams and graphs in nn*ing the report complete.
4. Elucidate the meriti and demerits of a graph
5. Give the method of a generally accepted a researsh report. Explain their

components.
6. What are the generally accepted nrtes in prescnting the various component parts of a

,research thesis?
7. what are the various criteria for judging the validity of'a report?
8. Give the format of the first page of a ph.D. thesis.
9. Report writing is the,most difficult job in a research. Explain what precautions would

you keep in mind while drafting a research report.
10. use of diagrams and graphs adds clarity to the report. Discuss.

Prepared by
Dr, M. Rajamani.
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